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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1. 1 Introduction

This report comprises the Final Report covering studies performed

under Contract NAS5-20225 for NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,

Maryland. The scope and requirements of this study are defined in the con-

tract work statement, which is reproduced below for reference.

(a) Scope: The objective of this contract is to design a wideband FM
communication system for the Tracking and Data Relay
System and to analytically determine its performance.
Of the several varieties of wideband FM schemes dis-
cussed in the pertinent documents listed below, the most
promising approach is to be selected.

(b) Pertinent Documents: The reports generated by ADCOM under
contract NAS5-10797 are groundwork for performance
under this contract.

(c) Requirements: This communication system encompasses both the
up-link and down-link functions of tracking, command and
telemetry between a ground terminal and VHF User space-
craft. For the purpose of this study, the TDRS Spacecraft
can be considered to operate according to the "bent pipe"
principle; therefore, design of such receiving and signal
handling operations can be omitted. Other system functions,
common to any TDRS system, such as RF transmit and
receive, data coders and decoders, etc., can likewise be
ignored.

The following parameters are fixed for the low data rate
(VHF)'TDRS communications.

1. Minimum effective on-axis TDRS antenna gain ... 16 dB.

2. User Antenna Gain ... 0 dB.

3. Down-link data rate ... 1 kb/s.

4. Up-link data rate ... 100 b/s per spacecraft
(4 commands simultaneously requires 400 b/sec. )

5. Assume noiseless and interference free communications
between TDRS and ground.
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6. Down-link telemetry and ranging multiple access ...
operations on 30 User spacecraft simultaneously
(fewer than 30 might also be considered if appropriate).
As many as 50 Users can be in view of the TDRS at one
time.

7. Up-link multiple access command and ranging
Command 4 User spacecraft simultaneously in the
presence of R&R signal.

8. Down-link frequency band ... 2 MHz; 136 MHz to 138 MHz

9. Up-link frequency band ... Assume two MHz band at
150 MHz.

10. RFI and multipath environment ... As prescribed in the
latest GSFC and ADCOM studies that exists just prior
to the work on this task. The multipath and RFI models
assumed shall be quantitatively described.

-6
11. Down-link communication accuracy ... BER = 10

12. Up-link communication accuracy ... BER = 10 i

13. Tolerable link outage ... In the interest of achieving
a feasible TDRS system a finite link outage probability
will be tolerated. Total link failure shall not exceed
1 % in terms of time or 36 second out of each hour of
operation. The outages on any particular User shall be
less than 5 % or 3 minutes out of each hour. An outage
is defined as that period of time a link operates below
specifications and includes the period one minute after
the outage ceases. This last requirement is included
because data intervals of less than one minute have
reduced value.

14. Acquisition time, ground and User ... 10 seconds
maximum.

15. Location of User spacecraft ... randomly distributed,
heights from 100 miles to 5, 000 miles.

16. Range determination uncertainty ... less than 15 meters.

17. Range acquisition time ... less than 16 seconds.

18. Unambiguous range determinations ... less than 10, 000
mile s.

19. Range rate determination accuracy ... less than
10 cm/sec with an observation period of 1.0 seconds.
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The results of the analysis shall determine:

1. Required User transmitter power.

2. Required TDRS transmitter power.

3. Margins of 1 and 2 based upon probability
of RFI and Multipath.

1.2 Modulation Techniques for Spread-Spectrum Multiple-Access

Radio communication links between the TDRS and the User space-

craft will suffer from Multipath and radio frequency interferences. To

combat these interferences it has been suggested that spread-spectrum

signals be utilized on both the uplink and downlink. Spread-spectrum

signals have the further benefit of enabling spread-spectrum multiple-access

operation of the tracking and data relay system. Thus, the increased spec-

trum occupancy requirements of such signals would be at least partly offset

by the ability to communicate simultaneously with several User spacecrafts

over the same wideband channel.

Of the four types of spread-spectrum signals, namely:

- Pseudo-noise phase-modulated carrier,

- Frequency-hopping signal,

--Adaptive pulse burst,

- Wideband frequency-modulated carrier,

the latter has seen the least use in multiple-access applications. Under

Contract NAS5-10797 for NASA/GSFC, Teledyne ADCOM has evolved

several forms of a multiple-access system concept utilizing wideband FM

signals for the TDRS application. The present study serves to identify and

describe the design and performance of the most promising form of this

system concept.

The wideband FM spread-spectrum multiple-access system was

designed to provide the advantages of spread-spectrum techniques while

exploiting the inherent narrowband nature of the information-bearing signals,
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and without suffering certain disadvantages which often accompany spread-

spectrum techniques.

1.3 The Wideband-FM Multiple-Access System

The wideband FM system studied in this report performs the func-

tions of:

1. command data link from DAF to User,

2. telemetry data link from User to DAF,

3. multiple access to any one of several TDRS uplink signals
by the User,

4. multiple access to any or all User downlink signals by the
DAF,

5. two-way range and range rate measurement capability, and

6. resistance to RFI, multipath, and SSMA interference.

The data on both the uplink and the downlink are split-phase coded

and PM modulated directly on the carrier with a deviation of 1 radian.

Ranging is performed by utilizing sinusoidal range tones which PM modulate

the uplink carrier. These tones are turned around in the User transponder

and PM modulated on the coherently transponded downlink carrier. The

highest frequency range tone is at 102. 4 kHz. Three ambiguity resolution

range tones at 6. 4 kHz, 400 Hz, and 25 Hz provide ambuiguity resolution

down to 12, 000 kilometers. This is more than adequate for the TDRS

application.

,The uplink carrier is wideband F-M modulated by a sinusoidal sub-

carrier whose frequency is selected to lie between 108 kHz and 136 kHz,

such that the 4th and 5th order upper sidebands lie in relatively RFI-free

portions of the uplink spectrum. The 4th order sideband will lie somewhere

between 432 kHz and 544 kHz above the carrier frequency, and the 5th order

sideband will correspondingly lie between 540 kHz and 680 kHz above the

carrier frequency.
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The width of the band of the spectrum which must be free of RFI is

±8 kHz about the 4th and 5th order sidebands. Condequently, it should be

relatively easy to either find such bands or else create them by forcing

certain RFI sources off the air. These RFI-free bands assure reliable

acquisition of the wideband FM signal on the uplink. Once the signal is

acquired, wideband FM compression in the User receiver provides process-

ing gain against other RFI sources and multipath interference. The fact

that only a relatively small fraction of the uplink RF bandwidth need be free

of RFI in order to assure reliable acquisition is one of the advantages of

the wideband FM spread-spectrum technique.

Identification of a particular TDRS transmission is achieved by

assigning a unique subcarrier frequency to each TDRS. On the other hand,

identification of a particular User transmission is achieved by assigning a

unique combination of subcarrier and carrier frequencies to each User

spacecraft. There are ten primary and ten auxiliary subcarrier frequencies

to choose from, located in the range 110 - 141 kHz spaced by 3. 2 kHz.

Each User generates its own downlink subcarrier frequency independent of

any uplink frequencies. There are three carrier frequencies (lower, middle

and upper carrier bands), spaced by 25. 6 kHz. Thus the number of simulta-

neous Users is, respectively, 60 and 30, according to whether or not the

auxiliary subcarrier frequencies are used.

The modulation index is chosen to be 5. 52 radians. This value of 6

is a zero of JO(6), and means that there will be no discrete-carrier compo-

nent in either the uplink or downlink RF spectrum. It also yields relatively

high 4th and 5th order sidebands which are useful for acquisition. Finally,

only sidebands up to sixth order need be transmitted with this value of modu-

lation index.

A compound phase-locked loop is utilized in both the User and ground

receivers, in which the subcarrier and the carrier are tracked. The tracked

subcarrier is used to FM modulate the tracked carrier so as to generate a
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wideband FM reference signal which is used to multiply the RF input signal

in the input mixer. The modulation index is chosen so as to provide full

compression of the wideband FM subcarrier at the output of this mixer.

The actual receiver implementation utilizes a PM modulator followed by a

frequency multiplier to achieve the proper modulation index.

Additional signal processing is performed by the ground receiver.

The range measurement is performed by comparing the returned range and

ambiguity tones against the original transmitted tones. The range rate

measurement is performed on the coherent downlink carrier by comparison

to the uplink carrier.

1.4 Summary of Results

The narrowband nature of the information-bearing signals in the

TDRS system may be appreciated from the following observations:

1. The data bit rates are relatively small on both the forward
(uplink) and the return (downlink) links, being either 100
BPS (normal mode) or 400 BPS (high data rate mode) on
the uplink, and 1000 BPS on the downlink. These rates,
particularly on the uplink, are low, compared to such
parameters as the direct-path carrier doppler range, the
relative multipath carrier doppler, the doppler dynamics
between the User and earth-based RFI sources, and the
bandwidth of narrowband earth-based RFI.

2. The range rate is determined by coherently transponding
the carrier component. This carrier component is tracked
by a phase-locked loop whose noise bandwidth is small
(9 Hz on the uplink and 12. 2 Hz on the downlink, single-
sided) compared to the above-mentioned parameters.

3. Range measurements are performed with a set of coherently
related sinusoidal range tones. These tones are tracked in
very narrowband phase-locked loops.

The advantages of the narrowband nature of the information bearing

signals is that straightforward filtering in the frequency domain may be used

to combat multipath and RFI interference, provided that the receiver can

lock up to the desired direct-path carrier. The wideband FM spread-spectrum
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technique is ideally suited for this purpose. This technique also has the added

advantage of providing simple multiple access capability while at the same

time minimizing the effects of other-User interference - the so-called SSMA

interference or system self-noise.

Unlike other spread-spectrum techniques which often suffer from

1. problems of acquisition,

2. susceptibility to any and all interference sources in the
RF bandwidth,

3. cumulative effects of all interference sources in the
RF band,

4. non-independence of the functions of data transmission
ranging, and spread-spectrum, often to the detriment
of each,

5. complex receiver implementation, particularly on board
the User, and

6. constraints which reduce the flexibility of system modifi-
cations and improvements,

the wideband FM technique offers

1. relatively simple, reliable, and fast acquisition,

2. susceptibility to only a small fraction of the interference
sources present in the RF bandwidth at any particular
instant,

3. non-cumulative effects of interference sources except
in certain rare situations,

4. processing gain against any and all interference sources,

5. relatively simple receiver implementation both on the
User and on the ground,

6. the ability to separate the ranging, data, and spread-
spectrum functions so that each may be optimized
almost independently of the others, and

7. a flexibility in signal and receiver design which permits
improvements in signal design and receiver implementa-
tion to be made with a minimum of interaction between
the various communications functions, and which require
a minimum of recomputation of system performance.
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This last feature of the wideband FM technique permits changes in

system requirements to be readily incorporated into the system design with-

out the necessity of having to recompute all aspects of system performance.

This is one feature of the wideband-FM spread-spectrum technique whose

importance cannot be overestimated. In fact, several modifications were

made in the system design during the present study which provided improved

performance in one area or another without requiring extensive recalculations.

In particular, improvements in the range turnaround channel were made in

the noise analysis of Sec. 4, with additional improvements suggested in the

improved system concept described in Appendix D.

The-results of an additive noise analysis indicate that on both the

uplink and the downlink the data bit error probability requirements set the

threshold on signal-to-noise power density ratio. In addition, since the data

is the widest bandwidth information signal, it is also the communications

function most susceptible to multipath, SSMA, and RFI interference. The

improved system concept described in Appendix D offers reduced suscep-

tibility of the data to multipath, SSMA, and RFI interference and is an out-

growth of the analysis of the wideband FM system described in Sec. 2 and

analyzed in Secs. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. The performance of this modified

system may be readily analyzed by making minor modifications of the

analyses presented in; the above-mentioned sections of this report.

Analysis of CW interference effects indicates system susceptibility

only when the RFI is located in certain narrow regions of-the RF band.

The system still has a moderate processing gain under these conditions,

but the important result is that this "worst case" condition persists only

for very short time intervals. This is because the doppler rate as

observed at the User spacecraft on the terrestrial RFI isvery different

from that observed on the desired signal originating at the TDRS. Thus,

the RFI will fall in the " worst" regions of the band relative to the desired

signal components only for short periods, then will rapidly sweep off to be

filtered out by various filters. -
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Again, the system is susceptible to narrowband RFI only when it is

located in certain narrow regions of the RF band. The system has substantial

processing gain under these conditions, enhanced by the ability to filter out

large portions of the narrowband RFI spectrum that do not fall within the

narrow regions of the RF band.

The multiple-access features of the system were specifically

designed to minimize SSMA. Even under "worst case" conditions determined

by various doppler shifts, it is not expected that more than one User will

significantly interfere with another User. In this case, the system has suffi-

cient processing gain to combat the resulting SSMA interference, for all

reasonable ratios of received User signal powers.

Finally, multipath interference is rejected by similar mechanisms.

Realtive doppler shifts of any appreciable magnitude are exploited to filter

out the multipath interference. When the relative doppler is too low to per-

mit filtering, the doppler rate is large causing this unfavorable condition to

last only short intervals of time. The system still has a moderate processing

gain, enhanced in the case of diffuse multipath by the ability to filter out

portions of the multipath interference that does not fall within the "worst"

narrow regions of the RF band.

1. 5 Conclusions and Recommendations

The wideband FM system is a form of spread-spectrum multiple-

access system employing wide-deviation sinusoidal subcarriers to achieve

the desired-spectrum spreading. The concept encompasses the functions

of tracking, command and telemetry, and is capable of accommodating many

User spacecrafts and three or four relay satellites.

Analysis has indicated superior system performance in combatting

the expected sources of disturbance, including random noise, multipath, RF

interference, and interferences from other User spacecrafts or other relay

satellites. Furthermore, the system concept offers many deployment and
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operational advantages, such as flexibility in assignment of channels among

different Users, and ease of handover from one relay satellite to another.

Wideband FM is a highly effective and flexible approach to implementing the

TDRS communications and tracking functions.

It is essential for GSFC to thoroughly evaluate the candidate TDRS

system concepts prior to adoption of a specific approach for hardware imple-

mentation. Such evaluation includes paper design and performance evaluation

of the concepts to meet practical requirements under the same ground rules.

The present study fulfills this requirement for the wideband FM

system concept. However, we wish to emphasize that definite evaluation

and comparison of candidate system concepts must be based, not only on

paper design and analytical predictions of performance, but also and more

importantly on experimental evaluations. Only an experimental evaluation

can uncover the practical advantages and limitations of a given system

concept.

Consequently, we strongly recommend that GSFC initiate an

experimental evaluation program of the wideband FM system concept. Such

a comprehensive program would yield, in a timely manner, sufficient infor-

mation for a well-founded decision on the merits of the wideband FM system

vis-a-vis other candidate concepts. Experimental evaluation of the wideband

FM system is now urgently needed, in view of the on-going laboratory

evaluation of other candidate concepts.
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2. SYSTEM DESIGN

2. 1 Wideband FM Spread-Spectrum Multiple-Access Techniques

The basic signal format used in this system concept, both on the

uplink and the downlink, is as follows:

a) Ranging information is carried in a cluster of range tones
designed to yield the desired range measurement accuracy
and ambiguity resolution.

b) Data, viz., commands on the uplink and telemetry on the
downlink, is carried by a split-phase signal which, along
with the ranging sidetones, phase-modulates the carrier.

c) Spectrum-spreading is accomplished by frequency-
modulating the VHF carrier by a sinusoidal subcarrier
using a wide frequency deviation (modulation index = 5. 52).

d) Identification of a particular TDRS transmission on the
uplink is achieved by assigning a unique subcarrier fre-
quency to that TDRS. Identification of a particular User
spacecraft transmission on the downlink is achieved by
assigning a unique combination of one of ten (primary)
subcarrier frequencies and one of three carrier frequen-
cies (lower, middle, and upper carrier bands). Auxiliary
subcarrier frequency slots are available to increase the
number of simultaneous Users to 60.

Straightforward means for accomplishing these modulation opera-

tions have been evolved, but their discussion will be deferred until Sec.

2. 3.3.

Reception and separation of a desired signal in the presence of

other wideband FM signals is based on utilizing the unique combination of

carrier and subcarrier frequencies characterizing it. A compound phase-

locked loop receiver, to be described shortly, locks on to both the carrier

and the subcarrier by fully compressing the subcarrier modulation on the

desired signal. Undesired interference components such as other wideband

FM signals, multipath, or RFI disturbances are reduced in amplitude and
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spread in spectrum by this wideband FM compression operation, thereby

reducing their effects on receiver operation. In this manner, the spread-

spectrum multiple-access advantage is realized in achieving disturbance-

resistant communications with several User spacecrafts on the same

frequency band.

2. 2 System Configuration

The system configuration is described first for the simplified

situation of a single User and a single TDRIS. Figure 2. 1 illustrates this

situation. At the ground station data acquisition facility (DAF), the VHF

signal is generated, modulated with the command data, then translated up

to X-band for transmission to the TDRS. All frequencies, including the

range tones, are obtained from the station master clock and frequency

synthesizer. The TDRS operates on the received X-band signal according

to the bent-pipe principle, coherently translating it back down to VHF for

relay to the User spacecraft.

At the User transponder receiver, the compound phase--locked loop

locks onto the carrier and the subcarrier, and yield the split-phase command

signal for detection in the command extractor. The extracted uplink carrier

frequency is multiplied in the transponder transmitter by the turnaround ratio

(23/25) to generate the coherent downlink carrier. A new subcarrier for the

downlink signal is generated by the transponder clock and frequency synthe--

sizer. Thus the downlink subcarrier is not maintained coherent with the

uplink subcarrier. The uplink range-tone cluster is filtered prior to rermodu-

lation on the downlink signal. The transponder transmitter combines the

telemetry data, filtered range tones, subcarrier and turnaround carrier to

generate the downlink VIHF signal.

On the downlink the TDRS again operates on the bent-pipe principle

to coherently translate the received VHF signal up to X-band for relay to the

DAF. At the DAF the received X-band signal is translated back down to VHF

12.
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for processing in the VHF receiver. A compound phase-locked loop locks

onto the carrier and subcarrier, yielding

a) The carrier frequency to the range rate extractor
which measures the round-trip doppler.

b) The range tone cluster to the range extractor which
measures the phase shifts on the various range tones.

c) The split-phase telemetry signal to the telemetry
extractor for data detection.

The system configuration for the general situation of several TDRS' s

and many User spacecrafts is illustrated in Fig. 2. 2. Three TDRS' s are

shown, designated A, B and C, although extension to four is straightforward.

A DAF is dedicated to each TDRS, with a separate X-band link up and down.

Each TDRS radiates its V-IF signal to all User spacecrafts in view, using

the common uplink carrier frequency but identified by its unique subcarrier

frequency. This is indicated in Fig. 2. 2 by lines going to User No. 1 only

to reduce pictorial clutter. Each User's transponder receiver locks onto

the uplink signal containing the subcarrier to which it is tuned as soon as

it comes into view of the appropriate .TDRS, and commences to detect com-

mands. Commands intended for a particular User are identified by an

address code unique to that User. Addressing of several Users is accom-

plished by a time-division multiplexing scheme (TDRM).

The User downlink identification, based on its carrier and sub-

carrier frequency combination, is either preset or is selectable on command

from the DAF. The carrier frequency offset of 25. 6 klIz, when used, is

derived from the downlink subcarrier frequency, and is removed on the

ground prior to doppler processing. On the downlink, each TDRS receives

signals from all User spacecrafts in view, and relays the full downlink VHF

band down to its DAF. Each DAF is equipped with a bank of VHF receivers,

one for each User addressed by the TDRS associated with that particular DAF.

14
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2. 3 DAF Transmitter

2. 3. 1 Functions

The functions of the DAF transmitter are:

1) To generate the wideband FM VHF signal,

2) To coherently translate it up to X-band, and

3) To transmit the X-band signal to the relay
satellite.

2. 3. 2 Uplink VHF Signal Structure

The uplink wideband FM VHF signal consists of a VHF carrier

which is simultaneously

1) PM Modulated by

a) command data in the form of a split-phase
binary signal, and

b) ranging sidetones,. and

2) Wideband FM Modulated by a sinusoidal subcarrier
with a modulation index of 5. 52.

The command data bit rate may be either 100 BPS or 400 BPS.

The ranging sidetones consist of a fine range tone at 102. 4 kHz and

ambiguity ranging sidetones clustered around 96. 0 kHz as shown in Fig. 2. 3.

The ratio between the frequencies of successive range tones is 16. The range

tone frequencies are listed in Table 2. 1.

Table 2. 1

Range Tone Frequencies

Range Tone Frequency

Fine range tone f, = 102.4 kHz

Medium-fine range tone f = 6.4 kHz

Medium-coarse range tone f 400 lIz

Coarse range tone f = 25 Hz
4
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The ranging sidetones are generated as indicated in Fig. 2,4. The

ranging sidetone signal representation is

dR(t) = P sin olt [P2A wt + [P22sinwin] COS(W1 -3)t (2.1)

where

1 = 0.5, P2 = 0.48, and PA 
=

0.375.

All relay satellites transmit at the same VHF carrier frequency of

148. 9255 MHz. The signals from different relay satellites are distinguished

in the TDRS-User VHF link by the unique subcarrier frequency assigned to

each TDRS. For example, two relay satellites require two DAF transmitters,

each with a different uplink subcarrier frequency. Subcarrier frequencies

should be in excess of several kHz.

A plot of the distribution of the wideband FM signal power in the

various sidebands for a modulation index of 5. 52 is shown in Fig. 2. 5. The

fraction of the total signal power contained in the first six sidebands on

either side of the carrier is 0. 982. The power in the carrier is zero since

J (5. 52) = 0. As may be seen from Fig. 2. 5, the largest sideband is theo
fourth order sideband, followed in order by the first, fifth, third, sixth,

second, and seventh order sidebands. The fact that the fourth and fifth

order.sidebands are large is utilized in the design of the wideband FM com--

pound PLL receiver acquisition aid system.

2. 3. 3 Uplink Signal Generation

The technique used to generate the uplink wideband FM VHF signal

is to perform the PM modulation and the wideband FM modulation in separate

channels and then combine these two modulated signals by a mixing operation.

This permits optimum design of each type of modulator and ensures better

control over the modulation indices,
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A block diagram of the DAF transmitter is shown in Fig. 2. 6.

A clock and frequency synthesizer generates the fine range tone frequency

of 102.4 kHz, the command clock frequency, the subcarrier frequency, a

reference frequency, f , at approximately 1 MHz, and an X-band reference

frequency.

Commands originating at mission control are formatted at the DAF

transmitter. The command formatter is synchronized by the command clock

rate. The command signal generator converts the command signal from the

command formatter into a split-phase command signal.

A range tone generator generates the ranging sidetones. The rang-

ing sidetones and the split-phase command signal are added together and fed

to the PM modulator. The output of the PM modulator, which operates at a

frequency of 5 f, is frequency multiplied by 48. This brings the carrier

frequency up to 240 f and the phase deviations of the carrier by the ranging
0

sidetones and the command data up to their desired values.

A coherent wideband FM modulator FM modulates a carrier at 91 f
o

with the subcarrier while at the same time maintaining coherence with the

reference frequency f . This is implemented as shown in Fig. 2. 7.

The FM modulator is made coherent with the reference frequency fo

by phase-locking the carrier component of an FM modulated VCO. The

modulation index at this point is sufficiently small so that a large carrier

component is maintained at the output of the VCO. The desired modulation

index of 5. 52 is obtained by frequency multiplying the VCO signal by 8 as

shown. This also brings the carrier frequency up to 91 f . The PM and FM

modulated carriers are mixed and the difference frequency component at

149 f = 148. 9255 MHz becomes the desired VHF wideband FM signal.
o

- The frequency at the output of a mixer is denoted as either the sum or
difference of the input frequencies in accordance with the polarity signs
at the inputs to the mixer. This applies to all mixers shown in all figures.
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The carrier frequency of 148. 9255 MHz is chosen because:

1) It places the uplink VHF carrier frequency very near the
center of the uplink VHF band extending from 148. 0 to
149. 9 MHz.

2) It permits use of a simple User transponder turnaround
ratio of 23/25.

3) With this turnaround ratio and uplink VHF carrier
frequency, the downlink carrier frequency is 137. 01146
MHz which is very near the center of the downlink VHF
band extending-from 136. 0 to 138. 0 MHz.

4) To achieve this uplink carrier frequency, fo is chosen
a 1 MHz minus 500 Hz = 999. 5 kHz.

If it were necessary to place the carrier frequencies precisely in

the center of the uplink and downlink VHF bands, a turnaround ratio of

137, 0/148.95 would have to be used, This is rather difficult to achieve.

Fortunately, this ratio, which is approximately 0. 91977, is sufficiently

close to 0. 920 = 23/25 to permit the 23/25 turnaround ratio to be used with

only slight tolerable shifts in the frequencies of the carriers from the

desired center band values.

The uplink VHF signal is therefore

e (t) = sin{(149) 2rft + 6 sin wost + 4R(t)+ D(t) (2. 2)
u O

where 6 sin X t is the wideband FM subcarrier, 4 R(t) is the ranging

sidetones signal, and YD(t) is the split-phase command data signal.

The phase deviation of the data signal is 1 radian.
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2. 4 Relay Satellite

The relay satellite is presumed to function as a simple "bent-pipe"

frequency translator from X-band to VHF. The effects of X-band DAF-to-

TDRS doppler in the VHF link is presumed compensated for by some means.

(See ADCOM Final Report G-95 entitled, "Communication Technique Studies

for the Data Relay Satellite System, " May 15, 1969, prepared for NASA/

GSFC under Contract NAS5-10510, Mod 3.) Each TDRS relays all signals

that it receives in the downlink VHF band.

2. 5 User Transponder

2. 5. 1 Functions

The User transponder must perform the following functions:

1) Acquisition of the wideband FM signal.

2) Coherent carrier tracking and demodulation.

3) Extraction of the command data.

4) Filtering of the ranging sidetones.

5) Generation of the downlink subcarrier frequency.

6) Coherent turnaround of the uplink carrier, and
generation of one of three downlink carrier
frequencies.

7) PM modulation of the filtered ranging sidetones
and the downlink telemetry split-phase data signal
on the downlink carrier.

8) Wideband FM modulation of the downlink carrier
by the downlink subcarrier, and

9) Handover of signal reception from one TDRS to
another TDRS.

These functions are shown schematically in Fig. 2. 8.
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2. 5. 2 User Transponder Compound PLL Receiver

The User transponder compound PLL receiver acquires, tracks,

and demodulates the wideband FM uplink signal from one of the TDRS's in

view. A block diagram of the tracking portion of the receiver is shown in

Fig. 2. 9. This shows a receiver designed to receive the wideband FM

signal from a single TDRS whose subcarrier frequency is o . The prob-
SC

lems of acquisition and handover are treated in a later section.

The receiver is a compound PLL consisting of a carrier tracking

phase-locked loop, a subcarrier tracking phase-locked loop, a subcarrier

feedback and wideband FM reference signal generator, and a carrier phase

demodulator. The VCXO output signal of the subcarrier loop is used to

modulate the carrier loop VCO output signal in such a manner as to permit

full compression of the wideband FM RF input signal at the RF mixer.

This is accomplished by utilizing a PM modulator followed by a frequency

multiplication by 24 in the feedback path. The effect is equivalent to wide-

band FM modulation if the phase of the subcarrier is shifted by 900 prior

to PM modulation of the carrier loop VCO signal. The gain of the feedback

loop is adjusted to yield full compression by making the modulation index of

the wideband FM reference signal equal to 5. 52 at the control input to the

RF mixer.

The advantages of full compression and of using a modulation index

of 5. 52 are:

1) Full compression offers optimum operation in the presence
of noise and interference.

2) The received wideband FM signal has no carrier component
since Jo(5. 52) = 0. This is important for proper SSMA
operation since it prevents the carrier components of other
User or other TDRS signals from interfering with carrier
tracking or data demodulation. Also, the fact that Jo(6) = O
when 6 = 5. 52 makes it easy to set the modulation index at
this value.
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3) Only the first six sidebands carry significant signal power.
This permits utilization of the higher subcarrier frequencies
as primary subcarrier frequencies. The advantage of this
is that it spreads the wideband FM signal over more of the
2 MHz bandwidth. This helps reduce the effects of SSMA
and RFI interference by reducing the probability of certain
interference mechanisms.

4) The fourth, fifth, and first order sidebands are the three
largest subcarrier sidebands. This is used to advantage
in the acquisition technique as will be described.

Note that by using a carrier PLL in a "long loop" configuration with

a multiply-by-24 prior to the RF mixer, the carrier loop VCO frequency is

made 1/25 of the VHF uplink carrier frequency. This is a very simple way

to obtain the divide-by-25 in the 23/25 turnaround ratio.

The high level of RFI which is present on the uplink necessitates

the use of a separate carrier phase demodulator and phase detector. This

is done because coherent AGC is used to control the gain, and hence the

noise bandwidth, of the carrier loop. Consequently, a narrowband IF

amplifier (BW z 4. 0 kHz) is used to amplify the compressed carrier com-

ponent. By using this narrow bandwidth, RFI components which lie more

than a few kHz away from any of the subcarrier sideband components will

be suppressed prior to IF amplification. This prevents any of these RFI

components from overloading the IF amplifier.

A wideband IF amplifier passes the ranging sidetones and first-

order subcarrier sidebands. This amplifier operates at a much lower

gain than the narrowband IF amplifier. Further amplification of the ranging

sidetones and the residual subcarrier first-order sideband is performed

after coherent demodulationby the carrier phase demodulator and subse-

quent narrowband filtering by ranging sidetone filters and a subcarrier

bandpass filter. The amplifiers used in this connection are AGC'd from

the output of an AGC detector to be described in the section on acquisition.
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The data may be extracted from the output of the carrier phase

detector since it's bandwidth is much less than 4.0 kHz and it is PM'd

directly on the carrier. The amplitude of the data at this point in the receiver

has already been amplified to a controlled signal level by the AGC'd narrow-

band IF amplifier.

The data demodulator consists of a bit synchronizer and an integrate-

and-dump matched filter detector. The data demodulator is common to any

TDRS system concept and need not be discussed further.

The range tone filters and the ranging sidetone turnaround channel

is unique to the particular system under discussion, and is described in

detail in a later section. We now turn our attention to the problem of

acquisition of the wideband FM signal.

2. 5.3 Signal Acquisition

The problem of acquisition on the uplink differs from that on the

downlink for several important reasons, These are:

1. Acquisition on the uplink must be performed with the uplink
command data and ranging sidetones present, whereas on
the downlink, the User can be commanded to not transmit
telemetry data until the ground receiver acquires the wide-
band FM signal and the ranging sidetones.

·i2. Depending on how handover is accomplished, the User may
be able to take longer to acquire than the ground receiver.

3. It is desirable to keep the User electronics as simple as
possible, whereas additional sophistication mnay be built
into the ground receiver acquisition circuitry.

4. The User must acquire in the presence of high levels of RFI
interference.

5. The ground receiver must acquire in the presence of many
other-User signals (SSMA interference).

6. The doppler on the downlink carrier is essentially twice
that on the uplink carrier, although the dopplers on the
subcarriers are essentially the same on both the uplink
and downlink,
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7. The signal power to noise power density ratios are generally
different on the uplink and the downlink.

8. The ground receiver can be designed to receive a signal over
a single downlink channel, whereas the User receiver may
have to utilize portions of the same receiver to receive sig-
nals from different TDRS's. A downlink channel is defined
by the downlink subcarrier frequency and carrier band
assignment. It may be easier to design separate receivers
foreach downlink channel than to design ground receivers
capable of receiving all downlink channels.

The following restrictions are placed on the uplink signal design

and system operation based on the above acquisition considerations:

1. The 400 BPS command data is not transmitted when a User
spacecraft is trying to acquire the wideband FM signal
from the TDRS in question during handover.

2. The final choice of uplink subcarrier frequencies for the
two or three TDRS's is to be made on the basis of no RFI
interference of any significance lying within ±8 kHz of the
upper 4th and 5th order sidebands, and no serious RFI
interference lying within ±8 kHz of any other wideband FM
signal spectral component.

That is, there should be essentially no RFI interference near the

upper 4th, or 5th order sidebands, and the RFI that may lie near other

spectral components should not be so large as to seriously interfere with

compound PLL tracking, data demodulation, or ranging sidetone turn-

around when the receiver is in the track mode. Since only 2 or 3 subcarrier

frequencies need be selected for the uplink, these requirements may not be

as severe as might appear at first glance. As a last resort, it may be

necessary to require some RFI sources to go off the air.

A block diagram of the uplink acquisition scheme is shown in

Fig. 2.10. This scheme has been designed to acquire the uplink wideband

FM signal in the presence of RFI and multipath with the maximum possible

reliability consistent with the requirements for reasonable acquisition time,

signal-to-noise ratio, and receiver complexity. In particular, the scheme

was designed to acquire lock with an input SNR no higher than that required
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for 400 BPS data demodulation and with full uplink modulation present

(although with 100 BPS data). Acquisition times on the order of 10 to 12

seconds should be possible with almost no possibility of false lock.

We now describe briefly the functions of the acquisition scheme

and then indicate how these functions are realized by the system of Fig. 2. 10.

The functional behavior of the acquisition scheme is:

1. With the carrier and subcarrier loops unlocked, the carrier
loop VCXO is swept until the error frequency is less than
about 200 Hz. This is the coarse frequency search.

2. The carrier loop sweep generator continues to sweep in the
same direction for a short time and is then switched to its
fine frequency search mode in which the sweep is reversed
and swept slowly until the error frequency is less than about
20 Hz.

3. At this time the carrier loop is switched from the sweep
mode to the acquisition mode, and the carrier loop error
frequency is forced to zero.

4. Meanwhile, the subcarrier loop, which is in the acquisition
mode, acquires frequency lock.

5. As the carrier loop error frequency goes to zero, the
phasing error on the subcarrier signal into the subcarrier
acquisition becomes negligibly small, thereby enabling
the subcarrier loop VCXO to acquire the proper phase for
wideband FM compression.

6. With the subcarrier loop properly phased and the carrier
loop frequency acquired, the carrier loop is switched to
the track mode.

7. Meanwhile, the gain of the carrier loop IF amplifier is
adjusted by an AGC signal derived from the acquisition
subcarrier signal so that when the carrier loop is switched
to the track mode, its loop noise. bandwidth is already set
at the proper value. This not only saves acquisition time,
but also helps prevent the carrier loop from locking onto a
CW RFI component that may be close to one of the sub-
carrier sidebands but which lies further away from the
sideband than several carrier loop noise bandwidths. The
carrier loop need now only acquire phase lock. The gain
of the subcarrier tracking loop is adjusted in a similar
fashion.
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8. Phase lock is detected by a coherent carrier loop lock
indicator, and is verified by checking to see that the upper
4th order subcarrier sideband lies where it should. This
permits detection of false lock by the carrier loop on a
CW RFI component that may fall within the carrier loop
noise bandwidth but which may lie more than a few Hz
away from the particular subcarrier sideband with which
it interferes.

9. Finally, when proper carrier lock is verified, the sub-
carrier loop may be switched to the track mode.

10. The in-lock condition is constantly.monitored, so that
if the carrier or subcarrier tracking loop falls out of
lock, a reacquisition procedure may be initiated. In
particular, the subcarrier loop would be immediately
switched to the acquisition mode, since, if the carrier
loop VCO has not drifted too far in frequency from the
frequency of the input carrier, subcarrier loop acquisi-
tion could take place rather quickly, and the carrier
loop could reacquire without having to switch out of the
track mode. Consequently, reacquisition could take
place in one or two seconds if the in-lock condition is
constantly monitored. This is important since it means
that the communications link would only be out of service
for a short time should loss of lock occur.

At the start of acquisition, switches A and B in the receiver shown

in Fig. 2. 10 are in the positions indicated. The carrier loop VCXO is swept

back and forth so as to cover the input doppler range plus any small VCXO

frequency instability plus a small additional guard band range. Now if a

wideband FM signal whose subcarrier frequency is ws is present at the
sc

input, its upper 4th and 5th order sidebands are mixed down to baseband by

the carrier loop VCXO in the acquisition RF and IF mixers. As the carrier

loop error frequency is reduced below about 200 Hz, the upper 4th and 5th

order subcarrier sidebands, phase modulated by the 100 BPS data, appear

at the outputs of their respective sideband bandpass filters. The outputs of

these sideband filters are multiplied together, and the resulting subcarrier

signal plus noise is filtered by a narrowband bandpass filter tuned to the

subcarrier frequency. The subcarrier signal is generated from the product
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of the 4th and 5th order subcarrier sidebands and their accompanying data

sidebands. The noise is generated from the product of the noises at the

outputs of the sideband filters and from the product of the subcarrier side-

bands and noise.

The bandwidth of the sideband bandpass filters is chosen to be wide

enough to pass the 100 BPS data sidebands, yet narrow enough so that the

product of the noises at the outputs of the filters is negligible compared to

the products of the sidebands and noise when the ratio of signal power to

noise power density in the receiver is equal to that necessary to achieve the

required BEP for the 400 BPS data. The bandwidth must also be narrow

enough so that the carrier loop error frequency is not too large when the

sweep is turned off. These requirements are satisfied at the above signal-

to-noise-power-density ratio for the 100 BPS data with a sideband filter noise

bandwidth of 600 Hz. These sideband filters are crystal filters which are

designed to provide an approximately flat amplitude and linear phase over a

400 Hz bandwidth. The skirts of the filter fall off gradually enough so that

the filter responds in a quasi-stationary manner to the linear sweep of the

sideband through the passband, and so that the data transitions do not cause

the filter to ring excessively.

The subcarrier signal at the output of the narrowband bandpass

filter following the multiplier is detected by a square law detector-lowpass

filter combination followed by a threshold detector. As the 4th and 5th order

sidebands are swept into the sideband filters, the signal output of the narrow-

band subcarrier BPF builds up and rises above the noise level. When the

sidebands are near the center of their respective sideband filter passbands,

the output of the lowpass filter following the square law detector will exceed

the threshold level of the threshold detector. The sweep rate is determined

by the bandwidth of this lowpass filter, which in turn is determined by the

requirement that signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the lowpass filter is

large enough to assure a high probability of correct detection.
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For example, if the lowpass filter is a single-pole RC filter, the

time constant, T Lp F , is related to the noise bandwidth of the filter, BLPF,

by
1

TL = -P- (2.3)LPF 4 B
LPF

If we require that the VCXO sweep rate is such that the carrier loop error

frequency sweeps 50 Hz in a time equal to four time constants of the lowpass

filter, the sweep rate will be R - 50 B Hz/sec. If B is 20 Hz, thisLPF LPF
corresponds to a sweep rate of 1 kHz/sec.

When the threshold detector detects the presence of the subcarrier

signal it triggers a monostable which stays on for a time long enough to

permit the sweep to move the subcarrier sideband components past the

center of the band of the sideband filters. When the rnonostable turns off,

the sweep is reversed and slowed down and the analog gate at the input to

the narrowband 4th order sideband bandpass filter is closed. This gate is

kept open during the coarse sweep to prevent this narrowband filter from

ringing as a result of the presence of a fast sweeping signal at its input.

As the 4th order subcarrier sideband is swept into the passband of the

narrowband 4th order sideband bandpass filter, the signal level at point 2

will rise above the threshold level of the threshold detector. This discon-

nects the sweep by switching the carrier loop switch A from the sweep

position to the acquisition position. The output of the narrowband 4th order

sideband BPF is hard limited and frequency divided by 4 to produce a signal

at the subcarrier frequency which is offset from the subcarrier frequency by

1/4 of the residual carrier loop error frequency. This signal is compared

with the subcarrier VCXO signal in a linear phase detector, so that the output

of the linear phase detector will be a ramp whose time derivative is propor-

tional to 1/4 of the residual carrier loop error frequency plus the subcarrier

loop error frequency. The carrier loop is designed so that the seize fre-

quency in the acquisition mode is greater than the maximum value of the

sum of the residual carrier loop error frequency plus 4 times the subcarrier
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loop frequency error, The carrier loop then rapidly adjusts the phase of

the carrier loop VCXO so that the carrier loop frequency error is equal to

minus 4 times the subcarrier loop frequency error. This, however, is

very small, and the 4th and 5th order sidebands will be well centered in the

passbands of their respective sideband filters. Detection of carrier loop

frequency acquisition is made at point 3.

Meanwhile, the gains of the subcarrier and carrier tracking loops

and the subcarrier acquisition loop are adjusted by an AGC voltage derived

from the output of the lowpass filter at point 1. This adjusts the damping

factor and the noise bandwidths of these loops to their design values.

Subcarrier loop acquisition is detected by the coherent subcarrier

loop acquisition detector at point 4. As the subcarrier loop pulls into lock,

the carrier loop frequency error goes to zero. At this time the subcarrier

loop is phase-locked, the carrier loop is frequency-locked, the AGC'd

amplifiers in the carrier and subcarrier loops are adjusted to their proper

gain values, and wideband FM compression is taking place in the RF mixer

of the carrier tracking loop, The carrier loop may now be switched to the

track mode. The carrier loop will rapidly settle to the proper phase in a

time on the order of the inverse of the carrier loop noise bandwidth. Depend-

ing on the initial phase error, the loop may slip one cycle before phase lock

is achieved. The phase lock condition is detected by the coherent carrier

loop acquisition detector at point 5. If the carrier loop locks onto the com-

pressed carrier component, the output at point 3 will remain high. On the

other hand, should the carrier loop lock onto a CW RFI component lying

within the loop noise bandwidth but several Hz away from the subcarrier

sideband with which it interferes in the RF spectrum, the signal level at

point 3 will drop, since the 4th order sideband will no longer lie where it

it supposed to be.

C.J. Byrne, "Properties and Design of the Phase-Controlled Oscillator
with a Sawtooth Comparator, " The Bell System Technical Journal, p. 587,
March 1962.
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If the signals at points 5 and 3 indicate that the carrier loop is

properly acquired, the subcarrier loop is switched from the acquisition to

the track mode. The in-lock condition of the subcarrier loop may be

monitored at point 4. If this signal level continues to indicate that the sub-

carrier loop is locked, the receiver is in the track mode, and the downlink

wideband FM signal may be transmitted. Downlink telemetry and ranging

sidetones are not transmitted until the ground receiver acquires the down-

link wideband FM signal and commands the User to transmit these signals

as PM modulation on the downlink carrier. Acquisition of the ground

receiver is described in a later section.

We now describe the sweep system in more detail so that the mean

time to acquire may be calculated. A large portion of the acquisition time

is spent on the coarse and fine carrier sweep. From Fig. 2.10 it is seen

that the sweep is applied to the input of the active loop filter F (s). The

transfer function of this filter is

1 + I2s '2 1
F (s) = = + (2. 4)

The fee e1 1s

The filter behaves like again of I 2 /'1 plus an ideal integrator of gain 1/
1.

(This holds down to very low frequencies at which point the active filter

behaves like a gain G, where G is the dc gain of the operational amplifier

used in the active filter. ) Consequently, if a step is applied to the input of

this filter, the output (VCXO input) would consist of a step of amplitude

T 2/I1 times the input amplitude, plus a range of slope 1/T 1 times the input

amplitude. The ramp provides the sweep, and the amplitude of the step

controls the sweep rate. A small step at the VCXO input may be tolerated

at the ends of the sweep which extends past where the input is known to be,

but it may present a problem when the sweep is being changed from the

coarse to the fine sweep mode. To circumvent this problem, the step is

first applied to an RC filter circuit whose time constant is equal to 72,
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and the output of the sweep generator is obtained from the voltage across

the capacitor. This eliminates the step at the VCXO input. In addition,

the analog gate at the input to the narrowband 4th order sideband filter is

closed slowly enough so that the sudden application of the signal does not

cause the narrowband filter to ring. In this application, the gate circuit

behaves like an AGC amplifier whose gain is increased slowly from zero

to its final design value as the gate is closed.

A block diagram of the sweep generator is shown in Fig. 2.11.

The operation of the sweep generator is as follows. When the generator

is in the coarse frequency sweep mode gates #1, 2, and 3 are all closed.

These are analog gates employing FET's as variable resistors. The

output of gate #3 is connected to the carrier loop active loop filter F2(s).

The squarewave generator output consists of a balanced symmetrical

squarewave whose period is 2 TSWEEP. The squarewave passes through

gate #1 to the positive input of a differential amplifier. The squarewave

is reduced in amplitude and passed through gate #2 to the negative input

of the differential amplifier to which a "holding" capacitor is connected.

This capacitor has a very short charge time when the gate is closed, and

a very long discharge time when the gate is open. Consequently, when

the gates are closed, the output of the differential amplifier is a square-

wave whose amplitude is the difference between the squarewave amplitude

at the outputs of gates #1 and #2.

The output of the differential amplifier is fed into an RC filter

whose time constant, 't = R Co, is equal to the time constant T2 of the

active loop filter. This is done so that the voltage at the input to the VCXO

will be a ramp when a step of voltage is applied at the input of this RC filter.

H. W. Ruegg, "An Integrated FET Analog Switch, PIEE, pp. 1572-1575,
December 1964.
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Fig. 2. 11 Sweep Generator



To show that this is the case, we write the product of the filter transfer

functions of the RC filter and the active loop filter as

_____1 (1 + T2s) (1 - T72) 1

(1 + s1 ( ) 0+1s

Observe that when T = '2, the product of these two transfer functions

is a pure integrator. Consequently, the voltage at the VCXO input will

be a triangular wave with no voltage jumps when the loop filter is driven

by this sweep generator.

Now, when the threshold detector at point 1 in the block diagram

of Fig. 2.10 detects the presence of the subcarrier signal, it triggers two

monostabie multivibrators. The short duration monostable stays on long

enough for the sweep circuit to sweep the subcarrier sideband components

past the center frequency of the sideband filters. If the sweep rate is

1 kHz/sec in the coarse frequency sweep mode, and if a sweep of 200 Hz

is sufficient to assure that the subcarrier sideband components are at least

100 Hz past the sideband filter center frequencies, the monostable period

should be 0.2 sec. At the end of this time the monostable reverts to its

OFF state. This is detected by a turn-off detector which then opens gates

#1 and #2. The function of the long duration monostable is to prevent the

next zero crossing of the squarewave generator from closing these gates

if this zero crossing occurs in a time following the opening of these gates

which is too short to permit fine sweep acquisition to occur. This arrange-

ment makes it unnecessary to extend the period of the squarewave by a

time long enough to permit fine sweep acquisition. This is also the reason

why gate #2 is used in conjunction with a holding capacitor rather than feed-

ing the reduced amplitude squarewave directly into the negative input of the

differential amplifier.
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When gates #1 and #2 are opened, the voltage at the output of the

differential amplifier jumps to the negative of the voltage on the holding

capacitor. This provides the voltage for the return sweep. Since this

voltage is smaller than the voltage at the output of the differential amplifier

during the coarse sweep mode, the return sweep will be slower. At this

time the gate at the input to the narrowband 4th order sideband filter is

closed.

If the single-pole lowpass filter at point 2 in Fig. 2. 10 has a

noise bandwidth of 20 Hz, and if we require that in 4 time constants of this

filter the return sweep travels 10 Hz, the return sweep rate must be 200Hz/

sec or 1/5 of the coarse sweep rate. Consequently, if the fine sweep must

return 200 Hz in order to sweep the 4th order subcarrier sideband into the

passband of the narrowband 4th order sideband bandpass filter, the fine

sweep portion of the wideband FM acquisition will last i second. If we

measure the start of acquisition from a zero crossing of the squarewave

generator, and if we consider the sweep range to be 8 kHz when referred

to the VHF input, the maximum coarse frequency sweep time will be 8 sec.

When the threshold detector at point 2 in Fig. 2. 10 detects the 4th

order subcarrier sideband, it opens gate #3 in the sweep generator, thereby

disconnecting the sweep, and closes a gate which connects the carrier loop

filter to the output of the linear phase detector. The carrier loop error

frequency is now on the order of 20 Hz or less, and the subcarrier loop

error frequency is at most 3 Hz, so that the output of the linear phase

detector, just prior to switching the loop to the acquisition mode, consists

of a ramp whose maximum time derivative corresponds to an input error

frequency of 1/4 the carrier loop error frequency plus the subcarrier loop

error frequency, or about 8 Hz. The carrier loop can lock on to this signal

very rapidly as we shall now show.
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We choose the gain of the acquisition loop so that the damping factor

is T = 1 (critical damping). This is done by adjusting the gain of the linear

phase detector. The loop noise bandwidth now is 15 Hz. The response of the

carrier loop phase error to a step in the phase input is in this case

0 (t) = AOe.e (l-x) (2. 6)
ce 1

where

x = TW ct = 2 t/i T (2. 7)n 2

The response to a step in input frequency is simply the integral of this,

or
x 2

Oce(t) = . f e -(1-x) dx 2 (2.8)

=AWA2 - xe (2.9)

The response to the sum of these inputs is then simply

0 (t) = AO. e -X(1-x) + Aw. i xex (2.10)
ce 

(We neglect the small residual phase error required to maintain frequency

lock on the input frequency offset. ) This may be rewritten as

(t) = AO e - AO. - A (I 2)xex (2. 11)
ce ( T

C.J. Byrne, "Properties and Design of the Phase Controlled Oscillator
with a Sawtooth Comparator, " BSTJ,. p. 578, March 1962.
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Note that the initial slope of the response is

o (t = ) 2 -A0. - A. - Aw.(2)) (2. 12)ce t7 A1 i 1 1\221.2

which must be negative if AO. is > 0 and positive if A,. is < 0 in order that
1 1

the loop not slip a cycle. The requirement on Aw. is
1

4A0.
-Aw i < (2. 13)

T
2

Since the maximum initial phase jump is 7T, the requirement on A f. is
1

2aii 'P T(2.14)
2

With 2 = 1/12 sec (see Appendix D) this frequency, known as the "seize"

frequency, is 24 Hz. This is about 3 times as large as the maximum fre-

quency offset that we are likely to encounter.

The carrier loop may be considered to be acquired when x = 5.

Thus, from Eq. (2. 7), the acquisition time is

5F
t 2 20 (2.15)
acq. 2

During the time that this acquisition is taking place, the subcarrier

loop is acquiring lock on the subcarrier signal at the output of the multiplier.

The dc amplifier in the subcarrier loop is adjusted by the AGC circuit so

that the damping coefficient is 2 (overdamped). In this case, the loop noise

bandwidth is 2. 84 Hz. This is approximately equal to the maximum sub-

carrier loop error frequency. In this situation the subcarrier loop should

lock up without slipping cycles in a time on the order of l/cw sec.
n
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Since 1//w is given by
n

1 2-- 72 (2. 16)
n acq.

for a second order loop with an active filter, and since T'2 is determined by

track mode considerations (V = 1//2 and B = 0. 5 Hz in the track mode),
L

and is related to the loop noise bandwidth and the damping coefficient by

22
"track 12 r= a 1+ 1-. 5 sec (2. 17)2 (B 2

L track 4track

the subcarrier loop acquisition takes place in about

1 1.5-= 2e 0.4 sec (2. 18)
c 2x2

n

The subcarrier loop acquisition is detected by the coherent sub-

carrier loop acquisition detector which employs a lowpass filter having a

noise bandwidth of 1. 0 Hz. If this is a single pole filter, it responds in

about 1 second. This is the same time that it takes to detect carrier loop

frequency acquisition at point 3. When carrier frequency acquisition and

subcarrier phase acquisition are detected, the carrier loop is switched to

the track mode. The carrier loop gain is already adjusted to its proper

value by the AGC circuit. Since the carrier loop is already frequency

acquired, it need only adjust its phase. This phase acquisition occurs on

the order of l/n sec or approximately 0. 06 sec. Phase acquisition is

detected by a coherent cophasal phase detector as indicated in Fig. 2. 10.

This takes another 0. 2 sec. If the carrier loop locks onto the compressed

carrier and not onto some CW interference component that lies inside the

loop noise bandwidth, there will be a signal output at point 6. It takes 0.2

sec to observe a loss of output at this point. This detection occurs simulta-

neously with carrier loop acquisition detection. If this output indicates
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proper carrier loop lock, the subcarrier loop may be switched to the track

mode. The outputs at points 5 and 6 may be monitored to make certain that

the loops remain in lock.

The various times contributing to the total acquisition time are

summarized in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2

User Receiver Compound PLL Acquisition Time

Acquisition Function

1. Coarse Frequency Sweep

2. Fine Frequency Sweep

3. Carrier Loop Frequency Acquisition

4. Subcarrier Loop Acquisition

5. Carrier and Subcarrier Loop
Acquisition Detection (Simultaneous)

6. Carrier Loop Acquisition in
Track Mode

7. Carrier Loop Acquisition Detection
and Verification (Simultaneous)

8. Verification of Subcarrier Loop
Acquisition in Track Mode

Total Maximum Acquisition Time

Maximum Time (sec)

8. 0

1. 0

0. 2

0. 4

1. 0

0.1 (upper bound)

0. 2

0. 2

11. 1 sec
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The largest contribution to the acquisition time is the coarse

frequency sweep. If this can be speeded up by sweeping at 1. 2 kHz/sec

rather than at 1. 0 kHz/sec, the acquisition time can be reduced below

10 seconds.

When the compound PLL is properly locked, AGC control is

obtained from the coherent carrier loop lock detector rather than from the

subcarrier signal at the output of the sideband multiplier in the acquisition

aid portion, of the receiver. This is done so that the loops will have the

proper AGC control voltages on their gain-controlled amplifiers in the event

that the 400 BPS data is switched on. The output of the coherent carrier

loop lock detector is lowpass filtered by a filter having a noise bandwidth

on the order of 0. 1 Hz in obtaining the AGC control voltage. This is done

so that if the loops should fall out of lock while the 400 BPS data was on,

reacquistion could take place with the gain-controlled amplifiers set to their

proper gain levels. Should reacquisition fail to take place as a result of the

lower SNR into the subcarrier acquisition loop during transmission of the

400 BPS data, this fact could be made known to the ground by an emergency

telemetry signal which would be transmitted by the User in the event that

reacquisition failed to occur within some short time after loss of lock,

say 2 seconds. In this event, the ground would have to cease transmission

of the 400 BPS data in order to permit this User to reacquire. With a

properly designed system, such loss of lock situations should occur with

very low probability so that interruption of the 400 BPS data by such a loss

of lock situation will be rare.

2. 5. 4 The Ranging Sidetone Turnaround Channel

The functions of the ranging sidetone turnaround channel are:

1. To filter the ranging sidetones so as to remove as much
noise, multipath, and RFI as possible while still preserv-
ing the relative phasing of these sidetones,

2. To amplify the sidetones to their proper level for phase
modulation of the downlink carrier,
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3. To detect when an excessive noise or RFI condition exists
at the outputs of the ranging sidetone filters such that
either excessive noise loading of the downlink carrier or
insufficient SNR in the range tone demodulator would occur.

4. To disconnect the AR sidetones from the downlink demodu-
lator when this condition exists at the output of the AR
sidetone filter, and to disconnect all sidetones from the
demodulator when this condition exists at the output of the
fine range tone filter.

A block diagram of the ranging sidetone turnaround channel is shown

in Fig. 2. 12. After bandpass filtering and amplification to the proper signal

level for PM modulation of the downlink carrier, the outputs of the fine range

tone amplifier and the ambiguity range tone amplifier are square law detected

and lowpass filtered by a very narrowband lowpass filter. As the noise level

or the level of RFI in the outputs of these amplifiers rises, this is detected

by the square law detector. The gain of the analog gate circuits at the output

of these amplifiers is reduced from unity gain so that excessive noise loading

of the downlink carrier does not occur. If the gain is reduced too much,

however, the signal level in the range tone demodulator will be insufficient

to permit proper range tone extraction. When this occurs there is no need

to transmit the range tones on the downlink, Consequently, the analog gates

are opened when the Schmitt triggers detect that the noise or interference

levels have reached this point. Because of the much wider bandwidth of the

AR sidetone filter, there is more chance that RFI may be present at the

output of this filter than at the output of the fine range tone filter. However,

the gain of the analog gate for the AR sidetones may be reduced by as much

as a factor of 4 before the probability of AR tone extraction errors rise

noticeably. The gain of the analog gate for the fine range tone cannot be

reduced very much before the signal level of the fine range tone falls below

threshold. However, because of the much narrower bandwidth of the fine

range tone filter, the power density level of the RFI can increase to a much

higher level than it can in the AR sidetone filter before it becomes necessary

to reduce the gain of the analog gate below the threshold level. When threshold
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is reached at the output of the fine range tone tilter, both the fine range tone

and the AR sidetone analog gates are opened. Since AR demodulation cannot

take place on the ground when the fine range tone is not transmitted on the

downlink, there is no reason to transmit the AR sidetones under this condi-

tion.

The Schmitt trigger has a built-in hysteresis whose value is set so

that when the gates are opened again the noise or RFI level will have been

reduced by an amount sufficient to assure that ranging measurements can be

made for a time long enough to obtain sufficient range data.

Alternate range tone schemes which reduce the problem of excessive

noise loading of the downlink carrier as a result of noise and RFI turnaround

are described briefly in Appendix D.

2. 5. 5 User Transponder Transmitter

Since as many as 30 User's may be transmitting simultaneously on

the downlink, it is necessary to be able to distinguish between these various

Users. This is done by assigning each User a unique wideband FM sub-

carrier frequency and carrier band. With 10 primary subcarrier frequencies

and 3 carrier bands, 30 Users may be accommodated. With 10 additional

auxiliary subcarrier frequencies, the number of simultaneous Users could

be increased to 60.

The primary subcarrier frequencies are separated by 3. 2 kHz, and

the carrier bands by 3. 2 x 8 = 25. 6 kHz. The auxiliary subcarrier fre-

quencies are interleaved between the primary subcarrier frequencies. All

subcarriers and the 25. 6 kHz carrier band separation frequency are derived

from a 128 kHz crystal oscillator. This permits the effects of the local

oscillator to be removed in the DAF doppler extractor as will be shown in

Sec. 2. 6. 4. A convenient way to generate the subcarrier frequencies is

shown in Fig. 2.13. In practice, a User would only be required to generate

one primary subcarrier frequency and the adjacent auxiliary frequency.
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128.0 kHz

1 40.8kHz

115.2kHz

112.OkHz
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fsC
PRIMARY SUBCARRIER
FREQUENCY

fc-1.6kHz

f-j.6j AUXILIARY SUBCARRIER
FREQUENCY

Fig. 2. 13 Subcarrier Frequency Generation Scheme
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The block diagram in Fig. 2. 13 shows how any of the frequencies listed in

Table 2. 3 below can be generated. If a User were assigned a frequency of

118. 4 kHz, for example, only the circuitry shown in bold lines in Fig. 2. 13

would be used in this User's transponder.

Table 2.3

Downlink Subcarrier Frequencies

Primary
(kHz)

112. 0

115. 2

118. 4

121. 6

124. 8

128. 0

131. 2

134. 4

137. 6

140. 8

Auxiliary
(kHz)

110.4

113. 6

116.8

120. 0

123. 2

126. 4

129. 6

132. 8

136. 0

139. 2

The User transponder uses a turnaround

This ratio was chosen because:

ratio of 23/25 = 0.92.

1. It is very close to the desired ratio of
137/148.95 = 0.9197717355, and

2. It is a very convenient ratio to use.

With an uplink frequency of 148.9255 MHz, the downlink frequency

will be 137. 01146 MHz. Both are sufficiently close to the desired center

band frequencies so as to cause no problem in that regard.
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As in the DAF transmitter, the PM modulation of the downlink

carrier by the filtered ranging sidetones and the telemetry data, and the

wideband FM modulation by the subcarrier are performed in separate

channels. The outputs of these channels are mixed in an output mixer

which combines the modulations and achieves the desired downlink VHF

carrier frequency.

The "divide-by-25" is achieved in the User transponder receiver

by using a "long loop" carrier tracking PLL as shown in Fig. 2. 9,in which

the multiplier following the PM modulator multiplies the PM modulated VCO

signal by 24. In this way the VCO frequency will be 1/25 of the input carrier

frequency.

The "multiply-by-23" is achieved in the User transponder trans-

mitter by using the fact that 23 = 48-25, so that a mixing operation can be

utilized in which two separate signals from two multiplier-modulation

chains are mixed together to form the desired output multiplication factor.

As in the DAF transmitter, the PM modulator is followed by a multiply-by-48

multiplication chain as shown in Fig. 2. 14. The factor of 25 is obtained by

utilizing the fact that 25 = 24 + 1 = 8 x (3 + -). The coherent FM modulator

is a phase-locked loop similar to that used in the DAF transmitter.

The carrier band may either be selected in accordance with instruc-

tions from the DAF or else simply designed into the transponder. The

center band involves nothing more than a simple turnaround as described

above. The two outer bands, one on either, side of the carrier, are obtained

by adding or subtracting 3. 2 kHz to the frequency at the output of the divide-

by-eight frequency divider as shown in Fig. 2..14. The frequency multiply-

by-eight of the coherent FM modulator VCO signal increases the carrier

band separation to 25. 6 kHz.
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2. 5. 6 Handover

Two types of handover operations need be considered. These are

1) TDRS handover on the uplink and 2) SSMA channel handover on the down-

link. TDRS handover occurs when it is desired to have a particular User

cease tracking the signal from one TDRS and commence tracking the signal

from another TDRS. SSMA channel handover occurs when it is desired to

switch the User transmitter from one downlink channel to another.

Various options of differing degrees of complexity are possible

insofar as TDRS handover operation is concerned. The simplest of these is

to permit a User to receive from only one TDRS. This means that this User

has the capability of receiving only the uplink signal which is wideband PM

modulated with the subcarrier having the particular subcarrier frequency

that his receiver is designed to acquire and track.

If the User is to receive signals from more than one TDRS, his

receiver must be modified from the simple receiver design shown in

Fig. 2.10. Two levels of complexity are possible for the case of multiple

TDRS reception capability. The next simplest receiver utilizes a single

carrier loop, a multiple frequency subcarrier loop and multiple acquisition

aids as indicated in Fig. 2.15, which shows a receiver capable of sequen-

tially receiving signals from two relay satellites. To understand the opera-

tion of this receiver, assume that the User is tracking the TDRS signal

having subcarrier frequency fscl. In this case the subcarrier bandpass

filter switch, the VCXO switch, the feedback switch, and the acquisition

aid switch are all set to the state which passes the signals which correspond

to the subcarrier at frequency fscl The subcarrier loop mode switch is in

the track position. If the DAF desires to switch the User from TDRS #1 to

TDRS #2, it sends the appropriate command to the User via TDRS #1. Upon

reception of this command, the User-control switches all the above switches

to the state which passes the signals corresponding to the subcarrier at
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frequency f 2' and switches the subcarrier loop mode switch to the

acquisition position and initiates carrier loop sweeps. The receiver then

acquires the signal from TDRS #2 as described in the section on acquisi-

tion. The switches are not shown in Fig. 2.15.

The box labeled "w S ACQ. AID" in Fig. 2. 15 consists of the 4th

and 5th order subcarrier sideband bandpass filters, the multiplier, the,

subcarrier signal bandpass filter, and the narrowband 4th order sideband

BPF and its gate. The box labeled "VCXO o " in Fig. 2.15 consists of
sc

the subcarrier VCXO, the 90 ° phase shifter, and the frequency multiply-

by-4. Refer to Fig. 2.10 for comparison.

If signals are to be sequentially received from more than two

relay satellites, the User receiver is simply modified by adding additional

acquisition aids, subcarrier loop VCXO' s, and subcarrier bandpass filters.

Additional transmission gate switches are simply added to accommodate the

additional subcarrier frequencies.

The next level of complexity utilizes a separate receiver for each

TDRS, but only a single transmitter. The User continually tracks the sig-

nals from all relay satellites in its view, but transmits the turned around

carrier and ranging sidetones from only one receiver at a time in accor-

dance with command instructions from the DAF. This permits more

rapid sequential range and range rate measurements to be made to different

relay satellites than is possible in the previous case.

Finally, the highest level of complexity utilizes essentially a

separate complete transponder for each TDRS. The transmitter in each

transponder uses a different downlink channel. This permits simultaneous

ranging through several relay satellites.

SSMA channel handover is required when there are more Users

than available channels but not all Users are in view simultaneously.

In SS1VIA channel handover, the problem is to switch the User from its
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present downlink channel, defined by its downlink subcarrier frequency

and carrier band, to an unoccupied channel w hich the User has the capa-

bility of utilizing. The assignment of downlink channel capability to the

various classes of Users and the procedure for distributing the Users

among the various downlink channels so as to minimize the frequency of

channel handover is an operational problem that can only be attacked when

the communications requirements of each class of User, their number,

and their orbital configurations are known. The capability that some

Users will have of utilizing one of several different downlink channels

permits this operational problem to be solved in a reasonably efficient

and flexible manner.

The simplest level of User complexity provides the User with the

capability of using only the center downlink carrier band and a single

primary downlink subcarrier frequency. This User must switch to his

auxiliary subcarrier frequency when another User must use this channel,

or else must simply turn off his transmitter.

The next level of User complexity provides the User either with

the capability of using all downlink carrier bands but only one downlink

primary subcarrier frequency, or of using only the center downlink

carrier band but several downlink primary subcarrier frequencies.

The highest level of User complexity provides the User with the

capability of using all downlink carrier bands and several primary sub-

carrier frequencies.

The subcarrier generation technique and the carrier band selec-

tion technique were described in Sec. 2. 5. 5 and illustrated in Figs.

2. 13 and 2. 14. Transmission gate switches, controlled by the User-

control,. switch the User transponder transmitter to the downlink carrier

band and subcarrier frequency commanded by the DAF.
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DAF Receiving System

2. 6.1 Functions

The DAF receiving system must perform the following functions:

1) Coherent translation of the downlink TDRS
X-band signal to VHF.

2) Acquisition of the VHF wideband FM signal.

3) Coherent carrier tracking and phase demodu-
lation of the VHF wideband FM signal by a
compound PLL.

4) Extraction of the downlink telemetry.

5) Extraction of the range tones and range
measurement.

6) Extraction of the two-way VHF carrier
doppler and range rate measurement.

A functional block diagram of the DAF receiving system is

shown in Fig. 2.16.

2. 6. 2 DAF Compound PLL Receiver

A block diagram of the DAF receiver compound PLL is shown

in Fig. 2.17. This particular receiver receives the signal on the down-

link channel corresponding to the downlink subcarrier frequency f

and the downlink carrier frequency f' . In general, f may be written
c c

as (23/25)f + kAf, where k is either -1, 0, or +1, depending on which
c

downlink carrier band is involved, and Af is 25. 6 kItz. The above

frequencies are nominal frequencies and don't include the VHF doppler

offset.

A comparison of this receiver with the User transponder receiver

reveals that the structure of the compound PLL in the two receivers is

identical. For the situation where k $ 0, i. e., the downlink carrier band

involved is not the center band, it is necessary to derive the carrier offset

frequency Af from the subcarrier tracking loop VCXO frequency. This is
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so because the two frequencies are coherently related, both having been

generated in the User transponder from the common 128 kHz crystal

oscillator. The simplest way to do this is to use a subcarrier loop VCXO

whose frequency is 128 kHz followed by a frequency synthesizer which

generates the frequency 25. 6 kHz and the subcarrier frequency f' in
sc

the manner indicated in Fig. 2. 13.

Acquisition is very similar to that of the User transponder

except that data is not transmitted on the downlink during acquisition.

Since the power that would have been robbed from the subcarrier side-

band components by the data is now back in the subcarrier sidebands, the

sideband filters in the acquisition aid can be narrowed to about 200 Hz,

thereby helping to provide some discrimination against SSMA interference.

The lowpass filter at the output of the square law detector at point 1 in

the block diagram of Fig. 2.17 may be widened as a consequence of the

higher downlink signal-to-noise power density ratio (required by proper

demodulation of the 1000 BPS data). This means that the sweep rate may

be essentially doubled in the coarse frequency sweep mode. Since the

sweep range is essentially twice that of the uplink, the coarse frequency

sweep time should be essentially the same as for the User receiver.

The fine sweep time should be essentially the same as for the uplink case,

as should the other acquisition times, so that the total acquisition time

for the downlink should be about 10 seconds as in the uplink.

Range tone extraction may now be performed with the downlink

telemetry data still not turned on. This means that the range tones may

be acquired more rapidly and with less probability of error than if the

data were present.

The receiver shown in Fig. 2. 17 is capable of receiving the

downlink signal from a single downlink channel. It would be desirable

to design the receiver to be able to receive either the primary or

corresponding auxiliary subcarrier frequency and with any of the three
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carrier bands. In this way a User could be commanded to switch his

downlink signal between any of these channels, in order to avoid an SSMVIA

problem for example, and the same receiver could be used to track the

signal. For the two subcarrier frequencies, the receiver would be modi-

fied as in Fig. 2.15. For the three carrier bands, the VCXO in the

carrier loop could simply be designed to run at the center band frequency

and could be pulled into either the upper or the lower carrier bands.

During coarse frequency acquisition this is accomplished by applying a

postive or negative dc voltage to the input of the loop filter for a preset

time sufficient to drive the VCXO to the center frequency of either the

upper or the lower carrier band. The sweep generator then sweeps the

VCXO over the range of input doppler in that band. If the VCXO is in the

center of the band when the sweep is applied, care must be taken not to

sweep the VCXO out of the band. This means that the first sweep should

sweep the VCXO only to the edge of the band with subsequent sweeps

moving the VCXO back across the band. To prevent the VCXO from

sweeping too far, or not far enough, the voltage on the VCXO may be

monitored and compared to reference voltages which represent the desired

end points of the sweep in each direction. During the search mode, the

sweep can be controlled so as to sweep between these desired end points.

Similar remarks apply to the sweep generator in the User transponder.

With these minor modifications, the receiver is capable of

receiving a signal from any one of three primary channels and three

auxiliary channels corresponding to a single primary subcarrier fre-

quency with any of the three carrier bands and its associated auxiliary

subcarrier frequency with any of the three carrier bands.
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2. 6. 3 Range Tone Extraction and Range Measurement

A block diagram of the range tone extractor is shown in Fig. 2.18.

A phase-locked loop is used to track the fine range tone. The fine range

tone VCXO signal is then used to coherently demodulate the other ranging

sidetones as indicated. A bandpass filter centered at 96 kHz ensures that

noise and interference centered around the missing upper sideband fre-

quency of 108. 8 kHz does not appear at the output of the first coherent

detector. The fine range tone VCXO signal is frequency divided by 16

and compared in phase with the coherently detected 6. 4 kHz range tone.

Logic circuitry determines whether to advance or retard the divide-by-16

counter. This process continues until the coarse range tone is acquired.

The fine range is measured by comparing the phase of the

received fine range tone VCXO signal with that of the fine range tone from

the DAF clock and frequency synthesizer. A digital phasemeter of 9 bit

accuracy is required in this phase measurement.

Coarse range is measured by simply subtracting the contents of

the divide-by-16 counter in the DAF range tone generator from the con-

tents of the divide-by-16 counters in the DAF range tone extractor. The

simplicity of this range extraction technique is one of the advantages of

this ranging systenm.

2. 6. 4 Doppler Extraction and Range Rate Measurement

Range rate is determined by measuring the two-way VHF carrier

doppler contained in the DAF receiver carrier-tracking loop VCO fre-

quency. The function of the doppler extractor is to extract this doppler

from the VCO frequency and add. it to a convenient bias frequency. The

range rate measurement unit then measures this doppler plus bias

frequency, and determines the range rate. Any X-band doppler between

the DAF and the TDRS is assumed to have been removed prior to the DAF

VHF receiver.
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The DAF receiver carrier loop VCO frequency, including doppler,

is

f'

VCO 25 25 {()25 fckd +kf(- )fcd 2 (2.19)d 25 25/ C 

where Wd is the doppler factor vd Ic. The doppler extractor must remove

the carrier band offset frequency term kf(1-r 
d

) and the downlink center
23 d

band carrier frequency term 25)f ,' and must add an appropriate bias

frequency. How this is done is shown in Fig. 2. 19.

The carrier loop VCO frequency is mixed with the frequency

(23/25)6f in mixer #1. This serves to remove the center band carrier
0

frequency term and add an intermediate bias frequency. To see how this

comes about, recall that the uplink carrier frequency is f = 149 f

= 150f -f = 25(6f -f /25). Consequently, 6f is f /25 + f /25. The
00 0 0 0 c 0

multiplication of the frequency 6 f by the transponder turnaround ratio
0

23/25 yields the frequency

25 25 c +2 fo (2.20)

This is seen to be the sum of the center band carrier frequency term

which must be removed from the carrier loop VCO plus an intermediate

bias frequency. The difference frequency at the output of mixer 1l is

~~1 f~23 -~23 (2.21)
25 25 d 2525 2 5 c kAf(1- d ) + 2 fc 2d (2. 21)

This frequency is then multiplied by 25 to yield

23 23 f(2. 22)
25 kAf( d)+ f 2 rdT5 0 d 25 Cd
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The carrier offset term is removed by first mixing the frequency

f /2 with the frequency zAf(1- d ) obtained from the subcarrier loop in the
o d
carrier band selector mixer to produce the frequency

f
2 kAf (l- d) (2.23)

and then mixing this in mixer #2 with the frequency at the output of the

multiply-by-25 to obtain

f
23 o 23 21 23
-f --- df .r .f -f 2 r
25 o 2 25 c d 50 o 25 c d (2. 24)

The frequency (21/50)f is the final bias frequency at 419. 79 kHz.

The range rate measurement is made with an N-counter system

which measures the time required to accumulate N cycles of the doppler

plus bias frequency. The clock frequency used in the N-counter range

rate measurement system is 24f , 24 MVIHz. This frequency is both
0

simple to generate, and ensures that the rms quantization error in the

range rate measurement is much less than the permissible rms range

rate error.

The N-counter range rate measurement system shown in Fig. 2,19

is enabled by the DAF. The first positive-going zero crossing of the

doppler plus bias signal enables the time measurement counter which

counts cycles of the clock frequency at 24 f . When N-cycles of doppler
0

plus bias are counted, the time measurement counter is disabled. The

range rate is computed from the measured number of cycles of clock

counted during the time required to accumulate N-cycles of doppler plus

bias.
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3. APPROACH TO PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

3.1 Disturbances

Any TDRS multiple-access system will be subjected to a variety

of disturbances and interference threats. These include:

a) Additive Random Noise received from radiating noise
sources such as the galactic plane, or generated in
the receiver itself.

b) CW Interference received from terrestrial radiating
sources. By CW is meant any interference signal
consisting exclusively of discrete spectral compo-
nents, i.e., perfectly periodic signal.

c) Narrowband RFI received from terrestrial radiating
sources. This category is meant to include signals
modulated by intelligence, such as voice-modulated
or data-modulated signals. The term narrowband is
relative to the spread-spectrum (2 MHz wide) of the
TDRS signal. This RFI bandwidth is typically 10-20
kHz. Narrowband RFI is to be distinguished from
CW RFI in that its spectrum does not consist exclu-
sively of discrete components, but rather contains
substantial amounts of continuous-spectrum com-
ponents arising from nonperiodic signal components.

d) SSMA Interference. This is interference resulting
from the use of Spread-Spectrum Multiple-Access
techniques. At the User receiver, this interference
results from the presence in the same band as the
desired relay satellite signal of signals from other
(undesired) relay satellites. At the relay satellite
receiver, and hence at the ground receiver, this
interference results from the presence in the same
band as the desired User signal of signals from other
(undesired) User spacecraft.
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e) Multipath Interference arising from signal reflections
off the earth s surface. This includes both specular
and diffuse components, depending on the roughness
and physics of the reflecting surface and the parameters
of the TDRS-earth-User geometry.

The effects of each of these disturbances on the wideband FM

system are analyzed in succeeding chapters, in terms of the basic

communications functions performed by the system.

3. 2 Basic System Functions

In order for the system to satisfactorily perform its intended

functions of communications and tracking, it must successfully accom-

plish a set of more basic functions peculiar to the wideband-FM concept.

The most important of these are:

a) Signal Acquisition including the locking of the various
control loops and initiation of tracking and data extrac-
tion functions.

b) Compound PLL Tracking involving the tracking of both
carrier and subcarrier with acceptably small phase
errors.

c) Data Demodulation - the extractionof data-carrying
waveforms with sufficient fidelity to permit bit
detection, and bit and frame synchronization.

d) Ranging Sidetone Turnaround by the User transponder
without undue degradation.

e) Ranging Sidetone Demodulation by the ground receiver,
with sufficiently low phase errors to permit accurate
ranging.

f) Doppler Extraction at the ground receiver, again with
sufficiently low phase errors to permit accurate range
rate measurement.

The effect of each disturbance type on each of these basic system

functions is analyzed in the appropriate chapter in this report.
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3.3 Performance Evaluation

The performance of the wideband FM technique in the presence

of various disturbances is more difficult to evaluate analytically than other

spread-spectrum techniques, such as the pseudo-noise technique. This

is because the technique is not "uniformly" susceptible to most disturb-

ances: the efffects of a disturbance are usually negligible over large

segments of the range of variation of its parameters, and significant only

over a small segment of the range. Thus the significant disturbance

effects do not accumulate to degrade system performance except in the

relatively rare occasions when the respective disturbances simultaneously

fall within the "worst case" regions of their parameters.

Instead of attempting to determine the combinations of signal and

disturbance radiation conditions that would yield significant system

degradation, an unnecessarily cumbersome and speculative process at

best, we chose a parametric approach to performance evaluation. Each

disturbance is treated separately in terms of each of the basic system

functions listed in Sec. 3. 2, and the ranges of disturbance parameters

that would impair the function were determined.

From this treatment emerged the particular function most

vulnerable to the particular disturbance. This then set the "threshold"

values of the disturbance parameters that could be tolerated in the worst

case. Generally speaking, these worst case disturbance conditions did

not occur simultaneously, so that the consideration of one disturbance at

a time was justified as a meaningful evaluation procedure.
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4. ADDITIVE RANDOM NOISE EFFECTS

4. 1 Introduction

The function of a noise analysis of the TDRS wideband FM system

is to 1) determine which of the various system functions: compound PLL

acquisition and tracking, data demodulation, ranging, and range-rate

measurement is the limiting factor in the determination of the required

system signal to noise power density level on the uplink and the downlink,

and 2) determine what modifications may be made in either the signal format

or the receiver design to improve system performance.

The uplink is considered first. Uplink compound PLL tracking

and command data demodulation depend only on the received uplink signal

power and uplink noise power density. Range and range-rate measurements

are made on the ground, and consequently both uplink and downlink received

signal powers and noise power densitites enter into the computations. This

requires a judicious apportionment of the uplink and downlink powers in the

computation.

4.2 Uplink Analysis

The received wideband FM signal on the uplink may be written as

e (t) = ¢S sin{ t + 0 (t) + 6 sin [5 t + 0 (t)] + mu(t)
}u Vu Ic u cu ssU U muS

(4. 1)

where

S is the received uplink power
U

is the uplink VHF carrier frequency (rad/sec)
cu

0 is the carrier phase which contains the uplink VHF doppler
and doppler dynamics

is the wideband FM subcarrier modulation index, and is
equal to 5. 52
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is the uplink subcarrier frequency (rad/sec) which is used
Su to distinguish the particular TDRS

0 is the subcarrier phase which contains the uplink subcarrier
su doppler and doppler dynamics

4 (t) is the uplink PM modulating signal consisting of split-phase
command data Ax (t) and ranging sidetones

U

P1 sin [lt + 0 (t ) ] + P2 Cos [(c°l- t + 0 (t) - 0(t)

+2PA (sin [)
3
t + 0 3(t)] + sin[c 4 t + 0 4 (t )

cos [( 1 -)2t + 0 1(t) - (t)]

The data phase deviation f is 1 radian. The phase deviation of the

fine range tone, P1 , is 0. 5 radians. The phase deviations P2 and PA are to

be determined from the noise analysis, but they are presumed to be less

than pi.

With the compound PLL in the track mode, the equivalent wideband

FM reference signal which effectively multiplies the received signal may be

written as

e ref(t) =V cos ut + 0 (t) + 6 sin t + 0 (t)] (4.2)
re cu cu [WSCu Su

where

o (t) and 0 (t) are estimates of 0 (t) and 0 (t).
cu su cu su

If white Gaussian noise of single-sided noise power density N is

also present at the input, the output of the carrier loop phase detector is,

in normalized form,
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e (t)-= s (t)+ 6sin t + 0 suJt)
PD cu

- 6sin 1 t + 0 (t)] + 0s(t)t
-su su ~ muS

+ Gaussian white noise of single-sided power density N /S (4. 3)
u U

This output may be expanded and renormalized as

sin 0 ut) - 0 (t) + 6 sin [c
s

t + 0 (t)] - 6sin [ t + (t) 
cu cu U Su su SU

+ cos 0 (t) - Oc(t) + 6 sin r t + 0 (t)]cu cu su suI

-6sin t st+ 0su(t[)]tanBX (t)+ Psin[t + 0 (t)J
su su U 1W, lu

+ P2 cos[( 1 ) t + 0 1 (t) - 0(t)] + 2pA(sin[3t + 03(t)

+ sin [t + 04u(t ])cos [(- t + 0(t)- 0 (t)]]

+ Gaussian white noise of single-sided power density N /S M2

where 2 J (PR)
MV =cosm (t) and p ( Pl{u mu cR = J0 () R for PR s 0.5. (4.4)

The first term in Eq. (4. 4) is the compound PLL tracking error.

The second term represents the data and ranging sidetones which are

suppressed slightly by the fact that there are carrier and subcarrier loop

tracking errors. The third term is the Gaussian white noise of single-sided
2

noise power density N /S M
u u u
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4. 2. 1 Compound PLL Tracking Threshold

2
The value of the ratio S M /N required for the compound PLL to

operate approximately as linear independent carrier and subcarrier loops in

the presence of worst-case doppler dynamics is computed in Appendix A. The

carrier loop presents the more severe problem as a result of the wider

loop noise bandwidth required to track the worst-case carrier doppler

dynamics. The results of the analysis conducted in Appendix A are summar-

ized in Table 4. 1.

Table 4. 1

Compound PLL Parameters

Qu antity

[_cut] maximum

Bcu) optimum

('threshold) = (S M2/N)

(B )optimum

hrenshold
threshold

Value

30 rad/sec2

9 Hz

462

-0. 5 Hz

80

Significance

worst-case carrier
doppler dynamics

optimum carrier loop
noise bandwidth

corresponds to a peak
carrier loop phase
error of 30° .

optimum subcarrier
loop noise bandwidth

carrier loop rms phase
noise error at threshold
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4. 2. 2 Data Demodulator Threshold

If the carrier and subcarrier loop phase errors are small, their

effects on slight suppression of the PM modulation may be neglected. In

this case the results of Appendix C may be applied with i = Ttang

C2= 2 NuT/S M , so that the condition for achieving the required BEP

becomes

Ttan (Pthreshold) 15. 85 (4. 5)

-3
With 1 radian and T = 2. 5 x 103 sec (400 BPS data), the value of

(Pthreshold)xu is 2600. This is significantly larger than the threshold of

linear operation of the compound PLL, and in fact will turn out to be the

determining factor in setting the uplink signal-to-noise power density ratio.

For the 100 BPS data the value of (PthresholdXU is 650, which

is just slightly higher than the threshold of linear operation of the compound

PLL.

4. 2.3 Ranging Sidetone Turnaround

The fine range tone at w1 and the ambiguity resolution sidetones

clustered around (w 1-w) are bandpass filtered as indicated in Fig. 4. 1.
1 2

95.6 96 96.4 102.4

R -7188

Fig. 4.1 Bandpass Filtering of Ranging Sidetones
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The noise bandwidth of the fine range tone filter may be on the

order of 200 Hz, whereas the noise bandwidth of the ambiguity resolution

sidetone filter is on the order of 2000 Hz.

The filtered sidetones phase modulate the downlink carrier with

approximately the same deviations as on the uplink. As will be shown, it is

more advantageous to use a larger phase deviation for the ambiguity resolv-

ing tones on the uplink than on the downlink. Noise which is contained in

these filter bandwidths also phase modulates the downlink modulation. The

modulation suppression caused by the retransmitted noise will now be eval-

uated.

The noise in these filter bandwidths is considered to be divided

into noises whose spectral components lie within several Hz of each

ranging sidetone, plus the remaining noise. That is, the total noise passed

by the filters, n (t), is written as

+ +
nF(t)= n (t) + n (t) + n (t) + n (t) + n3(t) + n(t ) +)

(4. 6)
where nl(t) is the noise whose spectral components lie within several

Hz of the fine range tone, and nlR(t) is the remaining noise passed by the

fine range tone bandpass filter. Similar definitions apply to the other noises

in Eq. (4. 6). The single-sided noise power density of nF(t) is
2 F

N /S M2
U u u

The downlink transmitted signal is of the form

eT(t) = 3 sin} 2?3 %( t + 0 (t))+ kat + sin[ dt] + BXd(t)
T +2Plsin - u1 ))d+ + -d t

+ sint+ l(t + nll(t) P2 cos[ (wl-2)t + 1 (t) - 02(t) + (t)

+ pAsin[(-l - 2 )t + q3t +0 1 (t) (t) (t)] + n (t)3 u _2u)+03 
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- Asin[(W- )t- ~t + uu()
]
+(t)

+PAsil (Wl - 2)t + w4t + 0 1u(t) - 0 2U(t)+ 4 ] 4(t) (t)

PAsi[( -C 2)t + o4t + 0 (t) - 02(t) + 0 (t)] + n4(t)

PA I'02) w t+ 0lu 2u 4u

+n R(t) nA( (4. 7)

The noises nlR(t) and nAR(t) suppress the amplitude of the desired modulation

by the factor
2 ±2

Mn = cos(nlR(t) +nAR(t)) e R AR

2 2
The variances aiR and nAR are approximately

2 1 2 1
1,R pB and n =-B (4. 9)
nR p nl AR pu nA

where Bnl and BnA are the noise bandwidths of the fine range tone filter

and the ambiguity resolution sidetone filter, respectively. The power in

the desired modulation is suppressed by the factor

M 2 e-(2R An~R} e nl±B A, (4. 10)

3
If Bn1+BnA = 2.2 x 10 Hz, and if p is equal to the value required

by the 400 BPS data BEP requirement, then M = 0. 429. This means that
n

the retransmitted noise will suppress the desired downlink signal compo-

nents by approximately 3. 7 dB in power.
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4.3 Downlink Analysis

The received downlink signal may be written as

e (t) = 2Ssing23 t + 0 (t))+ kAwt + 0 (t) +6sin[ t + sd (t)]
d d 25 cu cu cd sd sd

d 1X1(t)+ Pin t t+0 (0t))+ (t) + Cos[( - )t + 0 (t) 0 (t)]
+ ft~ d (t) + I1i id , 1 2. L 12 id 2d

+n (t) + PAsin[ (l- )t + o t + Old 0 ( t) + 3d(t)] + n(t)
A 1 2 3 Idt -2d 3d 3

PA sin[ ( 1-o2)t -3t + old(t) - d(t) - 03d(t)] + n3(t)

+ psin[ (1 -C2)t + w t + 0d(t) - 02d(t)+ 4d(t] + n (t)
A 1 2 4 -d 2d 4d 4

A sin[( -w)t 4t + ld(t) -02d(t) -4d (t)] + n(t)

+ nlR(t) + AR(t) (4. 11)

where
Sd is the received wideband FM downlink signal power.

23/25 is the transponder turnaround ratio.

A - is the carrier offset frequency, and k may be either +1,
0, or -1.

0 (t) is the carrier phase which contains the downlink carrier
doppler and doppler dynamics.

6 is the wideband FM subcarrier modulation index and is
equal to 5. 52.

cod is the downlink subcarrier frequency.

0 (t) is the subcarrier phase which contains the downlink sub-
carrier doppler and doppler dynamics.

Xkd(t) is the downlink split-phase telemetry data.

0kd(t) is the kth range tone phase containing the two-way range tone
doppler and doppler dynamics.
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The equivalent wideband FM reference signal which effectively

multiplies the received signal is

eREF(t) 5 i -cos { 0 t + kAwt + (t) + 6 sin[ dt + 0 (t)] (4. 12)
REF f \25 cCU C sd

where 0(t) is the estimate of 0 (t) = (cd(t) and (t)is the

estimate of the subcarrier phase 0 d(t).

Rewriting the phase 0 (t) as
c

0 (t) = (0c(t) +(23) (t) _23 (t)- (t)) (4. 13)
c )cu 25c cu 25 cu

it is readily seen that the carrier loop must essentially track the two-way

doppler dynamics on the downlink VHF carrier, and will also track the

phase-jitter on the transmitted downlink carrier.

If white Gaussian noise of single-sided noise power density Nd is

also present at the input, the output of the carrier loop phase detector is,

in normalized form

epD(t) = sin 0 (t) - 0 (t) + 6sin[ sdt + 0 sd(t)] - +sin[ sdt + sd(t ] + d(t)

+ turned-aro und range tones and noise}
N

d+ Gaussian white noise of single-sided power density Sd (4. 14)
d

As was done in the uplink analysis, this output is expanded and renormalized

as

sin{c(t) - 0(t)+ + bsdw +sin0 6sind 0 (t)] }{c c [sd csd t] w6 [ sd sd(')]

+ cos (t)-- 0 (t) + 6sin[sdt +' +Osd(t'] - bsin[t+ Xsd ]}dan
i+ sid sd s+d sd] n

+ ;sin[ Wt + 0C t)]. + ;Cos [(c 1 -w )t + 0 (t) -0 (t)] + n (t) + n (t)
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+ Asin[ (w 1-c)t 2+ t + d(t) 0 (t) 03d(t) + n(t)

-+ Asin[ (cl-o2)t + -t + ld(t) -2d(t) -4d() ] +n(t)

Asin[( -)t-t +0d() -e (t)- 4(t)] +n (t)

- pAsin[(wl - )t - t +4 oId(t) 2d - 4d n] 4 )

Nd
+ Gaussian white noise of single-sided power density 2 2

S M M
d d n

(4.15)
2 M2 2J I(PR)

where M d xM if 0 = 1 radian and if R- Jo (p PR and

2
M is given in Eq. (4. 10).

n

The first term in Eq. (4. 15) is the compound PLL tracking error.

The second term represents the data and ranging sidetones plus the noises

lying within several Hz of the ranging sidetones, and the third term is the

Gaussian white noise of single-sided power density Nd/SdMdM n M

4. 3. 1 Compound PLL Tracking Threshold

If we assume that the carrier loop tracks the phase-jitter on the

transmitted downlink carrier with negligible error, the carrier loop-phase

error 0 (t) - 0 (t) will consist of the dynamic tracking error plus phase
c c

jitter resulting from the presenece of the Gaussian white noise at the re-

ceiver input. Consequently, the results of Appendix A may be applied here

with 0 increased to
c

0 = 30 x 2 x 23 55.2 rad/sec (4.16)
c 25
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The optimum carrier loop noise bandwidth in the ground receiver

is 12. 2 Hz, and the threshold value of p - SM 2dM 2 /N for carrier
d d n d

threshold, Pthrshol cd' is 622. The subcarrier loop noise bandwidth

in the ground receiver need not differ from that of user receiver since

only one-way doppler dynamics are involved in subcarrier tracking on the

down-link. Also, the carrier loop is the critical loop in the compound PLL.

Consequently, the subcarrier loop noise bandwidth will be set at 0. 5 Hz for

all downlink subcarrier frequencies.

4. 3. 2 Data Demodulator Threshold

As in the uplink case, the results of Appendix C may be applied with
2 1 S 2

= T tan B and a = -NdT/SdMd , so that the condition for achieving the2 d d d n
required BEP becomes

Ttan2 threshld 15. 85 (4. 17)
xd

With B= 1 radian and T = 1 sec, the value of6500.

This is considerably higher than the value required by the compound PLL,

and in fact determines the threshold on the downlink.

4. 3. 3 Range Tone Demodulation

The signals and noises into the range tone demodulator may be

written as

psin[ lt + ld(t)].+ r (t) + 2cos[ (W - )t + ld(t) 02d(t)]+ n (t)

+ Asin[ (-)t + ld (t) - 2d(t)+ 3 3dt) ]tn (t )

P- Asin[ (l-w2)t + 0ld(t) - 02d() - 3t - 03d(t)] + 3(t) 

+ Gaussian white noise of single-sided noise power density
2 2

d d d n - (4. 18)
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It is convenient to write the downlink noise as the sum of noises

which lie within several Hz of each sidetone plus the remaining noise. If

the range tone demodulator is linear, only the noises that lie within several

Hz of each sidetone will contribute to the ranging errors. Consequently,

the above expression for the signals and noises into the range tone demodu-

lator is modified by replacing nl(t), n2 (t), etc., with noises il(t), n2 (t),

etc., which all have single-sided noise power densitites around each side-

tone given by the sum

N N

S M 2 SdM2M2 R Pu Pd
u u d d n

In the fine range tone loop the fine range tone input signal and

noise is effectively multiplied by a VCO signal of the form

elVCO(t) ='cos[ wt + Old(t (4. 20)

where 0 ld(t) is an estimate of 0 ld(t). The output of this multiplier is

P1
sin[ .ld(t) - 0

1
d(t)] + Gaussian "white" noise of

single-sided power density OR (4. 21)

The noise is "white" over the fine range tone loop noise bandwidth.

The fine range tone loop is linear if the error 0ld(t) - ld(t) is

small. Under the small phase error resumption, the linear phase model

of the loop shown in Fig. 4. 2 may be used.
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Od d(t) 

R-7/89

Fig. 4. 2 Linear Phase Model of the Fine Range Tone PLL

The noise n (t) is the noise nl(t) multiplied down to baseband so that its

single-sided power density is OR'

The phase error 0R = 0ld(t) - ld(t) consists of a dynamic tracking
error and a noise error. TDRS system specifications require that the one-

way rms range error be less than 15 meters. For a fine range tone fre-

quency of 102.4 kHz, this requires that the rms phase error, , be less47le '
than 0. 0645 radians or 3. 70. This means that the total rms phase error

2 0 let (4.22)
le let len

must be less than 0. 0645 radians even for the worst-case doppler dynamics.

The dynamic tracking error, 0le t, is given by

Olet - 2
ni

where the loop natural frequency, w 1 ' is related to the loop noise bandwidth,

B 1 , by

B1 = 2 ( + 1 = kn (4. 24)
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2
The mean square phase noise error, 0 , is

len

2 2
len -2 RB1 (4.25)

Pl

If-the loop is optimized by selecting the noise bandwidth so that

e4
R

is maximum when the rms phase error is at its threshold value, the

following results are obtained:

V5 lk2
(B m Id 1 (4. 26)

P

()(61ee p1 (4.27,
( R)threshold (4opt 2

For = 1/ 1-0.- 5, old-4. x 10
-2

rad/secand = 0. 0645

radians, (B1) and(R) are
optimum thre shold

(B1 ) 0.635 Hz (4.28)
optimum

(OR) 0. 655 x 10 (4.29)
threshold

If p = uS M/N is equal to 2600 (the value required for uplink

data, and which makes M 2 equal to 0. 429), pd must be greater than 3700

for thi s threshold value of R4 to be realized. For larger values of p the

value of Pd may be decreased. It must, however, be larger than

1528 = (OR)j1 . We now consider the requirements of proper range ambi-
th

guity resolution.
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The ambiguity resolution sidetones clustered around 1-w 2 are

coherently mixed down to the medium fine range tone frequency, 2,. by a

signal of the form ¥27sin[ qwt + ld(t)] which is obtained by phase shifting

the fine range tone VCO signal by 900. The output of this mixer is

Vf -sin [ 2t -(O(t) ld(t)B) + 2(ti + (n((t))

+ PA o B (Old(t)°ld(t) + 02d(t) (t 3+ ) ( 3 )o 1[w2 (od Id 2d (J 3 32 d 3

L d

_+A cos [w2 t - (d(t) - l d(t ± 2 dt)- ( 04 t + 4 d )] +(n4 (t)

-,r cos -d (Oiwcf 0t4)J

(4. 30)

The single-sided noise power densitites of the noises around the medium

fine range tone and the other ranging side tone frequencies are all equal

to "R'

The phase shifted signal 1-sin[lt + ld(t)] is frequency divided

by 16 to form the medium-fine range tone ambiguity loop VCO signal.

This VCO signal may be written as

e 2 VC(t) -cos [ 2t + 16+ 02A] (4. 31)

where 0 2A is ambiguity resolution phase error.

This VCO signal multiplies the medium fine range tone and noise

(n2(t)) to produce the error signal and noise given by

P2 sin + le 0 1 + n' (t) (4. 32)
2 L le 16 2A 2
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Here use has been made of the facts that 0 2d = O1d/16 and that

0e= 0id - 01d. The single-sided noise power density of the noise n2(t) is

R'

The ambiguity resolution phase error 02A is driven to zero by the

action of the medium fine range tone ambiguity PLL. A linear phase model

of the loop is valid when the phase (02A + 15 01 ) is small. The phase
2A 16 e~15

-o2A may be considered as the loop phase error, with r(t) and - 16 0
2A 2 16 le

representing additive noises. If the noise plus the phase error (15/16)0
10 le

is too large, it may cause 02A to settle at + or - 22 thereby causing

an ambiguity resolution error. We there define a "peak" phase error 0
p2

as

~~0 or- CD B ±(CD B +--B (4.33)
p2 2 R2 \16/) R 2 (16) let

P2 . P1

and require that p2 be chosen so that for B 2 = 02 Hz, a= 3, and c equal

to the fine range tone threshold value, the "peak" phase error is 7r/16.

For the manner in which the noise bandwidth of the fine range tone

loop was optimized, 0let ( ( ) . Under these conditions the value

of O2 is found to be approximately 0. 16.

The VCO signal of the medium-fine range tone ambiguity loop

is phase-shifted by 900 to provide the reference signal for the coherent

demodulation of the medium-coarse and coarse range tones. The output of

this coherent demodulator when 02A= 0 is
2A

Cos 5 sin o t + + ) + nI+n
PAcs [16 1 s(n3 3 ( (3)

+ o s [16 sine (wt)4 t ) + +4(n) + 4) 4.34)
P PA rj~ I e] (W 4 4 \ 4(4.34)
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where \(n3/ and (n 3 ) are the noises around w from the upper and

lower sidebands respectively, and similarly for n) and(n4
For Ie <4 and 0. 0645, cs 10

For y e< 0.0645, cos[ 1 may be approximated by 1.

The medium-coarse range tone ambiguity loop reference signal

is obtained from the reference signal used for the coherent demodulation

of the medium-coarse and coarse range tones by a digital divide by 16.

This reference signal may be written as

(16)2

e 3 vcO(t) = i a cos[(@ 3 t + +) 3A]

so that the output of the medium-coarse range tone ambiguity. loop phase

detector is

FA sin( 
l

e -1) +n'(t) (4. 36)

where 03A is the ambiguity resolution phase error, and the single-

sided noise power density of n3(t) is 2b R .

Neglecting 0 /(16)2, our criterion for correct ambiguity reso-

lution is that the "peak" error defined by

4 RB3
T0a R3 0 (4. 37)
p -2

PA

be less than 7r/16. We select PA so that for B3- 0. 02 Hz, , equal to

the threshold value for fine range tone tracking, and a= 3, the peak

error, 0, is 7r/16. The value of PA so obtained is approximately

0. 110 radians. Analysis of the coarse range tone ambiguity loop yields

the same result.
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The results of the ranging analysis are summarized below.

For P UPl = 0. 5 radians, the maximum value of cI that may be

tolerated is 0. 655 x 10 - 3 when the fine range tone loop is optimized so that

the rms phase error is 0. 0645 radians (or 3. 70). The optimum noise

bandwidth of the fine range tone loop, (B1), is 0. 635 Hz.

Correct ambiguity resolution will be achieved with high probability

for the above value of OR for ambiguity resolution range tone loop noise

bandwidths of 0. 02 Hz if -P2z P
2

0. 16 radians and PA PA = 0. 11 radians.

4. 3.4 Range-Rate Analysis

Range-rate measurement specifications call for an rms range-

rate error of less than 10 cm/sec for a 1 second measurement time. For

an N-cycle counter doppler measurement unit, the rms one-way range

rate error (AT)1 / 2 , is related to the rms phase jitter on the tracked

downlink carrier ( 2 )1/2 by the expression
cn

: f2 7 r f(3) T (02) (4. 38)
{n /23~ (cn

where f is the uplink carrier frequency, T is the measurement duration,
C

and c is the velocity of light. This expression assumes that the phase

jitter is uncorrelated over a time duration of length T. The phase jitter

on the tracked downlink carrier consists of phase jitter on the tracked up-

link carrier which is retransmitted by the User spacecraft, plus phase

jitter arising from noise (or other sources of interference) at the DAF re-

eiver input which falls within the carrier loop noise bandwidth after wide-

band EM compression. That is, (02) 1/2 is given by

() 1/2 =~2 -1/2
'27) _.3 (22 (4. 39)

( n (25) (+ cen u cen)d]
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For T = 1 sec and f = 148. 925 MHz, the 19 cm/sec range-rate

error corresponds to an rms phase jitter (0 2 ) equal to 0. 405 radians.

For the carrier loop threshold values of p and pd

(B)

ce) P t.) 462 .0195

2(0 ) ( P. 12. 2

en d 6d Pth 622

so that 1/2

[() (02 0 cen) ] = (1. 847)(. 0195)] 0. 190
u d

(4.40)

Since this is less than the threshold value of the range rate measurement,

the range-rate measurement specifications will be met if the compound

PLL's are operating above threshold.

4.3. 5 Uplink and Downlink S/N Tradeoff

Of real interest in the TDRS system analysis are the values of

Sd/N and Sd/Nd
. Now that M2 can be computed, the values of S /N

u
and

Sd/Nd may be determined in terms of required values of pu and Pd.

With ,= 1 radian, p 1 = 0. 5 radian, 2 = 0. 16 radian, and
2.

PA=0. 11 radian, M is

2 22 2 8 2
M cos BJ O( )J (p,)J O (p.) (. 54) (. 9385) 9936) 2(997)8

0. 245 (4. 41)
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The most stringent requirement on both the uplink and downlink

S/N occurs for the data demodulation. On the uplin pu> 2600, whereas on

the downlink Pd > 6500. Because of the turned-around noise on the downlink,

Pd is
SdM2 -(B +' B )/P

Pd = (N )M e nl nA /Pu
Nd

(4. 42)
and S

aru ) M 2 -

u

For Pd = 6500, Pu may be increased over its required value of

2600 thereby permitting (Sd/Nd) to lie between 26, 400 and 61, 500. The

noise bandwidth of the ranging sidetone turn-around filter, (B 1+ B A),

is taken to be 2.2 kHz. A plot of (Sd/Nd ) as a function of (S /N ) for

Pd = 6500 is shown in Fig. 4.3. This plot shows the reduction in required

downlink (S/N) that may be realized by reducing the effects of the suppression

of the downlink signal by turn-around noise.

4. 3.6 An Alternative Technique for Reducing the Effects of
Turned-Around Noise

In Fig. 4. 3 it was shown how the value of (Sd/Nd) required to

meet the downlink data BEP requirement may be decreased at the expense

of an increase in the value of (Su/N ). This effect is a result of reducing

the suppression of the downlink desired-signal modulation power by the re-

transmitted phase noise as the uplink S/N is increased. An alternative way

of accomplishing this is to increase the deviations of the ambiguity resolving

ranging sidetones on the uplink and decrease them on the downlink. The in-

creased modulation suppression on the uplink'is compensated for by an

increase in (S /N ).
u u

For example, if P2 on the uplink is increased to 0.48 radians and
2 2 2 2

PA is increased to 0. 375 radians, the value of M
2

= cos2BJ0(Pl)J0(P2)

is 0.170. In order that M 2N be greater than 2600, as required by
is 0.170. In order that 92 SMu/Nu be greater than 2600, as required by
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.-- 61.50 x 103

60

Pd e + B" '
"

B n A )/ Mu

d :6500

Md h:Mu M' = 0.246

(Bn,+BnA) :2.2 x 103 Hz

._Lim ('d/N,) 2 6 , 4 0 0

(s'/Nu)---o

! 3
10.57 x 103
R-7190

xlO 3)( ./..)
Fig. 4. 3 Downlink vs. Uplink Signal-to-Noise-Power-Density Ratio

for Fixed Downlink Data Error Rate
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the uplink data BEP, (S /N u ) must be increased from the previous minimum

value of 10, 570 to 15, 280. If on the downlink P2 is made equal to 0. 12

radians and PA is made equal to 0. 094 radians, a reduction from the up-

link deviations by a factor of 4, proper ambiguity resolution will still occur.

The modulation suppression arising from retransmitted noise is now

2 eBn1/Pu -BnA/(4) 2 pu
=e e (4.43)n

This factor is now only 0. 8825 when p = 2600, B= 0. 2 x 10 Hz and
u N1

BNA= 2.0 x 103 Hz rather than 0. 429 as was the case previously. This

means that this technique can result in a decrease in (S /N ) from
3 3 2 d d

61. 50 x 10 to 29.30 x 10 . (Note that M = 0. 251 rather than 0. 246 as

previously. ) This is a significant reduction, and required only a relatively

small increase if (S /N ) were increased without changing the uplink and

downlink deviations.
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5. C. W. INTERFERENCE EFFECTS

The effects of C.W. interference on the TDRS wideband FM system

performance depend on 1) the location of the C.W. interference in the wide-

band FM signal spectrum at the receiver input, and 2) the relative strength

of the C.W. interference. The analyses of these effects are divided into

several sections: 1) compound PLL demodulation, 2) data demodulation,

and 3) ranging and ranging sidetone turn-arounc. The probability of the

various interference effects in terms of the percentage of the 2 MHz band-

width which is vulnerable to C.W. interference is also considered.

. 5. 1 Compound PLL Demodulation

If the C.W. interference falls very close to one of the wideband

FM subcarrier sidebands it may interfere with the compound PLI, demodu-

lation. If it lies within both the carrier and subcarrier loop noise band-

widths, it can interfere with both carrier and subcarrier tracking. Since

the subcarrier loop noise bandwidth is much smaller than the carrier loop

noise bandwidth (0. 5 Hz vs. 9 Hz single-sided), the likelihood is that it

will interfere only with carrier tracking, if it all.

To analyze the situation, we write the received uplink signal plus

interference as

e(t) = 2S sinewt +e(t) 6sin [ t + (t)] +'4(t) 
u U ~WCUC SC SC m

+ I sin {wt + 0 I(t)}

= u EN Jn(6)sin{Ct + c(t) + n[ wc t + (t)] + (t)
n C c SC SCscn =-N

+AJ2 sinnt + e (t)+ m[oW t + e (t)] + A'wt + Ae(t)
}I ~ct C SC SC I

_~~~~~_ _.(5.1)
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where cI is the nominal frequency of the interference and 0 (t) is the carrier

doppler phase of the received interference. The frequency of the interfer-

ence lies near the sideband for which n = m. That is,

wt + 0 (t) = ot+(t)+m[w t+ 0 (t)] + Awt+AOi(t (5. 2)

with Awi + AOI being small.

The received signal plus interference is effectively multiplied

by the wideband FM reference signal

eREF(t) = f2cos w t + 0(t)+ 6sin[ t+ Osc(t)]} (5. 3)REF C C SC sc

A A

where 0 (t) and 0 (t) are estimates of the received phases 0 (t) and 0 (t).
c Sc C sc

This may be expanded as

eREF(t) = J(6)cost + () + t+ t) (5. 4)
REJ=-0oc UC SC S

The output of the multiplier (carrier loop phase detector) is (in normalized

form)

(e (t)) = sin0 (t) + §sin[w t + (t)] - bsin[ w t+ 0 (t)]+ + (t)
° e ~ ce sc sc sc sc 
C

+ Jm (6)sin ce(t) + mO (t) + Ac t + AOi(t)
S m ce sce I I

u

+ - (J m+1(6sin {0 (t)+ m0 (t)+ Aw t + AO (t)- [ t+ 0 (t)]}
S m+e1 s e see I sc se

u

+ J (6) sin{0 (t ) + m0 (t)+ Aolt + AOi(t)+ [t t+ (t)])
m-I ce sce see s c se

= J (A sc)[M sin0 (t) + cos 0 (t) sin m(t)]
o sC u ce ce m

+|_I J (6) sin{0 c t) + m0 {t)+ Awt + AOt) }
m ce se

U
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+ M cosO (t)2J (A )sin[ st + O (t)+ (t)]
u ce 1 Sc sc SC SC

± LI (+J (6)sin -[c)t + 0(t)] + oc(t)+ mO s(t) + AIt 
'S m+I S se I 1

+J( 6) (sin[W t + ( + 0 (t) + mO (t) + Aw t + A0(t)
~m- l~SC sc ce sce

(5. 5)

Here
6sin[ t + 0 (t)] - 6 sin[o t + 0 (t)]

= A sin[ t + 0(t) + (t)] (5. 6)

where

A 2 6 Sin (5.7)
SC 2

and
asin ce = A sin( sce S (5. 8)

sce sc see sc

Also M = os (t)) (5. 9)
u

So far as carrier tracking is concerned, the signal and noise com-

ponents of interest are

-iJ (6)

sinO (t) + sin{0 (t)+ mO (t)+ A t + AOi(t)
ce J (A )M ce sc

O SC u

(5. 10)

For small 0 (t), this may be linearized by making the approxima-
ce

tion sinOe 0 . The results of Appendix B may be applied here with
ce ce

Si

_ U (5. 11)

o o SC U
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Thus, if the frequency AoI + AO1 lies within the carrier loop noise band-

width, the maximum phase error resulting from the presence of this

C.W. interference is

J (6)
S m

( ce) J (A )M (5. 12)
max o sc u

The worst-case occurs for m =4 when 6 = 5. 52, for which J (5. 52) = 0. 3960.

With M _ 0. 41 and J (A sc)1, (0c) The value of(0
SC ce) cI The value of cmax S max

u

should be on the order of 0. 1 radian for any single C.W. interference in

order that the loop operate in the linear region when both inter ference and

noise are present.

We can say that a C. W. interference may cause a problem with

carrier tracking if it is within 3 loop noise bandwidths of a subcarrier

sideband of non-negligible value. For 6= 5. 52, the carrier component

(m = o) is zero, and sidebands for mŽ 7 are negligible. There are there-

fore 12 subcarrier sidebands to consider. For a single-sided carrier loop

noise bandwidth of 9 Hz, the total bandwidth of the RF spectrum which is

vulnerable to C.W. interference with carrier tracking is 3 x 2 x 9 x 12 =

648 Hz. This is a small fraction of the 2 MHz RF bandwidth. In addition,

the high doppler dynamics between the user and the RFI will mean that

the C.W. RFI component will sweep right through the loop noise bandwidth.

Turning now to subcarrier tracking, the output of the subcarrier

loop phase detector is
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(e (t)) =
Sc

M
u cosO (t)2J (A )sin[e (t) + $ (t)]
2- ce 1 Sc sce Sc

+ - (Jm (6) + J (6)) sin[ 0 (t) + (t) + i+ (t)]
,2 t+ S m 1 r i m- e se I I

(5. 13)

2J ( )
= M cos0 sin (t)

u ceJ A s sce

+ I 2m J (6) sin[0 (t)+ mO (t) + At + A 0 (t)]
Su 1 6 .m ce sce

For A sC 0 , and 0s e and 0 are small, this may be approximated

se + M (6/2m) sin[ (t) + me (t) + AWt + AOI(03
,vf _ see i (5/2m) ce see

(5. 14)

For m = 4 and 6= 5. 52, and with M 0.41, (60se)
max

-I J (6)
e)max Mu 2m) S

max u(6/2m) u

is

(5. 15)

where use has been made of the results of Appendix B. The maximum

error occurs if AwI + A0I lies within the subcarrier loop noise bandwidth.I I

For a subcarrier loop noise bandwidth of 0. 5 Hz, only

3 x 2 X(. 5) x 12 = 36 Hz of the 2 MHz RF bandwidth is vulnerable to C.W.

interference with subcarrier tracking. Of course a C.W. interference that

interferes with subcarrier tracking will also interfere with carrier tracking.

C.W. interference with acquisition may occur if the C.W. inter-.

ference lies very close to the 4th or 5th order upper sideband. However,

by choosing the uplink subcarrier frequencies such that the upper 4th and 5th
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order subcarrier sidebands lie in RFI free parts of the uplink VHF band,

this problem may be completely eliminated.

5. 2 Data Demodulation

C.W. interference may cause an error in data demodulation if it

overlaps the spectrum of the data around any of the subcarrier sidebands

at the RF input of the receiver.

If the C.W. interference lies near the subcarrier sideband

corresponding to n = m, Eq. (5. 5) may be used to determine the effects of

the interference on data demodulation with W (t) given by

( t
) = BXu (t) + plsin[ lt + 0(t)] + P2c0Cos[ ( )t + - 02(t) ]m U 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2

+ 2PA(sin[w3t + 0 (t ] + sin[4t + 04 (t)]cos[ ( 1 -C2 )t+ 0(t)-(t)]

(5. 16)
sin W (t) may be written as

m

sing (t) = M [tan u(t) + Plsin[ 1 t+ 0l(t)] P2 cos[-W2)t (t)- (t)]

+ 2 -A (sin 3t + 0 (t,] + sin[t
4 t + 04 (t)]) cos[ ( 1-w)t + O1 (t)- 02 (t]]

(5. 17)

Focusing attention on the data, the normalized input to the data demodulator

is

SI

(ei()data X(t +(utn O since(t) + mOe(t) + Aclt + AOt,}
data (5.

(5. 18)
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The results of Appendix C may now be applied. The variance of

the interference at the output of the data demodulator was shown to be

given by

4
sin (cT/4)

1 2
(w.T/4)2

1

where S. is the amplitude of the C.W. interference at the input to the data
1

demodulator, ca is the frequency of the interference, and T is the bit period
1

of the data. Here S and w are
i 1

S. = 2 ( > (5.20)
1

and i. 
I
+ AO, (5.21)

The phases 0 (t) + mO (t) are essentially constant over the duration of one
ce sce

bit period.

The worst-case variance occurs for cwT/4 P i 8 v for which

sin4(cw.T/4)/(wiT/4) is approximately 0. 525. The minus sign means that
1 1

the frequency wi = AwI + A01 may be negative, corresponding to the C. W.

interference RF frequency lying below the sideband frequency rather than

above it.

The BEP requirement states that the ratio

2) 15.85 (12 dB) (5. 22)

-6 2
for a BEP of 10 . Here j = T, and a is the variance of the Gaussian

noise at the output of the demodulator. We require that ai be an order of
2

magnitude less than the critical value of a in order that the sum of the

Gaussian noise plus C.W. interference not cause excessive errors. In

other words, we require that
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2 2
2 2 T (5.23)

ai critical (2 x15. 85) 31. 7

or, in the worst-case,
1

(0. 525)S. << = 0.0315 (5. 24)
1 31.7

For 6 = 5. 52, the worst case occurs for m = 4. With 8= 1 radian

and M u 0.41, the requirement on - is
U

rS~j~ M tang
<< (0. 346) 0. 56 (5. 25)

4 Su J4(5. 52) (

For I|iT/41 > 37r/4, sin (w.T/4)/(.T/4) 2 is less than approxi-

mately 0. 0450. The "bandwidth" of the data may therefore be defined as
4 )2

the bandwidth for which sin (i.T/4)/(iT/4)2 is greater than 0. 0450*, and

is B = 3/T Hz = 3f
B

, where fB is the bit rate. The uplink bit rates are

100 BPS and 400 BPS, so that the largest uplink data bandwidth is 1200 Hz.

With 12 sidebands of significance, the total frequency RF bandwidth which

is susceptible to C.W. interference with data demodulation is 14.4 kHz.

Because the, data is split-phase, there is very little data power

near d. c. This means that a C. W. interference that is not too large may

interfere with either carrier tracking or data demodulation, but not both at

the same time. Also, because of the different dopplers between Users and

the TDRS and between Users and the interference sources, only a few

Users are likely to be affected by a strong C.W. interference on the uplink.

This differs from PN spread spectrum techniques in which a strong inter-

ference can cause a serious disruption in communications for all Users.

Finally, the doppler rate between the User and an earth based interference

* The value of 0. 0450 corresponds to the height of the next highest maximum
of sin x/x2 .
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source is much greater than between the User and the TDRS, so that a C.W.

interference would not stay long inside the small loop noise bandwidth.

5. 3 Ranging and Ranging Sidetone Turn-Around

A C.W. interference which lies near the ranging sidetones in the

RFoinput spectrum may interfere with ranging and/or may rob power from

the desired downlink signal components by phase modulating the downlink

carrier in the ranging sidetone turn-around channel. Interference with

ranging may occur in several ways. The C.W. interference may be small,

but may lie sufficiently close to a ranging sidetone to directly interfere

with range tone demodulation on the ground. The C.W. interference may

not lie very close to a ranging sidetone, but if it is turned around with

the ranging sidetones, it will rob power from the desired signal components,

thereby making them more susceptible to other noise and interference on

the downlink. Finally, the ranging sidetones turn-around channel is de-

signed so that AGC amplifiers in the User transponder prevent a strong

interference from phase modulating the downlink carrier with a large

deviation. Consequently, a strong C.W. interference that gets through

either the fine range tone filter or the ambiguity resolving sidetone filter,

and which causes the AGC amplifier at the output of that filter to reduce the

amplitude of the sum of the ranging sidetone (or sidetones), the C.W. inter-

ference, and the noise, will make the ranging sidetone (or sidetones) more

susceptible to downlink noise and interference in the range tone demodu-

lator. The turn-around channel is designed so that if the AGC amplifier

at the output of the ambiguity resolving sidetone filter would have too small

a gain as a result of the presence of RFI, the ambiguity resolving sidetones

do not phase modulate the downlink carrier. This prevents the transmission

of ambiguity resolving tones which are too weak, because 6f suppression

by C.W. (or other interference), to yield proper ambiguity resolution on

the ground. With the transmission of these ranging sidetones discontinued,

the noise and interference which would also phase modulate the downlink
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carrier no longer does so, and therefore ceases to rob power from the

desired signal components, If the AGC amplifier at the output of the fine

range tone filter has too small a gain, no ranging sidetones are transmitted

on the downlink.

We now examine the ranging situation mathematically. For the

case where a C.W. interference lies near one of the fine range tone side-

bands in the RF spectrum, we write

wit + 0i(t) = Wt + 0 (t) + m[w t + 0 (t) + k[t + 0(t)]

+ AwoIt + AOI(t) (5. 26)

with AoI + AO1 being small, and k = +1 or -1 depending upon whether

the interference lies near the upper or lower range tone sideband associated

with the mth (n=m) subcarrier sideband.

The signal plus interference of interest is written in normalized

form as

SIJ ()S m
e(t) P1 sin[wt + 0 (t)] u

M
sin[k(lt +01(t)

)
+0ce(t)+ mO (t)1 1 1 1 M \1 1/ c e sce

U

+ atIt + A0I(t)] (5. 27)

where the assumption of small compound PLL tracking errors has enabled

us to approximate Jo(A s(0 )) and cosO by 1. The amplitude of the
o\Asc(scei ce

range tone, Pl, is related to the uplink phase deviation, P1 , by

2Ji(p1 )

P J (p ) 1 P1 for p 0. 5 radian (5. 28)
o 1
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If AwI + AOI is sufficiently small so that it lies within the fine range

tone loop noise bandwidth, and if the. amplitude S J (5)/M is small
m u

compared to P1 . the effect of the C.W. interference will be to cause a

phase error in the fine range tone loop whose maximum value (assuming

the fine range tone loop is approximately linear) is

S m

(0le) M u (5. 29)lVie) M p
max. u 1

This must be less than 0. 0645 radians if the ranging specifications are to

be met. In the worst case situation where m = 4, S must be less than

approximately 0. 03 for Pl ~ 0. 5 radians when the C.W. interference lies

within the fine range tone loop noise bandwidth.

The fine range tone loop noise bandwidth is approximately 0. 6 Hz

(single-sided). Consequently, if we assume that a C.W. interference which

is within 3 times the noise bandwidth of the fine range tone may cause in-

terference with ranging, the frequency bandwidth at RF which is susceptible

to this C. W. interference is 3 X 2 x (0. 6) x 2 x 6 = 43. 2 Hz. This is a

very small percentage of the total RF bandwidth. Also, because of changing

doppler conditions such an interference situation would be very short-

lived.

If AWI + A0I is not so small that it lies within the fine range tone

loop noise bandwidth, the C.W. interference may still cause a problem, if

it is sufficiently large, by robbing power from the desired downlink signal

components. The signal suppression factor for a retransmitted C. W.

interference is simply Jo(PI 1), where pI 1 is the phase deviation of the

C.W. interference on the downlink carrier. The power suppression is
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simply the square of this. In our case, pI1 is

SJ (m)
S m

PI1 U (5. 30)
u

since the downlink phase deviation of the fine range tone on the carrier is

the same as that on the uplink.

An AGC amplifier prevents this suppression factor from becoming

too small by limiting the total phase deviation of the fine range tone, C.W.

interference, and noise (and other interference) on the downlink carrier.

Excessive suppression of the fine range tone to the extent that serious

degradation in ranging performance would occur, would be detected, and

under these circumstances the ranging sidetones would not be turned around.

If the bandwidth of the fine range tone filter in the User trans-

ponder is on the order of 200 Hz, the total RF frequency bandwidth that is

susceptible to this C.W. interference effect is 200 x 2 x 6 = 2.4 kHz.

Turning now to the ambiguity resolving sidetones, we may write

the C.W. interference RF phase as

-it + 0i(t) = 0 t t +0(t)] + k[ (w-)t + 1(t) - 2(t]

+ AWIt + AOI(t) (5. 31)

where Aw + AO is small, and k = +1 or -1 depending on whether the C.W.
I I

interference lies near an upper or a lower sideband of the ambiguity

resolving tones cluster.

As with the fine range tone, there is a small probability that the

C.W. interference may lie sufficiently close to one of the ambiguity re-

solving sidetones to cause an incorrect ambiguity resolution on the ground.
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However, by far the greater problem is the suppression of the desired

downlink signal modulation by the retransmission of C.W. interference

(as well as other noise and interference) that lies within the bandwidth of

the ambiguity resolving tones filter. The normalized signal plus C.W.

interference at the output of the filter may be written as

e2(t) 1 co[( - )t + 0l(t) - 0(t)] + 2 A (sin[wt + 0 (t)]

+ sin[t + 04(t)]) cos[ (w1-w2)t + 01(t)- 2(t) ]

S m

M -- - sink[(-)t + 01(t) 0 t) ] + 0 (t) + mO (t)
U M 1 2 ce sce
U

+ AwIt + AI(t) (5. 32)

The amplifier at the output of this filter has its gain set so that the phase

deviations of the ambiguity resolving tones on the downlink carrier are

1/K times those on the uplink carrier, where K is approximately 4 (See

Sec. 4. 3. 6). Therefore, the signal suppression factor for a retransmitted

C.W. interference is J (pI2), where PI2 is

S _2 m2
5. 33)

P- M (5. 33)
u

and the power suppression is simply the square of this. It is clear that

PI2 (and PI 1 of Eq. (5. 30)) should be on the order of at most 1 radian.

If the bandwidth of the ambiguity resolving tones filter is on the

order of 2 kHz, the total RF frequency bandwidth that is susceptible to

this C.W. interference effect is (2 x 103) X 2 x 6 = 24 kHz. The total RF
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bandwidth that is susceptible to C.W. interference with ranging sidetone

turn-around is 26.4 kHz when both the fine range tone and the ambiguity

resolving sidetones are considered.

The modifications in the ranging sidetone format suggested in

Appendix D would alleviate this problem to a great degree if not eliminate

it altogether.
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6. NARROWBAND RFI EFFECTS

Narrowband RFI is considered as having a bandwidth on the order

of 15 kHz. It may be either AM or FM interference and either continuous

or intermittent in nature. In general, this type of RFI may be written as

e I (t) = a(t) sin[wot + OPt) + r(t)]

where a(t) is a generalized AM modulation and i(t) is a generalized angle

modulation, and 0 (t) is the interference carrier doppler phase.
I

Since the bandwidths of the desired signal components are much

smaller than the bandwidth of the narrowband RFI, the effects of the narrow-

band RFI may be taken into account by replacing it by colored Gaussian

noise whose power spectrum is identical to that of the narrowband RFI.

To simplify matters further, we assume that the variation of the equivalent

noise power density over the small desired signal components bandwidths

may be neglected.

We consider the effects of narrowband RFI on 1) compound PLL

tracking, 2) data detnodulation, and 3) ranging and ranging sidetone turn-

around.

6. 1 Compound PLL Tracking

Narrowband RFI may interfere with compound PLL tracking if it

overlaps one of the subcarrier sidebands. If the single-sided equivalent

narrowband RFI noise power density at the sideband corresponding to

n=m is Nm, the normalized output of the carrier loop phase detector is
m
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(eo(t)) = Jo(Asc)[M sinO + cosO s-in (t) ] + RFI noise of single-sided
0 o}SC u. ce ce m

IN J 2 (6)
power density ( m

S m around d.c.
U

+ M cose 2J (A )sin[ ct + 0 (t) + $ (t)] + RFI noise of single-
u ce 1 sc so sC SC

sided power density(6) (6. 1)
U

If the subcarrier and carrier phase errors are small, the compound

PLL is uncoupled in the sense indicated in Appendix A, and the carrier and

subcarrier loops are approximately linear and independent. In this case

J (A )" 1, cosO e 1, and sinOce 0e.

From Appendix A, the component of the carrier loop phase error

variance arising from the presence of this narrowband RFI is

B N J (6)
02 c m (6.2)
ce 2SM

u u

where B is the single-sided carrier loop noise bandwidth. If the RFI
c

power is assumed td be distributed uniformly over a bandwidth BI

(B I 15 kHz is typical), the single-sided equivalent narrowband RFI noise

power density N may be written as

SI
N (6.3)

m B I

so that Eq. (6. 2) becomes

SI J2 (6)B (602 -C-iI-- m (6.4)
ce \BI S 2

U
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The rms error is

J (6)S m B
'ceM U .C (6. 5)

'ce M B
u I

This should be much less than about 0. 1 radian if the total carrier tracking

phase error, which considers all sources of noise and interference, is to

be small.

If the location of the narrowband RFI in the RF spectrum is de-

signated by the location of its center frequency; such narrowband RFI

located anywhere within ±iBI/2 of a significant subcarrier sideband can

interfere with compound PLL tracking. For B = 15 kHz, this means that
3 I

15 x 10 x 12 = 180 kHz of the RF spectrum is susceptible to this type of

interference with compound PLL demodulation.

Turning now to subcarrier tracking, the output of the subcarrier

loop phase detector is

M
(e (t) 2J (As )sin[ 0 + sc] + RFI noise of single-sided

0 °2sc 1 sc sce SC

M (im- J 2Slm+l( )power density
u

-u 6 C sin e0 + RFI noise of single-sided power

N ( N m (J2 6) m+ 1 (6))

density mu2S around d. c. (6. 6)
u

If 0 is small, sin 0 ~ 0 and 2J (Asc)/A , 1, so that the nor-
sced output of the scarrier loop phase detector becomes

malized output of the subcarrier loop phase detector becomes
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60 + RFI noise of single-sided power density
,/ J sce

N,(J2 2 2 (6))2

m m-l m+ 1( around d. c.

2S M
U U

(6. 7)

From Appendix A, the component of the mean-square subcarrier

loop error, 0 62 resulting from the presence of the narrowband
2 sc e is

interference is

162 0 2

2 see

BN iJ2 (6)+ J2 (6)
s m m-l m+l

S M 2 2
U u

/ s 2 I U(6) + J (6)

IB 2 U M 2u~~~~m 

The rms error is

=S
U

-2(6) + (6)
1 m- m+l

M '2
U

This should be much less than about 0. 1 radian if the total subcarrier

tracking error, which considers all sources of noise and interference,

is to be small.

6. 2 Data Demodulation

For the data demodulation case, use may be made of Eqs. (6. 1)

and (5. 17) so that the input to the data demodulator becomes
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(e i (t)) X (t) + RFI noise of single-sided power density
data

(N J 2(6)
NSm m (6)n around d.c. (6. 10)

S M tan2

U U

when the carrier and subcarrier tracking errors are small. Applying the

results of Appendix C, the energy per bit divided by the single-sided noise

power density is

2 2 2 282 .2 TS Mu tan2 BI S M t a n 2
p /2ac = U u - S 2 (6.11)2 f 2N J (6) B I J (6)

m m m

where fB = 1/T is the bit frequency. This must be much greater than

15. 85 (12 dB) if the required BEP is to be achieved in the presence of noise

and RFI.

As with compound PLL tracking, 180 kHz of the RF spectrum is

susceptible to narrowband RFI interference with data demodulation. This

is so because the data lies in a relatively narrow bandwidth about each sub-

carrier sideband in the RF spectrum.

6.3 Ranging and Ranging Sidetone Turnaround

If narrowband RFI overlaps one of the sidebands of the ranging

sidetones cluster in the received RF spectrum, interference with ranging

and ranging sidetone turn-around will occur.

If the narrowband RFI overlaps the kth fine range tone sideband

(k = +1, -1) around the mth subcarrier sideband, the output of the fine

range tone filter in the User transponder may be written in normalized

form as
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e1 (t) P1 sin[° 1 t + e1 (t)] + narrowband RFI of single-sided noise power

2m m, k 
Jm2 (2 m 1around co1 (6. 12)

u u

where N denotes the single-sided narrowband RFI power densitym, k, 1
at the frequency of the kth fine range tone sideband around the mth sub-

carrier sideband.

Likewise, the output of the ambiguity resolving tones filter may be

written as

e2(t) = P2 CO[( 1-O2)t + t)-0(2(t)] + 2PA (sin[o3t +(t)]

+ sino 4t +O4(t)] ) cost(w -w2)t + 0 (t) - 0 (t)] + narrowband RFI

of single-sided noise power density J(2 m 2 2around
S M

2

u U
(6.13)

where N k 2 is the single-sided RFI power density at the frequency of

the kth ambiguity resolving sidetone cluster sideband around the mth

subcarrier sideband
'
.

The normalized noise power density (2 J(6)N k /SuMu 2 )

2
(p=l, 2) must be small compared to (N /S M ) if the ranging specificationsu u u
are to be met. If the noise plus narrowband and C.W. RFI at the outputs

of the ranging sidetone filters is excessive, the gates following the AGC

amplifiers at the outputs of these filters will open and the ranging side-

tones will not be transmitted on the downlink.
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7. SSMA INTERFERENCE EFFECTS

On the downlink there may be as many as 30 Users transmitting

simultaneously in the 136-138 MHz band. Each of these User transmissions

represents a potential source of interference to every other User and vice-

versa. To reduce the extent of this interference, each User is assigned

a unique combination of subcarrier frequency and carrier band (lower,

center, or upper). In this way the spectral overlap between any two

Users is kept as low as possible consistent with other system considerations.

Since each User RF downlink signal contains both C.W. and

narrowband spectral components, both of these types of interference may

be encountered on the downlink from other User transmission. Table 7. 1

lists the various types of SSMA interference effects from a single other

User. The following sections treat 1i compound PLL demodulation,

2) data demodulation, and 3) ranging.

7. 1 Compound PLL Demodulation

To determine the effects of other-User interference on carrier

and subcarrier tracking on the downlink, we begin by writing the downlink

received signal as

d C SC SCed(t) =J- sin(t + (t)+ 6 sin[ sc + (t)] + CXd(t}

sin1t+ 01 (t)) +AR(t)cos[ (l-w2)t + 0 (t)- 02(t)]

+ nl(t) + nAR(t)} (7.1)

where

t + 0 (t)-(c t+ 0 (t))+ k At + 0 d(t)
c c 2 5 cu cu cd
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Table 7. 1

SSMA Interference Effects from a Single Other-User

Interference With Interference From Type Se riousness

la. Compound other-user sub- CW potentially
PLL Demod- carrier sideband serious
ulation

b. (Same) other-user data narrowband negligible

c. (Same) other-user rang- CW plus narrow- possible prob-
ing sidetone plus band lem from fine
retransmitted range tone
noise

d. (Same) other-user re- narrowband negligible
transmitted noise

2a. Data Demod- other-user sub- CW plus narrow- potentially
ulation carrier sideband band serious

plus data

b. (Same) other-user rang- CW plus narrow- negligible
ing sidetone band
plus retrans-
mitted noise

3a. Ranging other-user sub- CW serious when it
carrier side- occurs, but un-
band likely to last

too long

b. (Same) other-user data narrowband not serious

c. (Same) other-user rang- CW serious when it
ing sidetone occurs, but un-

likely to last
too long

d. (Same) other-user re- narrowband negligible
transmitted noise
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co = uplink carrier frequency
cu

0 = carrier loop estimate of uplink carrier doppler phase
cu

k = -1, 0, +1 depending on whether the carrier band is
lower, center, or upper

Ax = carrier band offset frequency

O (t) = carrier doppler phase on the downlink

Xd(t) = downlink split-phase telemetry data

P1 = downlink fine range tone phase deviation

o (t) = two-way fine range tone doppler phase1

AR(t) = 2 + 2A sin(ot +03 (t)) + sin (4t +4(t) ) is the
ambiguity resolving sidetone cluster AM modulation

4 (t) = the noise and uplink interference, if any, retransmitted
on the downlink from the output of the fine range tone
limiting amplifer

4nAEt) = the noise and uplink interference, if any, retransmitted
on the downlink from the output of the ambiguity re-
solving sidetone limiting amplifer

twSC = the downlink subcarrier frequency for the User in question

e (t) = the downlink (one-way) subcarrier doppler phase
SC

6 = downlink subcarrier modulation index of 5. 52 radians

Note that if the noise and interference at the output of the ambigu-

ity resolving sidetones filter is excessive, the ambiguity resolving side-

tones and its accompanying noise and interference will not phase modulate

the downlink carrier. Likewise, if the noise and interference at the out-

put of the fine range tone filter is excessive, neither the fine range tone

nor the ambiguity resolving sidetones and their accompanying noise and

interference will phase modulate the.downlink carrier. When the ranging
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sidetones do modulate the downlink carrier, the downlink phase devia-

tions are related to the uplink phase deviations by

P 1- 1

1 1
P2 P 2 K 2

A K PA K PA (7. 2)

where K is the attenuation of the ambiguity resolving ranging sidetones

by the AGC amplifier, and is equal to 4.

We consider the interference with the ith User by the jth User,

and use the subscripts i and j to designate them. The significant spectral

components of the RF received signal of the jth User at the input of the

receiver tuned to receive the signal from the ith User may be written

approximately as

+N
(edit)) ~ 2~-d-. ~. J .(5)

eJ n=-N nJ(6 M M M sin + 0 (t)
J n N Jn; 1MARMnl nAR {cjt cj

J
+ n [c +s (t)] +B C (t) M1 M M sinnAR n jt

scj scj J 2 1 AR nI nAR

+ 0 (t) + nj[ scjt + Osc(t)] +( t + 0 (t)) ,xd t)
CJ JS SCJ J

-sint ct + Ocj(t) + n.[ co .(t) + 0 sc(t)] -(lt + 0 .(t)) +f (t)}]
C CJ J SCJ SCJ iJ sJ

+ AR M M M M cost .t + 0 (t) + n.[ t + 0 (t)]
2 1 AR n lMnAR CJ cJ j scj scj

+ [,(o -2)t + 0(t) -o0 (t)] + ,X (t) + cos{ tt +0 (t)

+ nj scj+ s0 (t)] - [(o-w )t + i j( t) - 0 (t) + aX (t)}]j scj scj 12 22 dtjJ
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+ M11MAR[[ nlj( t) + fnARj(t)] cos{)cjt + 0cj(t)

+nj[c .t + 0 .(t)] + (t) (7.3)
j scj scJ dJ

where M 1 = Jo( ) MAR= J o()J(PA) M (cos ) and

MnAR = (cos $nAR ) are modulation suppression factors.

The first term in Eq. (7. 3) is recognized as the subcarrier side-

bands modulated with the split-phase telemetry data. The second and third

terms are the upper and lower fine range tone sidebands around the sub-

carrier sidebands. The telemetry data phase modulates these spectral

components in the RF spectrum. The fourth and fifth terms are the upper

and lower ambiguity resolving sidetones cluster sidebands around the

subcarrier sidebands. The telemetry data phase modulates these compo-

nents also. Finally, the last term is seen to contain the upper and lower

sidebands of the retransmitted noise and interference around the subcarrier

sidebands. The telemetry data phase modulates these components as well.

The assumption is made here that the noise and interference asre suffi-

ciently small to permit the approximations.

sin nl(t) n nlit)

and
sin $nAR(t) - nA(t) (7.4)nAR nAR

to be made.

The desired-User signal and the other-User interference are

effectively mulitplied in the ground receiver by the desired-User reference

signal given by

.(e F(t)) = 2oscit + 0it) + 6sin[ .it + 0 i(t)] (7. 5)\REF./ t citci sci SCi
1

_= - . E Jni(6)cos{( cit + .(t) + ni[cO .t + 0 t)
ninc I ci sci scin.=-oo

1
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The output of the carrier loop phase detector is

= s in i.(t)+ \ sin[ w t + c st)i cel sc sc scei scei

+ BXdi(t) + p sin (lt + 01i(t)) + AR(t) COS[(-c 2)t + 0(t) - 02i(t)]

+N

+ nl( t ) + nAR(t)}+ d n -N
-1

] Jn (6)
n. = -oo nj

I
{ _

M AR Mnl MAR sin ( -W )t + (t) - 0 (t)
1 AR nI nAR tcj ci cj ci

+ (n o - n.o .)t
j scj i sci

+ (njscj(t) - n. ci.(t)) + Xd (t)}

+ MM M M sin) (w .-co )t +0 (t) -0 .(t)
2 1 AR nl nAR I cJ c1 cj c1 + (lt +0l(t))

+ gXdj(t)}
+ (n.w -n. .)t +(n i t) -n sci( )

)J scj * sci)j SJ i S(tsc

- sin(co .- o .)t + 0 (t) - 0 (t) - (wt
CJ C c3 i 

+ (njOsc (t) - n. .(t)
1 SC1i

+ 01(t))
1J

+ xdj (t)}

+$AR(t) r+ AR MM M M I
2 1 AR n1 nAR[

cos{(w .- .)t
CJiC

+ .(t) -o .(t)
cj ci

+ (n.co - n.w .)t +(n. t) - n0 .(t))3 scj 1 SC J scJ i se1

+ 0 (t)- o(t)]} + cos{(c *-W .)t + 0 (t)
13 23 1 cj cj

+ BXdJ(t)+ [ (w-o 2)t
iJ1l,

- .(t)
C1

+ (n. . - n.co .)t
J scJ 1 sci

+ (ns0 (t) -
J scj n 0 (t)) + dj(t)- [(w - )t + 0 (t)i sci dj 12 j - 02 (t)] }

+MM M MAR nlM nAR[4 n(t) + nARj(t)] cos{(w c-o .)t + 0 (t)1 AR n1 nAR nlj nARj cji c

- 0 (t) + (n.w . -n.w .)t + n. .(t) - n 0. (t))
ci J Scj 1 SC1 J scJ i sci + Xdj(t)}7. 6)

(e (t))
c

+ (n. .- n.c .)t
j scj 1 sc
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Consider now the case where the other-User subcarrier sideband

components for which n.=m. lies very close to the desired-User subcarrier
J 3

sideband component for which ni=m. That is,

~11 11
o .t + 0 It) + M co t It)] = co .t + 0 t) + m

i
ci t +0 .(t)]

cj cJ scj scj ci M Sci sci

+ aW.t + 0.(t) (7. 7)
3

where Anj + OiJ(t) is small.
13 1j

Then the C.W. interference with compound PLL demodulation

arising from the other-User subcarrier sideband for which n.=m. comes
j J

from the terms

J ()J (6)MM. 1 ARMnMnAR sin{e .(t) +± .j(t) + Aw..t + ..(t)dj mj mi 1 AR nl nAR cel xJ 13 - 13

+ VW~-J (6)J sin +
dj m. m.+()M 1MAR n MnAR incei(t) + Xd(t) -(ci i(t

+ Ac.ijt + 0idt)}+ ms7I-J (6)J (6)MI MARMnlMnARSin{ ceit

+ Sx I.t) +'(y .W 0+ .(t$) + A .t + ,.,(t)1J j(7. 8)
dJi (sci sci ) ij ij

in Eq. (7. 6). If A..i + AO.. lies within the carrier loop noise bandwidth,

the carrier component of the first term in Eq. (7. 8) interferes with carrier

tracking. If Ac..i+ Aj.. lies within the subcarrier loop noise bandwidth,

the carrier components of the second and third terms in Eq. (7. 8) inter-

fere with subcarrier tracking. If Awij + AO is larger than the carrier
ij ij

loop noise bandwidth, the data components in Eq. (7. 8) will interfere with

carrier and subcarrier tracking.
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If the carrier and subcarrier tracking loop phase errors are

small, and Awi.. + Aj.. lies within the carrier loop noise bandwidth, the

maximum phase error, (ce i) , from this C.W. interference is
max

(MnlM AR).

(cei) = m. (6) m.(6) ( M )(7.9)
max di i nl nAR i

for the case where the ranging sidetones and telemetry data are being

transmitted on both the desired-User and other-User dowrnlinks. In

general (0. i) may be written as
max

J (6)J (6)(cos ) (M MARMnl MnAR)

max di (cos i) (MlMARMnlMnAR)i

(7. 10)

where .i = . or 0 depending on whether or not telemetry data is being

transmitted, and similarly for p..

The important factor in Eq. (7. 10) is the product J (6)J (6).
m. m.

With 6 = 5. 52, the largest value J (6) is 0. 3960 for m=±4. i
m

If a sideband for which m.=±4 lies near the sideband for which m.=±4, thenJ 1
the product J4(6)J4(6) is 0. 157. This is large enough so that if the other-

User signal is stronger than the desired-User signal, the worst-case con-

dition may cause a problem with carrier tracking. It is for this reason

that the TDRS system should be designed so that the downlink received

signal powers are approximately equal.

To compute the probability of SSMA C.W. interference from an

other-User subcarrier sideband component, the locations in the RF spectrurr

of the subcarrier sidebands for each combination of subcarrier frequency

and carrier band are computed for the zero doppler case. Then the
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various potential interference threats from other Users can be computed

for each User by considering the full range of relative carrier dopplers

and seeing which other-User subcarrier sidebands can overlap desired-

User subcarrier sidebands. Since the carrier loop noise bandwidth is

approximately 25 Hz double-sided, the probability of a serious SSMA

interference problem with carrier tracking from an other-User subcarrier

sideband is fortunately not large in view of the relatively large relative

carrier doppler spread on the downlink.

The probability of interference with subcarrier tracking is

even smaller in view of the much smaller subcarrier loop noise band-

width. If the interference does lie within the subcarrier loop noise band-

width, the maximum subcarrier tracking error is in general

l 0 \ = M Mi (Ml AR n nAR

esce max sdi (6/2m.)(cos)(
M 1M A M

n l nA R I

(7. 11)

For 6=5. 52 and for m.=mj=4, the factor J (6)J (6)2m.i/61- is 0. 161.
j i1

We now consider the case where the data around the other-User

subcarrier sideband for which n.=m interferes with carrier tracking and

subcarrier tracking by overlapping the desired-User subcarrier sideband

for which n =m.. Since the noise bandwidths of the carrier and subcarrier

loops are much less than the downlink data bit rate, the power density of

the other User data interference may be assumed uniform across the

noise bandwidths of these loops.
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The normalized output of the carrier tracking phase locked loop

phase detector is

+ r J m(6)J (6) sin fl(M1 MARM nlM nAR)

ecei J Sdi cos i (M MARMnlMnAR)

Xdj(t)cos[ Aijt + i(t) ei] (7. 12)

The power density spectrum of the other-User data in Eq. (7. 12) is

approximately

2 (6)J2 (6)sinf (MMARMnlMnAR2

S m. m. j \1AR nl nAR/

di Cos pi (MM ARMnMnAR

1 1
2 2 (.X x. iJ j iJ ij

x X1yj (+A + )(71j

where c .(() - T sin4 ( T/4) (7.14)
XJ (T/4)

if the successive data bits are assumed statistically independent. The

power density (double-sided) at d. c. is

j2 (6)J2 (6)sin 2f M sin ( 

1di eo ,B. (M1MARMnlMnA R ij ij 16

(7. 15)

The peak of this power density spectrum occurs where sin4 x/x2 = 0. 525.

The worst-case rms phase error from this interference source is
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- B S M. (WJ M (6)sin .(M1MARMn1M nAR)
0 -~. J(0. 525)d'f Sd J 1 j

cel'B os i i (Ml MARMn 1MnAR)

(7. 16)

Since the ratio of B to fB is 12.4/10 = .0124, this insures that the

carrier tracking phase error from this source of SSMA interference will

be negligible even under worst-case conditions. For m.=±4 and m.i=4,

(0. 525)1/2(B /f B)/2Jmj (6)J (6) 0. 0127.

Likewise, the normalized output of the subcarrier loop phase

detector is

1 12m Jm (6)Jm (6)sinBj(MlMARMnl nAR)

^/7 sea di cos Aj(M1MARMnlMnAR)i

X Xdj(t)cos[A .jt + O.](t) 0 i (7. 17)
[Aj + 3 1j3 cei

The worst-case rms subcarrier tracking error from this interference

source is

.. 1 o/-2'- 0..i5/is \% (2mi/6)Jmi(6)Jmi(6)sinfij(M MARMnlMnAR)

j1 1| scei Sddi B cos i (M1MARMnlMnAR.

(7. 18)

-3
Since the ratio B /fB is 0. 5 x 10 , this error contribution

to subcarrier tracking should be quite negligible.

Finally, we consider the interference with compound PLL demod-

ulation from an other-User rnaging sidetone and/or turned-around noise.

Assume that a fine range tone sideband associated with the other-User
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subcarrier sideband for which n.=m. lies very close to a desired-User
3

subcarrier sideband for which n.=m. in the RF spectrum. As far as the
1 1

C.W. interference is concerned, the maximum carrier and subcarrier

tracking errors are simply '1P/2 times the errors for the case of inter-

ference with compound PLL demodulation by the corresponding other-

User subcarrier sideband. Since Pl ; 0. 5 radians, the maximum error

is approximately 1/4 of that for the other-User subcarrier sideband in-

terference case. Similar remarks apply for the AR ranging sidetones,

except that P2 and PAR are much smaller than Pl. Turned-around noise

will also interfere with compound PLL demodulation in this case. To

estimate the seriousness of this interference source, write nlj.(t) and

.nARj(t) as

.(t) = nlj (t) cosolt + nl js(t) sin wt (7.19)
nj jcjs

and

nARj(t) = nARjc(t) cos(wl-)t + nARj(t) sin (w -w )t (7. 20)

where nljc(t), ns(t), n (t), and nARj(t) are Gaussian noises of
2 2 2 2

zero mean and variances alRj a nd AR The noise power
nij-, nlj' CARj' a nARj

densities may be assumed constant across the noise bandwidths of the fine

range tone and ambiguity resolving ranging sidetone filters. Then the

final term in Eq. (7. 3) may be written as

+N

5J2 JNF nj(6)(M1MAR 21 nljc(t)cos{cjt+ 0cj(t)+ n o t + s (t)]
dnj= -N cj cj j scj scj

+ nIt Pj(t)cos t + O .(t)si tn t + 0 .t + 0 t ]C + (C J d)t J

+ t3 [ (o +cj cJ nj[ scj sc jdj }

+ nARjt')sinW + (t)+ n[ t + 0 s(t)] + ( )t + d(t)RJS icJ CJ J scJ Scj 1- 2 J dj
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+ nlj (t)cos t + 0 (t)+ o t + 0 (t)] - t t + X.(t
1jCcj cJ j scj scj 1 J j

- n. (t)sin Ato .t O+ 0 ,w t(t) + n[X s.(t)}
1js CJ CJ j SCd sCJ 1 j d

+nAR C(t)coso .t + 0 Ot) n +[w ,t + .(t)] - (w-)t + Xd J.(t)
ARjetCos ocjt CJ CJ(t) SC + s cj sc3

- nARj (t)sin + tjt ) + n.[ c.t + sc(jt)]- (W -)t+ X .( (7. 21)
js ~cj cj j scj SC] 1 dJ

If the noise around the upper fine range tone sideband around the

n.=m. subcarrier sideband overlaps the subcarrier sideband for which
3 3

n.=m., the normalized output of the carrier tracking PLL phase detector

may be written as

iv 1Z( 1 AR),
0 + J + (6) ( MiAR

cei Sdi mj )mi 2 cosi(MlMARMn M
n
A R

x nlj(t)cos[ A. t + 0ij(t)+ BjXdj(t)] +n (t)sin[AC..t +0. (t) + B X (t)]
nlj 1jS 1J 1J jdj

(7. 22)

The noise terms may be expanded as

[n jc(t) (os cos (A.t + i(t)) - sin$X t)sin)sin(A t + (t)
(s 1J djdJ 1J iJ

j+ n 1 )cos.Bsin 0ij(t))+O.0 sin Xdj(t)cos (AAt + 0 j(t) (7.23)

The autocorrelation function of this noise is approximately

'i' ~(r)cos[ (Aw +8~)7·]cos (7. 24)()cnlj os[ (A + 0 j)T] cos .j + P (.) (T)c()os[ (Ato + O.'.)i sinB (7.24)
13jij i 1 nlj xj ij 1 'J
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which corresponds to a power density spectrum

1 . (COA -A . .) + ++ A )] * 
2 nlJ I 1J hij o j

00

+ 1 [f (C) CDA .(W - A 8 O( 0 .-C ) C + n. .( A. .. sin
2 'zo 27 nlj -oo 27r nlJ xJ 1J iJ

(7. 25)

Since the noise bandwidth (double-sided) of the fine range tone

bandpass filter is on the order of 1/10 the data bit rate, we may approximate

1 () by an impulse of area a in the convolution integral in Eq. (7. 25).
21n nlj n
When we do this, the power density spectrum at o= O becomes

[cosj % .(AW.. + .. ) + a2 sin 2 fB. c . (A . + ) (7. 26)j nlJ 1J ij nl j Xj 13 ij

Note also that for the range of frequencies, Aw.. + 0.., for which
· . 13 1J

.(Aj + ..) is non-zero, .(A .+ ..) is essentially negligible. Con-
nJ 1J 13 . xi 13 J 3

sequently, if Awoj + Oij is smaller than the range tone filter bandwidth, the

rms carrier tracking error from this source of interference is

Is . (M1MAR 1A 0 2B
0=2 m 2 (s)M M x cos \J ni c_ S m. m. 2 cosf

i
MlM

AR
M

n l n R i
cosj, Bn

cei di 1 AR n n

(7. 27)

where Bnl is the double-sided range tone BP filter noise bandwidth. With

Ornl on the order of at most 0. 5 radians (The noise cannot be much larger

than this without robbing too much downlink signal power from the other

modulation components and thereby causing the limiting amplifier excess

noise detector to cease transmitting the ranging sidetones on the down-

link..), the factor

J (6)J (6) 1 2Bm. m. 2 n B
x (Y~ nlIB-n
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is, in the worst-case where m. and m. are both either -4 or +4, approxi-

mately equal to 0. 014. The noise bandwidths were taken as 2B = 25 Hz

and B = 200 Hz. This factor is sufficiently small so that the interfer-
nl

ence from this source may be considered negligible.

For Au + .. such that the peak of the data spectrum falls in
ij i1

the center of the carrier loop noise bandwidth, the rms carrier phase

error will be

r-- ~IS 1 (M1 AR) 2 (0. 525)2B
~O ~2 d n I _ __ ____

ce=l di J (6)J (6) 2 cos i (M1 MARIVinlMnAR)i J fB

(7. 28)

Since fB/(0. 525) is approximately 10 times Bn1' this interference is

even more negligible than the interference from the turned-around noise.

Likewise, it may be readily seen that the carrier phase error

from the turned-around noise from the output of the ambiguity ranging

sidetone filter is even smaller than that from the turned-around noise

from the output of the fine range tine bandpass filter. This is so simply

because the noise power density at the output of the limiting amplifier

following the AR sidetone filter is less than that at the output of the limit-

ing amplifier following the fine range tone filter. This is so in part

because of the attenuation factor 1/K which reduces the amplitude of the

white noise. Also, since the excess noise detector ceases transmission

of the AR tones on the downlink when a AR exceeds approximately 0. 5

radians, the larger noise bandwidth B results in a smaller value of
nAR

noise power density nAR prior to the excess noise limit being reached.

In summary, the most potentially serious problem of SSMA

interference with compound PLL demodulation arises from C.W.

interference with carrier tracking from an other-User subcarrier sideband.
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The probability of this occurring is small, however, and if it does occur

it should not last too long.

7. 2 Data Demodulation

In the case of data demodulation, other-User SSMA interference

arises from either the other-User subcarrier sideband plus data or from

the other-User ranging sidetone plus data and turned-around noise. The

data bandwidth is much wider than the carrier loop bandwidth, and con-

sequently if an other-User subcarrier sideband overlaps the data around

one of the desired-User subcarrier sidebands in the received RF signal

spectrum, the data around the other-User subcarrier sideband will also

interfere with desired-User data demodulation.

To analyze the situation for the case of interference with data

demodulation from an other-User subcarrier sideband and data, we make

use of the results of the previous section to write the normalized input to

the data demodulator as

+ei()_ J i (6)Jmi (6)(M M M MnAR(t)d = ( t ) + 1
i )data Xdi di sin, (M1MARMnl nAR)

x cosj sin[ Aj t + j t) +0 .(t)] + sin X dj(t) cos[ A c o t +0 (t) +0 (t)]}
ij 1j cei J dj ij i ce

(7.29)

From Appendix C the variance of the interference at the output

of the data demodulator is approximately

4 .4

2 sin (w..+ 0..)T/4 sin (- W 0. .) T/4
S.Ti 1) 1 o + Ssin B T

(W..+6 i)2 T2 /16 +o 20r 4 (L _- . 2 T2/16

sin (+c4. +. 0.) T/4 4
.T 2 sin4(CT/4)+ T -_____ 21 T2 sin (CT/4) (7.30)

(C+wij +eij)2 T 2 /16 ( T/4)2
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where j 2 (6)j 2 (6) M MAR M M
S1 mj i 1 AR ni nAR)m

S = 2 (7.31)
2 Sdi sin i(MlMARMlMnAR)

1

The worst-case interference from the C,W. subcarrier sideband
4 22

of the other-User occurs for w.. + O.. such that [sin ((. .+. .)T/4]/[ (c .+O..) T 2/16]
.13 ij 1 J lj iJ j

is at its peak of 0. 525. The. variance of the C.W. interference in that case

is

2 2
(0. 525) S. cos 2 T2 (7. 32)

J J

This must be much less than T 2/31. 7, or

2
Sj cos 3< O. 06 (7. 33)

In the worst-case where m.= m. = t4, J (6)J2 (6) = 0. 0247.
j I m. m.

This is sufficiently large so that this source of interference may present

a problem if the other-User signal power is significantly larger than that

of the desired User, or if the other-User is not transmitting telemetry

and/or ranging sidetones (as during acquisition of the other-User, for

example). If the other-User is transmitting data, the factor cos2 Bj/sin2i

which equals cos = 0.41 for jf=1 radian, reduces the C.W. SSMA

interference problerm somewhat.

The worst-case interference from the other-User data occurs

for c.. + O.. = 0. In this case the variance of the other-User data inter-

ference becomes

12 .2-dx (sin~x/4V'12 .2,'25\ % x/421 T S.in sin k/ 4 TS sin S.sin sin225 si2
2 j -o 27r x/4 2)12

(7. 34)
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This must be much less than T /31. 7, or

S sin . << 0. 0316 (7. 35)

or

or -dS (MlMARMnlMnAR)
S_ j2 (6)J2 (6) (7.36)

di i (M 1MARM nI1M nAR)

Again, since J (6)J2 (6) can be as high as 0. 0247 for m. = m*= ±4, this
1 1

source of interference may pose a problem if the other-User signal power

is significantly larger than that of the desired User, or if several other-

User interference components of this type are simultaneously present.

Turning now to the problem of interference with data demodula-

tion from an other-User ranging sidetone plus retransmitted noise, the

input to the data demodulator for the case where an other-User fine range

tone sideband plus retransmitted noise overlaps the desired-User data

may be written as

J (6)J (6) (MM ARM nl MnAR 
(t = Xd(t) + dj mi 1 

data di i(MIMARMnlMnAR)
i

sinMW..t +±..(t)+ (t(t)+ fjXt + 1 1 j(t)cos W..t
82 ij3 1J cei) jdj ) 2 MM AR jcj

+ .. (t)+ .(t) + } . X .(t + n.(t)isinAux. .t + 0. (t)+ 0 .(t) . X (t)}l J cei Xdj(t) lj s tlJ xJ cel dJ' 

(7. 38)

As far as the interference from the other-User fine range tone

and data is concerned, the results are identical to the case for interference

from the other-User subcarrier sideband and data except that the variance
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of interference is reduced by the factor p2 0. 0625. Consequently, the4 1
interference with data demodulation from an other-User fine range tone

plus data is sufficiently small to be considered negligible.

The variance of the retransmitted noise component of the output

of the data demodulator is, from Appendix C,

0oo

f D Esp()l (7. 39)
-co 27r n sp

where ~ (w) is given approximately byn

C() = S' cos
2

[ (c+Aw + ) .) +Ai) (- AW. .0 i)]
n j j 8 nj ij ij nlJ ij ij

S'. n 8 -o 27r nj xj ij iJ -oo 27r nlJ xiJ i

(7.40)

where J (6)J () (M M ) 2S m. m. 1 AR
S' = S 1 (7.41)

di sin2 i(M iMARMnl MnAR).

1 2As before, we may approximate 2 .() by an impulse of area a
27r nlj n( '

so that the convolution integrals in Eq. (7. 40\ become

Cr [p (W + AW + 0.(7.42)
nl[ xj i xj ij j

With this approximation, the variance becomes

S' cos2 Tj 8 + ±nlj(± _ A±j ij n) sin (cT/4)
j 8 -oo 2ir ( j ij nxj j ij ( T/4)2

+S'sin2 j 8 nI -8o 2 xi 1 1 ij ij (wT /4)

(7.43)
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The first integral is maximum when Aw.. + O.. is near the peak
~~~~~4 2 ~~1ij 1j

of sin (CoT/4)/(coT/4) , whereas the second integral is maximum when

Aw. + 0. In the first integral 1 ±(Aw. +o.. is approximated
13j ij 2 27r nlj ij 13

by an impulse of area a 1' so that the maximum of the first component of

Eq. (7. 43) is

2
2 T 2 2 2 2

S' cos -B a 2(0. 525) S' cos Hi T ar (0. 13) (7. 44)
3 j 8 nl j n

The maximum of the second component of Eq. (7. 43) is

T2 2 s dx in 2X 4 S' in 2 T2 2 (25
S'. sin2 -- 2 J \xn x/= S/. sin a. 2(25)

3 j 8 ni I oo27T X/4 4 8 n 122 22

- S. sin2. T r 1(0. 521) (7.45)
j j ni

The variances of Eqs. (7. 44) and (7. 45) must be much less than
2

T /31. 7 if the required BEP is to be realized. This condition may be

written as

2 2 2 2sd. (M1M8R 8 cos Jm .(6 )J (6)

S - - - 2 2 nia (0. 13)<<0. 0316
Sdi (M MA MnlMnAM R) sin B n

(7.46)

and 2 2 2 2
(MM A2 (6)j2 (6)

S IjAR) M M

S ~r IMA~nldj ~ 2 I2 I CaT (0. 521)<<0. 0316

i(M 1MARMnl1MnAR).
2

sin
2

ni

l~~~~ ~~~(7. 47)

The more difficult condition is that of Eq. (7. 47). In the worst-case situa-

tion where m.=m =±4, J (6)J2 (6) 2(0. 521) is 0.00322 which is
1 j m

i
mj n 

approximately 1/10 of the critical value of 0. 0316. Consequently, if the
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other-User signal power is not significantly larger than that of the desired-

User, the interference with data demodulation from retransmitted noise

around an other-User range tone is essentially negligible.

We now examine the case of interference with data demodulation

from an other-User AR sidetone cluster plus retransmitted noise and

accompanying data. Since the amplitudes of the AR sidetones are much

smaller than the amplitude of the fine range tone, the interference with

data demodulation from an other-User AR sidetone is entirely negligible.

As for the turned-around noise around the AR sidetone cluster,

recognition of the fact that the noise power denisty nARj(co) is much less

than the noise power density nlj(o), even though a 2 may be on the
2 nlj nAR

same order as a n, leads one to realize that this source of interference
nli

with data demodulation is negligible.

In summary, only interference with desired-User data demodu-

lation from an other-User subcarrier sideband plus data may present

a problem.

7.3 Ranging

In this section we examine the case of other-User interference

with the desired-User range measurement. The worst-case SSMA in-

terference should occur for the situation where one of the other-User

subcarrier sidebands overlaps one of the desired-User fine range tone

sidebands. Of course, since the fine range tone loop noise bandwidth is

so small, the probability of the C.W. interference is small, and should

it occur, it would not last long because of the relative carrier doppler

dynamics.

The input to the fine range tone PLL phase detector may be

written approximately as
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(eJt =JM. (6) cosfl.(MlMARMn1MnAR)
(e sin tt + ±o(t)' + I 1 (MiMAR iMAR)¢ilt))( = 1Sdi COSni +1{MARM +M AR)

xsin[lt + 01(t) +Awijt +ij(t) cei (t)

SJd (6)Jm.(6) sin/j (M1MARMnlMnAR)

Sdi cos i 3(M 1MARMnlMnAR )i

Xdj(t) cos[ct 1 t + 01(t) + A.t + ..ij(t) + (t)] (7. 48)
~X Xd~j 1 ij cei

If Aw.. + 0.' is less than the bandwidth of the fine range tone PLL
1j 1j

only the C.W. interference is important. In this case, the maximum

fine range tone phase error from this C.W. interference alone is

s cosf. ( AR MA J m( 6)J (6)d co (MlMARMn MnAR) m. m

ie~ )a Sdi cospi iMARMnlMnAR)I P1

(7.49)

For mj= mi= ±4, J (6)J (6)/P1 = 0. 314. Since the peak phase error~3 m. m i

must be less than 0. 0645 radians, it is clear that ranging may be dis-

rupted when this interference occurs. Fortunately, the probability of

its occurrence is small, and the duration of the disruption is likely to be

short. In fact, if the relative carrier doppler dynamics is large enough,

the interference will sweep through the loop noise bandwidth too fast

for. any significant error to build up.

Turning now to the data interference component of Eq. (7. 48),

the rms phase error from this source of SSMA interference is
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- si ( lMAR nlM nAR) S m . m.

le cos si. MM MI M iIXjx ij P11 1 AR nl nAR di

(7.50)

where B1 is the single-sided loop noise bandwidth, and

1
~ .((o) = T sin (co T/4) (7. 51)
XJ (c T/4)2

The worst-case occurs for A. .+ O .. at the peak of qc .(co. For this
1 j- 1j xj

situation, 012e is
le

/e _ sine. (M 1AR nl nAR)j S/ 1 Jm. ()m. (
(0. 525)

e ax cos i (MlMARMnlMnAR)i S di B P

(7. 52)
3

With B1 0.6 Hz, , fB= 10 Hz = 0. 5, and m.= m.= 4, the factor
~1 B x1

J (§)J (6)
m. m.

tanB (0. 525) 1.56 x 0.00567 = 0.00885
fB Pi

(7. 53)

is sufficiently less than the critical value of 0. 0645 radians, so that it is

unlikely that this source of interference will be serious.

For the case of interference with ranging from an other-User

ranging sidetone, consider the other-User fine range tone sideband to be

the source of the SSMA C.W. interference. When the other-User fine

range tone sideband falls inside the loop noise bandwidth of the desired-User

fine range tone PLL the maximum phase error is p1/2 times the value in

Eq. (7.49). This means that the maximum fine range tone phase error

will be 0. 25 times the value for the case where the SSMA interference
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with ranging is from the other-User subcarrier sideband. This is still

large enough to cause a serious disruption of ranging if the other-User

fine range tone dwells inside the loop noise bandwidth for any significant

length of time. This, however, is highly unlikely.

Similarly, interference from an other-User AR sidetone may

also cause a momentary problem, although a less serious one than for

the case of SSMA interference from an other-User fine range tone.

Since the fine range tone rms phase error arising from SSMA

interference by an other-User data component around a subcarrier

sideband was already shown to be negligible, it follows that the error

from the data components around the other-User rnaging sidetones

sidebands will also be negligible. This is so because the error in this

case is less than the above error by a factor equal to one-half the ranging

sidetone phase deviations which are all less than or equal to 0. 25.

The remaining source of SSMA interference with range tone

tracking arises from other-User turned-around noise. We consider the

turned-around noise around an other-User fine range tone sideband first.

If the error from this source is neglgible, the interference from the

turned-around noise around an other-User AR sidetone cluster sideband

will also be negligible. The input to the fine range tone PLL for this

case is

J (6)J (6) (M MAR)

(ei(t)) = Plsin lt +dl(t)) \Sdi coMi RM)AR'nl nAR)

x In j(t)cos(colt+Ol(t) +a,.it +.ij(t) + (tcei) +jdj (t)

+ nj (t)sin( Q 1 t ) +At + .(Ot) + it) + cett Xdj(t))1 (7.54)
c3 3
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The normalized output of the fine range tone loop phase detector is

approximately

8 0 + S
lei Sd

(M I AR)

1MARMnl nAR)i

J (6)J (6)
m. m.

iJ i
2 P cos Ai

I 3 l jc) ( ij + i(t)) + n (t)sin (A jt
ljs ij

+ n (t)cos (Au .tnijs 13 + 0.(t))( 5]

(7. 55)

We proceed as in Eqs. (7. 24), (7. 25), (7. 26) and (7. 27) to obtain the

result that

J (6)J (6)m. m.

2 p1 cos Bi

(M IMAR)
I_)

(M1MARMn1MnAR.

0B 1

coso.j a VBJn Bnl

(7. 56)

when Acw + O.. is less than the
ij ij

fine range tone BP filter bandwidth, and

J (6)J (6)m. m.
3J 1

2 p1 cos 9i

(M 1MAR)
J

(M 1MARMnlM nAR)i

2B /(0. 525)

j nl f
B

(7. 57)

when ij + 0ij is near the peak of the j(cw) curve.
From Eq. (7.56), the factor

From Eq. (7. 56), the factor

J (6)J (6)
m. m.

j1 1 Ua
2 

1 1nl

2B

nlBni
20. 157

(0.5)2(0. 5)
2(0. 6)
200 = 0. 0061

(7. 58)
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is sufficiently less than the critical value of 0. 0645 so that this source of

SSMA interference with ranging may be considered not serious if the other-

User received signal power is not significantly larger than that of the

desired-User.

From Eq. (7. 57), the factor

m. m. 2B (0.
1

525) 0 1 _
1 X aCT 1 _ 0. 157 (0. 6)(0. 525)-- 1 a n B 2(0.5) (0.5)

2 -1 n1 fB 2(0. 5) 10 3

(7. 59)
This is even smaller than the above case, and therefore this source of

SSMA interference is essentially negligible.

Since the noise power density of the turned-around noise around

an other-User AR sidetone-cluster sideband is much less than that around

the other-User fine range tone sideband, this source of SSMA interference

with ranging should be truly negligible.

Concerning range ambiguity resolution, we realize that the very

small effective noise bandwidths of the AR tone loops make serious C.W.

SSMA interference unlikely in the sense that the relative carrier doppler

dynamics should preyent an other-User C.W. component from remaining

for any significant length of time within a fraction of a Hz of a desired-

User AR sidetone sideband. As far as other-User narrowband SSMA in-

terference with range ambiguity resolution is concerned. recall that the

AR tone phase deviations were chosen in Sec. (4) on the basis that the

value of the effective noise power density, R , for fine range tone tracking

threshold and AR range tone phase acquisition threshold are identical.

Consequently, if the SSMA narrowband interference was negligible for the

case of fine range tone tracking, it should be equally negligible for AR

range tone phase acquisition.
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8. MULTIPATH INTEFERENCE EFFECTS

8. 1 Introduction

Three types of multipath interference are considered. At low

grazing angles, the earth refelected multipath interference is likely to be

primarily specular at VHF. As the grazing angle increased, flat-fading

diffuse multipath interference predominates.- Finally, at large grazing

angles the fading of the diffuse multipath interference becomes non-coherent

as the time delay spread of the multipath interference increases. By

multipath interference is meant the earth reflected signals. The desired

direct line-of-sight signal is referred to as the direct-path signal.

8. 2 Uplink Multipath Models

The mathematical models that we shall use to represent the

received signals for the three cases of multipath interference are developed

below.

We consider the uplink first. The received direct-path signal

is written as

(eu(t)) d 2 s in{t - u(t) sin[t t+ t+(t)] + X](t)

+ psin (t t+ 0(t+ AR(t)cos (( -)t + (t)- (t) (81)I i sA"R 1( 28 1 2/

Then the specular multipath interference may be written as

(e t) = a2 sin wt + 0 (t) + 0 (t) + 6 sin[o t + 0 (t) + (t)] 0 +(t-t)
u uu Oc C. Cs SC sc scs 

+ q cs+ m sinst, IW t)1 s) s)C ((1 - w2)t +e Bt) -e(t)2 - C t)- 0 (t)8

(8. 2)
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where a is the relative amplitude of the specular multipath component, and

O (t) = -t (t)
CS C S

o (t) = -c t (t)
scs sc S

l (t) (t)

e2s(t) = -2ts(t) (8. 3)

and where t (t) is the relative specular multipath time-varying time delay.

The flat-fading dffuse multipath interference may be represented by

(eu=(t)) = (t) sin{ t + O (t) + 0 (t) + 6sin[ W t + OW t (o]+() XCt+ s(t)+ + ( t) + c(t)+ (t)+ sin[w t+ (t)+ (t)]
/ffd U C cs SC SC SCS

+xu (t-t ) plsin(1t+ 0
1
(t)+e 1 (t)) + $AR(t-ts)cos ((co - )t + 0 (t)

-( -t)0 -0() +X (t)) t} + cos{t+ O(t)+o (t)+ 6sin[ W t + (t)Is 2s q u c c cs sc sc

+ 0 (t)] + BX (t-t ) W plsin(l +(t
) + 0 s(t)

)
+ AR(tt )os ((-

2 )t

+ 01(t) - 0(t) + l(t) -e (t (8. 4)

where X (t) and X (t) are independent zero mean Gaussian randomcu qu
fluctuations with identical variances and power density spectra. The

autocorrelation function of X (t) and X (t) is assumed to be
cu qu

(x (t)X (t+ ) ) = (Xqu(t)X (t + )) = 2 exp[ -( / )2] (8. 5)cu cu qu 0

where T is the "decorrelation time. " The Fourrier transform of this iso

2 f2 2
e /2 (8.6)

IBf
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where Bf is the "fading bandwidth, " and is related to the "decorrelation

time" by

I I
Bf - 2 27 (8.7)

O

The fading bandwidth is approximately given by

V
B k q, Xsiny (8. 8)

f x w
C

where v is the User satellite orbital velocity, X is the wavelength of
0 C

the VHF carrier, P is the rms slope of the isotropic, Gaussian-distributed
w

undulating scattering surface, and y is the grazing angle of the scattering.

For the case of non-coherent fading of the multipath interference,

the assumption is made that spectral components separated in frequency

by an amount on the order of the subcarrier frequency fade independently,

whereas spectral components separated in frequency by several kHz or

less fade coherently. This is a valid assumption for diffuse multipath

interference at large grazing angles and for User spacecraft at altitudes

between approximately 500 and 4000 miles. If the rms slope of the

scattering surface undulations is on the order of 4° , the coherence band-

width is on the order of 10 kHz. * This justifies the above assumption.

In the time-delay-spread representation, the non-coherent fading

diffuse multipath interference may be written as

-C k
(e (t) X(t)sin t+ sin t+ (t)(t)+ (t) 

- t ]+ 8RX (t-t )+ psint + 

1 2 s(t) (W1 -'c)tk)+ Xq(t)osct + 0 (t) + 0 (t)1_ 2 i~~~s 2s l w2tk/I St qk tc C CS

* Durrani & Staras - Multipath Problems in Communications Between Low-
Altitude Spacecraft and Stationary Satellites. RCA Review, March 1968,
p. 95.
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+ 6 sin[ t + 0 (t) + (t) - Wc tk] + X (t-t) + sin(w t +(t) + 0 (t)- t
kSC SC SC sk 1 

+ AR(t-ts)coS((Wl-)t + o 1 (t) - 02 (t) + ls(t) - 0 2t) (1 o-2)k (8. 9)

An alternative, and more useful representation, considers only

the important spectral components of the received non-coherent diffuse

multipath interference. For simplicity in representation, we use the

amplitude-phase representation of the cophasal and quadrature random

signal components. That is

a(t)sin t + $(t)) = Xc(t)sino t + Xq(t) coso t (8.10)

where

xc(t) = a(t) cos 4 (t)
and (8. 11)

Xq(t) = a(t) sin4 (t)

Then, to a good approximation, the non-coherent fading diffuse multipath

interference may be written as

+N

(e¢t)) f M 1 MAR A/ nN (6){a n(t)sin{awt + 0c( (t)+ n0(t)
+,-d1 nt iC t ()+(6) a (t)] + 8 t +0 t) + st) c(tn-cfd 'An nO c Cs nO

+n[lw t+ s0 t + cs(t) ] + BXu (t-t
s

+ (in- +(t) + (t)

-- a (t)sin ot +0 (t) +0 (t) + $_(t) + n[ w t + 0 (t) +0 (t)] +/AXu(t-ts )2 nl , Cc sc sc st)

-Wt t+01 (t) +0is(t) +* It-t) Rte(t)} 2 AR(tt ) a t)cos t + 0 (t) + 0 (t) + ARsct + s st ( )] + tt) ( -)t +0 Ct) -0(t) +s t) nAR

SC SC SCS S 2
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R( -ts) a R (t)cost + (t) + (t) + AR(t) + n t + 0 (t) + 0 (t)]2 AR s nAR cs A SC SC SCs

+ x (t-t ) -((a 1 - 2 )t +0l(t) - O2 (t) 0 (t) - 0 (t,)} (8. 12)

The fact that the fading of the fine range tone sidebands and that

of the nearest AR sidetone cluster sidebands may be partially coherent is

largely irrelevant. It is important to note, however, that the AM sidebands

of the 3 and w AR tones in the AR sidetone cluster fade coherently.

8. 3 Specular Multipath Case

The case of specular multipath interference was studied in

Tech. Memo. G-161-7. We review the results of that memorandum and

update them to include the modifications in the signal and receiver design

made since that time.

The output of the carrier loop phase detector for the case of

specular multipath interference is

(e (t,)' = sin 0 + 6sin[l ct +0sc] 0 6 sin [w t + ] t)

+ psin(t + 0 (t)) + $AR(t)cos ((ao1 - 2 )t +0 1(t) (t))} ausin{O +c0 (t)

+ 6sin[L t+0 + 0 (t)] - 6sin[o t +] + (t-t )+ p sin(it + 0(t)
Sc sc scs sc sc C S i 1

+ 0(t)
) + (ARt-ts)cos (( -))t + (t)- (t) t)+ 01 (t)- 0 (t))} (8. 13)

is AR2st1 2 1 2 is 2s

With 0 small and 0 = 0 -0 also small, the compound PLL operatesce sce sc sc
in the linear region.
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The subcarrier differences are

6(sin[ o t+0s ] - sin[c t+0 -0 ]) = Asin[co t+e0s + ]1SC SC SC S s ce s c sc sc

where 

A= 2 6 |sir, \sce- I

and
sin$ +'- ) = - sinsc sce, A see

and

6 (sin[ t +0 + 0 (t)] - sin[c t + O ])
SC SC scs SC SC

=rsin[ t+0 +0 (t)+y ]
SC SC SCS Sc

where

and

r= 26 isinscescs) = 26 sin(O)I

sine +0 (t) + = 6 sin( + (t) + = + )
sce sc s s c r see scs

(8. 17)

(8. 18)

(8. 19)

The various signal components at the output of the carrier loop

phase detector are obtained by expanding Eq. (8. 13) and making use of

Eqs. (8. 14) and (8.. 17).

(e (t)) W MIMAR cos B { J (/A) sin 0 carrier loop error signal
c

+ J (A)cos 0 tan fx (t)o ce u

+ auJo(r)sin(0 + cs(t)
)

u 0 C U S

+ 2J
1
(A)cos0ce sin[ ct +0 + ]

data signal

C.W. multipath inter-
ference

specular multipath data

subcarrier
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+a 2Jl(r) [cos (0ce+ 0cs(t)) sin ( +0 (t))tanX X (t-t)]

subcarrier specular
X sin[ W t + 0 + 0 (t) + ] multipath interference

SC Sc SCS SC

+ (A)cosOce psin (t + 0(t)) fine range tone

+a J (r)[ cos0 +0 (t)) -sin(c +0 (t))tanfiXu(t-t)]
fine range tone spec-

~x plsi n[ct + 81 (t)i + 0(t)] ular multipath interference
x Plsin[ Wit + 1) l+ 1s(t)]

+ J (j )cos e Rl(t)cos((C O - )t +1 (t) - 0.(t)) AR sidetones
+jA ce 4 12 1 2

+ a J (r)cos(0 +0 (t)
)

-sin(0 +0 (t)tanOX (t-tl
u o ce Cs ce cs usi AR sidetones specu-

+ ,AR(t-t )cos(( -2)t + 0 (t) - 0 (t)+ 10 (t) - 0 (t))} lar multipath inter-
• $AR~t~S)C) s 11 2 lis 2s ') ference

(8. 20)

For small 0 and 60 , sin 0 ~ 0 , cos 0 o 1, J (A) 1I, and
ce sce ce. ce ce o

2J (A) A..

8. 3. 1 Effects of Specular Multipath Interference on Compound PLL
Tracking

Depending on the frequency s(t), the C. W. multipath interferencecs
component will either interfere with carrier tracking or data demodulation,

but not both. This is a consequence of the nature of the power density

spectrum of the split-phase data. The narrowband multipath interference

caused by the data component around dc can interfere with both carrier-

tracking and data demodulation.

If cs/27r is less than the carrier loop noise bandwidth, the

maximum carrier loop phase error arising from the "carrier" component

of the specular multipath interference (after multiplication by the wideband
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FM reference signal) is

(0) a J (r) (8. 21)
max

and the rms error is (oce) /_ - A sketch of J (r) as a function of
mnax

= 0 e+ 0ss is shown in Fig. 8. 1 for 6 = 5. 52. For la0! greater than

approximately 200, J (r) will be less than 0. 4.

The likelihood that e /27r will be less than the carrier loop
Cs

noise bandwidth is small, however. In the range of grazing angles for

which specualr multipath interference is likely to occur (ybetween 100

and 40 ° ), Oc/27r will be at least 150 Hz for near equatorial circular
orbits. Consequently, the effect of the C.W. specular multipath inter-

ference on carrier tracking is negligible.

The specular multipath data may interfere with carrier tracking

if the relative specular multipath doppler frequency 0 s/27r is such that
it lies near the peak of the data power density spectrum. The rms

carrier loop phase error from the specular multipath data component

is approximately given by

0(2 ) a J (())tanJ Bc9 x ( es ) (8.22)
ce u 0 ('CS)

U

where4 2wx (X) = T sin (cT/4)/(oT/4) . If 0 lies at the peak of the
Ox (@) speCsu

xZ (W) spectrum, this rms error is
U

1/2 a 1/2

\O2ea J u ro)tan c (0. 525) (8.23)
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Fig. 8.1 Jo(r) as a Function of a

Jo(r)

-0.<

a
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With B = 9 Hz and fB = 100 Hz, this error becomes

1/2

= a J (F)tan(0. 218) (8. 24)
ce uo

Cemax

For f= 400 Hz, this error is

1/2
=a J ( )tan((0. 109) (8. 25)

max

With 0 s/2r likely to be 150 Hz or greater, the peak of the
Cs

specular multipath data component will not be shifted into the center of

the carrier loop noise bandwidth. The next highest peak of 4) (a) has a
x

U

value of approximately 0. 045 T, and this causes a maximum rms carrier

loop phase error of

1/2

o = a J (II tan (0. 064) (8. 26)
max

It is clear that the relative specular multipath carrier doppler frequency

is a big factor in reducing the effects of the specular multipath interfer-

ence on carrier tracking. Considering the fact that a is likely to be less
U

than about 1]/2, and that J (r) is less than 0. 4 for approximately 90 percent

of the range of the relative specular multipath subcarrier phase 0
scs

it is evident that the contribution to the carrier loop phase error from

specular multipath interference is essentially neglibible.

Turning now to subcarrier tracking,. the output of the subcarrier

loop phase detector is approximately given by
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((t)) - 2J 1 (8)sin(0 + s) + 2J (cOS(a+ (t))si
Sc #= 12sce sccos 1ce cs sce

+ scs(t)+ S Y) 2J ()sin(0e+ (t)) tanJX (t-t )sin(0 +0 (t)+ySCS Sc, AfT2 1 ce Cs / U S see scs

(8. 27)

0 se a 7 ( 2J )cos(e + cS(t)) sin(0 + scs 0 (t))
s sce u 2' ce se scs

-a6- ( sin (0 + 0c (t))tan B X u(t-ts)sin(sce+ 0 (t)j
r ce Cs u s sce scs

(8. 28)

The error resulting from the presence of the C. W. specular multipath

interference is negligible because the relative specular multipath carrier

doppler frequency S/27r is much greater than the subcarrier loop noise

bandwidth B . The contribution to the rms error from the specular
sc

multipath data is approximately given by

~)1/2 1B] /2

* (,02
e

a 6 . sin tang [C s x (cs)

(8. 29)

A sketch of [26J 1(r (a)) sino/!r(ma)j is shown in Fig. 8. 2 for 6 5. 52.

The maximum value!of this factor is approximately 1. 1. For 0 at the
Cs

peak of the data power spectrum 4 (4 ), and for f = 400 Hz and
x BU

B = 0. 5 Hz, the worst-case rms error is
cs

1/2

6 ) = a . 1)(1. 56) 1 525) 0. 031 a
sce m-ax u

(8. 30)
This is certainly negligible.
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For fB= 100 Hz, and 0 at the second-highest peak, the maximum
B Cs

error is

1/2

; se a u (1.1)(1.56) -(0.045) 0. 0182 a

(8. 31)

which is even more negligible.

In summary, the effects of specular multipath interference on

compound PLL tracking are negligible.

8.3.2 Effects of Specular Multipath Interference on Data De modulation

Turning now to the case of data demodulation, the normalized

input to the data demodulation is approximately

i(t)l = x (t)+ a J (r)cot Bsin(0 + 0 (t))+ a J (r)cos(0 +0 (t))(tt )
uata u o ce CsU ts

(8. 32)

The variance of the C.W. interference at the output of the phase

detectoris

4
sin

4
(O T/4)

aw a2 (1) cot2= s T2 (8.33)
cw 2 u oT/4) 2

CS
The worst-case situation occurs for Cs at the peak of the split-phase

power density spectrum. In this case the condition for the required BEP

is

2 T
a << (8.34)
cw 31.7

or
15) 2 c2 2 120. 525) a J (r)cot2 <<

u o 31.7
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With a less than about 1/2, and J (r) less than 0. 4 for approximately
U 0

90 percent of the range of the subcarrier relative specular multipath phase

delay, 0 , this condition should be satisfied most of the time.
scs

For the 100 BPS data rate, 0cs will more than likely lie past

the peak of the split-phase power density spectrum. If 0 lies at the
cs

next- highest peak of split-phase power density spectrum, the condition

on a J (Ti is
u o

a J () << 1.84 (8. 36)
U o

This condition will be satisfied essentially all of the time.

The specular multipath data component at the output of the data

demodulator is

T

aJ (I ) cos( + 0 t-+ 0 (o)) X (t-t ) e (t)dt (8. 37)
u o o ce cs cs u s sp

Since the worst-case specular multipath interference occurs at low

grazing angles (y<!200), and since such low grazing angles would only be

encountered for low altitudes, the relative specular multipath delay, t,
S

will be small compared to a bit period under conditions for which specular

multipath interference is likely to be a problem. For example, for alti-

tudes below 200 miles, and for grazing angles below 200, the relative

specular multipath time delay is less than 0. 4 msec. This compares with

uplink bit periods of 10 msec or 2.5 msec for the command data, and a

downlink bit period of 1 msec for the telemetry data. Consequently, we

make the simplifying assumption that t is negligible in Eq. (8. 37), so

that the product Xu(t-ts)esp(t) = 1 over the bit period.
S SP
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The mean-square value of the specular multipath data component at the

output of the data demodulator is

2 2 1 2 2
= T -a J (r)sd 2 u o

2 
sin (0 T/2)

cs

(0c T/2)2
Cs

With O g2qr greater than 150 Hz, the worst-case condition for the. required

BEP becomes, in the case of T = 10 msec, approximately

2
sd << 1
T 2 31.7T

I 21 1or (
a

2 (r) ___
2 u o (3 7r/2)2 31.7

a J (r)<< 1. 2
u o

(8.40)

This condition is satisfied most of the time.

For T = 2. 5 msec, the worst-case condition becomes

1(a2 j(r)) << 3 1
2 (u o 31. 7

a J (r)<< 0.252
u o

(8.41)

(8.42)

This condition is not satisfied very easily. However, if 0 /21r is greater

than 400 Hz, the worst-case condition reduces to that of'Eq. (8. 40).

8. 3. 3 Specular Multipath Ranging Sidetones Interference

Concerning the specular multipath ranging sidetones, it is seen

from Eq. (8. 20) that these sidetones are reduced in amplitude by the

factor J (1' and are modulated by the relative specular multipath carrier

doppler frequency terms
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ecos(ce+ 0 (t)) - sin( +0 (t))tanBX (t-t)] (8.43)
IC cs \ ce cs u S

If 0cs/27r is greater than one-half the fine range tone filter noise band-

width, the C.W. interference term will be further attenuated by the filter

transfer function. If 0 s/27r is greater than the data bit rate, the peak of

the specular multipath data spectrum in Eq. (8. 43) will not overlap the

direct-path fine range tone.

Similar remarks apply for the AR sidetones except that the

wider AR sidetones filter bandwidth results in turn-around of most of the

AR sidetone specular multipath components.

If Cs/27r is such that it places the peak of the specular multipath

400 BPS data spectrum on the fine range tone, the criterion that this

source of interference contributes a fine range tone rms phase error

which is much less than the critical value of 0. 0645 radians is that

a J (r)<< 2. 83. This is easily satisfied since a J (W?) is on the order of
uo u o

1/10 of this value.

8. 4 Flat-Fading Diffuse Multipath Interference

We now examine the case of flat-fading diffuse multipath inter-

ference. In this case the output of the carrier loop phase detector may

be written as

(e t)) = sin{0ce + Asin[ t + 09 + l + Bu(t) + P sin(wlt + 01(t))
C

+ + (t)cos((l) -s2)t +0 (t) - 02(t))}9+ rsin{0 +0(t) t
AR~t) C 0 ( (wl 2) 1 0 P 2 u {ce Cs s sc

Sc +es (t) + S]c +X (t-t ) +p 
1
sin(t + 0 (t) + 0 (t))sc scs sc s 1 i t 0 1t 

+ (t-t )Cos(( )t+ (t)-(t) 2s) (8.44)
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where a (t)cos U(t) X (t)
U U C

and
a (t)sin u(t) = X(t) (8. 45)
U u q

For small tracking errors 0 and 6 0 , this is expanded as
ce sce

(et) MMARCos, 0 + tan (t) X a (t)J (tr)sin( 0 (t) +(t))
oI c I AR j ce u u e u

a (t)Jo (ios s(0 (t) +u(t)
)

tang X (t-t
s

) +2J l()sin[ t + 0 +

+ a (t)2Jl( ) [cos(Ocs (t) + u(t))- sin(OCS(t) + (t))tang X (t-t ) ]

X sin[w t+ + 0 0 (t) +Ys]+ P1 sin(o t + 0l(t)) + a(t)J (r) [cos(cs(t)

+ t)) - sin(0 (t)+ (t))tanB X u(t -t) x psin(wlt + 01(t) + 0 (t))

+ 4AR(t)COs((C)s) t + l(t) - 02 (t)) + a (t)J (r)I[COoS(0 (t) ± 4(t)) - sin( (t)

+ t))tan Xu(t-ts] x AR(t-t)cos((w l -C )t + 01 (t) - 02 (t) + 0 (t) 0( ))

(8. 46)

The effect of the fading is to spread the spectrum of the multi-

path interference. For low orbit User spacecraft and for an rms scattering

surface slope value of approximately 40 and a grazing angle in excess of

20 ° , the fading bandwidth will exceed approximately 90 Hz. This is

much larger than the noise bandwidths of any of the phase-locked-loops

in the system, so that the spectrum of the fading may be considered as

"white" inside the various loop noise bandwidths.
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8. 4. 1 Interference with Compound PLL Tracking

The multipath interference with carrier tracking may be written as

J (1) X (t)sin0 (t) + J (r)X (t)cos 0cs(t)

+ J (1 Xc(t)cos 0 (t)tanBX (t-t )
o Cs U S

- J(rI) Xq(t)sin Cs(t)tang X (t-t)

The autocorrelation function of this interference is

J2 (I{+(-T)cos( CT) + tan2 2)' k (x )COS( c)
}

O Cs x Cs

wrhere (T) = =x (t)x (t+)) = (x (t)x (t+T)).
c .c q q

The power density spectrum at = 0 is

oo

J M C ( c s+ ) + tan S g ')c s -oo 27 x Cs
U}

where

2
where a

2
-a 2 22(2B2

e f
____ = B e) /2(27rB )

is the value of xI(Tr) at T= 0 , and B is the fading bandwidth.

The integral in Eq. (8. 49) is

(8.47)

(8.48)

(8. 49)

8. 50)

I = 2 T dE
-oo 2r

sin4 ( T/4) 1 -(-0cs/2(27rBf)
2

(C T/4)2 2 Bf (8.51)
(8. 51)
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The worst case occurs when 0 is at the peak of the ~ (0) curve, and
cs Xu

the fading bandwidth, Bf, is much narrower than the width of the peak.

Although this condition is unlikely, even for the 400 BPS data rate, it

does represent an upper bound on the integral. The maximum value of the

integral is then

I = (0. 525T)ca2
max (8. 52)

and the maximum rms carrier tracking loop phase error from

multipath data component is
1/2

ce) =Jo(r)tanf(0O. 109) for fB=400 Hz
max

this diffuse

(8. 53)

and-

(/)1/2
cemm2ax

-= rJ (r)tanf(O. 064) for fB=100 Hz (8. 54)

It is assumed that 0 /22r exceeds 150 Hz in the above, so that the worst

case occurs for 0 cs/2v at the second highest peak of the data power den-

sity spectrum when fB= 100 Hz.

The rms carrier loop phase error arising from the first term in

Eq. (8. 49), for the case where Bf exceeds 90 Hz is

1/2

ce = = (r) / 2B e s/2(27rBf)2
Bf e

With Bf = 90 Hz and 0 /27r = 150 Hz, this error becomesf cs

-1/2

(0 2) = a J (r)(o. 14)
ce considered negligible.

This is sufficiently small to be considered negligible.

(8. 55)

(8. 56)
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A similar analysis applied to the subcarrier tracking loop

reveals that, as in the specular multipath case, the subcarrier tracking

error -7 (02 ) is negligible. For example, the maximum error

from the diffuse multipath subcarrier component for Bf= 90 Hz and

0 /2rT = 150 Hz is
sc

(...1/2 22~' ) e/
2 2 -02 /2(27Ba ]

( sce) n e

< 91 20) e- 2(1/) (8. 57)

<. 0. 026c

which is totally negligible.

8. 4. 2 Interference with Data.Demodulation ..

We now consider the data demodulator. The normalized input

to the data demodulator is

(e(t)) = X (t) + J (:lcot R [x (t)sin 0 (t) + x (t)cos 0 (t)]
data u o c cs q cs

+ J(r) x(t -ts)[x(t)cos 0 (t) - xq(t)sin 0c(t)] (8. 58)

The output of the data demodulator is

T

(eo(t).)da T+ J (I)cot 8 J [x (t)sinO (t) + x (t)cos0 (t)]e (t)dt

T 

0 0 Cs q Cs u S sp

(8. 59)
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The variances of the two interference components at the output of the

demodulator are

2J 2 (r)cot2 BT2 2 f dw 1 e -(C-s)/2(21rBf) sin (wT)

2 2 2/2 -2f

1 o -co 27T FBf (cT/4)2

2 J- M(Fcot2T oa2 (0. 525) (8. 60)

00
and

J(nT2 ) (8. 61)
co2 -oo 2 7r X Cs 2

o 27( S (T/2T/4)

for t <> T/2 so that x (t-t )e p(t) is essentially random or

While the integrals in the above equations are difficult to evaluate in gen-

2eral, the2 22 frequency sing of the diffuse multipath reduces the variances
below the corresponding ones for the case of specular multipath. Since the(8.62)

0 -co27T cs T /2)

for t <<achieving T/2 so that Xu(ttired B)e (t) be achieved in the worst-

While the integrals in the above equations are difficult to evaluate in gen-

eral, the frequency spreading of the diffuse multipath reduces the variances

below the corresponding ones for the case of specular multipath. Since the

conditions for achieving the required BEP could be achieved, in the worst-

case for the specular multipath case, it can be achieved also for the flat

fading diffuse multipath case.

8. 4. 3 Flat-Fading Diffuse Multipath Ranging Sidetones Interference

From Eq. (8. 46) it is seen that the flat-fading diffuse multipath

ranging sidetones are reduced in amplitude by the factor J (I) and are

modulated by the flat-fading relative specular multipath carrier doppler

frequency terms

a(t)cos(0 (t) + (t)) - sin(cs (t) +$u(t))tan X (t-t)
]

(8. 63)
a u I s u s u u s 
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For 0 /2ir greater than one-half the fine range tone filter noise

bandwidth, the fading C.W. term will be further attenuated by the filter

transfer function. Also, if 8s /27r is sufficiently greater than the data bit
Cs

rate, the peak of the flat-fading diffuse multipath data spectrum in Eq. (8. 63)

will not overlap the direct-path fine range tone. If this data peak does

overlap the direct-path fine range tone, the fading will help reduce this

contribution to the fine range tone loop rms phase error below that for the

specular multipath case.

8. 5 Non-Coherent Fading Diffuse Multipath Interference

For the case of non-coherent fading diffuse multipath interference,

the output of the carrier loop phase detector may be written approximately as

(eo(t)) = sin{0 + Asin[o t +0 + s+ BXu (t +Psin( t tt) )ce SC SC SC U (,

+N

+AR(t)cos((l -w2 )t +0 1(t)- 02 (t))}+ M1MAR J2(6)a no(t)sinOce

P +
+ cs0 (t)+ (t)+ +Xu(t-t ) + n(0 +0 (t)+ l a (t)sin{0 +0 (t)

s no s sce scs 2 nl ce cs

(t) + Xu (t-t )+ n(0e+0 (t)) +( lt +0(t) +0 (t))}

- a (t)sinO 4 0 (t)+ (t) (t-t )+ n(0 +0 (t))
2 ni ce cs ns u s sce scs

+ +
- t+1 1 (t) 2 AR(t ts) anAR(t)Cos{0ce + (t) +0nARt)

+ x(t-t ) + n(% + cs(t)) + ((cl -O2)t + 0(t) -02(t) ) 2s (t))}

+ AR s)an(t-tt)cos{0c+ 0 (t) + nAR(t) + X(t-t ) + n(0 + 0 (t))
2 ((1 sc2)t + e(t) - 02u s s e scS /

X12 is 2si
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+N
+ M MAR J (6)a (t) + J (6)sin O +0 (t) +$ (t) +ABX (t-tn1- AR ( no n1 ce s no u sn= -N

+ n(O +0 (t)) - t ± (t) +0 (t))l+ J (6)sinl + 0 (t)
\ sce scs SC scs) n-SC ce cs

+~ +(t) +,X (t-t ) + n(O+ (t)) +( t + (t) + (t))} no u s sce Sc sC s c (8.

where only the non-coherent fading diffuse multipath interference terms

of significance are listed.

8. 5. 1 Compound PLL Tracking

The carrier and subcarrier loop phase errors are assumed small

so that the loops may be treated as independent linear systems. Consider-

ing the carrier loop first, the terms of importance at the output of the

carrier loop phase detector may be written in normalized form approximately

as
+N

o 0c + N 2 (6ano (t)sin0 s(t) +± (t) +a (t)tany u(t-t )cos{0 (t) +$ (t)}}-ce n=-N n no c no no u c no

(8. 65)
The rms carrier loop phase error is approximately

= {_ ( n } c (O) (8. 66)
en= -N

where D(o) is the value of the power density spectrum of
C

a (t)sin{0 (t) + (t+ a (t)tang X (t-t )cos{% (t)+ $ (t'}no cS no no u s s no

at w = 0. This implies that the fading statistics are independent of n.
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From Eqs. (8. 47) and (8. 49), 4c (o) is
oo

(o) = ) + tan 32} d Ox (8. 67)
U

where 4(Ocs) is given by

2-2 2
2 - 20 /2(27rB )2

q>(9 ) = F e (8. 68)
cs A2/~Bf

and the integral is
00 2 2

2 si n i T/4_ 1 e cs f (8. 69)
= aT J ed

-oo 2r (C T/4) 2 2iAr/B
f

2
which has an upper bound of (0. 525T)a . This upper bound is approached

when 0 is at the peak of the c (C) curve and Bf is much narrower than
CS X f

the width of the peak. In this case · (0 ) would be negligibly small.
cS

On the other hand, with0 /27r = 150 Hz and Bf = 90 Hz, qi(0 )

would be approximately equal to 1. 1 x 10 a. This is to be compa
2 03 5T-32 -2

to (0. 525T)a for T=2. 5 x 10 sec, or 1.31 x 10 a. For T= 10 sec,

(0. 525T) 2 is 5. 25 x 10 a. With 2B = 18 Hz, the upper bound on
c

9~e * is, with tang= 1. 56,ce

a -| X+N J4 (5. 25 x 10 +2. 68 x 10 )} a

0. 378a NJ4 (5. 52)1/2 0. 127r (8.70)
n

Since this is an upper bound and is negligibly small, it may be concluded

that the effect of the non-coherent fading diffuse multipath on carrier

tracking is negligible.
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Turning now to subcarrier tracking, the output of the subcarrier

loop phase detector is approximately
+N

16 0 + ] C a (t)J (6)(J 1 (6)+J (6))[sin{ s(t) + n(t)
-- 2 sce no no- n- no

+ tanB Xu(t-ts)cos{ocs(t) +not)}] (8. 71)

1 1C=S27
so that 2 sio is

2 'sce

- &-| nEN (-J (6) | l 2B c (o) (8. 72)2 see 2 n=- 26 n sc c

<1 2 2 i 233
n 2 J4 (5. 52)j 5. 25 x10 +2.68 x 10-

6 n=l

< 0. 0324a(0. 880) - 0. 0286cr

which is entirely negligible.

In summary, the effects of non-coherent fading diffuse multipath

on compound PLL tracking are negligible if the relative specular multipath

carrier doppler exceeds 150 Hz and the fading bandwidth exceeds 90 Hz.

8. 5. 2 Data Demodulation

The normalized input to the data demodulator is approximately

(e 1(t))Wa X (t)+ ,N J 2 (6)cotp a (t)[sin{ (t) 4(t)}
n=-N

+ tang u(t -t )cos{e (t)+ no(t}] (8. 73)

The variances of the interference at the output of the data demodulator are

2 = 4(6) 2 d 1 cs f sin c (T/4)

|N ni o| cot aa (0. 525) B f (22/ 4)
Ue -

n 4) 2 c2 2 2(

n
n= -N~j·'r'~izl(8 4
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and

= S J4(6) T2a2 f a sin (.T_ )4) (8. 75)
aU2 = 006-o 2= -oo 2 x csn=-N ·u ( T/4)

for t > T/2 so that x (t-t )e (t) is essentially randoms u s sp

or

a2 = | Jn(| T or _J ocd sin (/- 2 (8. 76)nz ,(6) -oo2r Cs (T/2)

for t << T/2 so that x (t-t )e (t) e2 (t)s U s sp sp

where 2 2
whe1 e c 2/2(27 Bf)

s (W) =e
,/() 2Bf

2 2For proper data demodulation a 1 must be much less than T /31. 7

4 j 22 1or J (5. 52) cot 8a2(0. 525)<<31 (8.77)
( , n 31.7

with= 1 rad and x J (5. 52) = 0. 113, this reduces to a<<1.3. This
-N n

condition should pertain almost all of the time.

If 0 /27r is greater than the data bit rate, the condition d2<<T2 /31. 7

reduces in the worst' case to

_ _ _ 1
| Jn4(5. 52)1a << (8. 78)

n=-N (37r/2)2

or 2
a << 6.2

This condition is readily satisfied.
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If the bit rate is 400 Hz, and 0 d 27 is much smaller than this,
2 2

the worst-case condition on c2<< T /31. 7, reduces to

a << 31 7 (8. 79)

or 2
aor r<< 0. 28

This condition may not be satisfied very easily. However, the likelihood

that this worst-case condition will be encountered is very remote.

8. 5. 3 Non-Coherent Fading Diffuse Multipath Ranging .
Sidetones Interference

The non-coherent fading diffuse multipath ranging sidetones are,

from Eq. (9. 64), approximately given by

eR(t) M1 AR J2N(6 an (t)sin s(t) + $(t) +x (t-ts)

+ (t + 0(t) +9 0(t))}- - anl-(t)sin{ s(t) +n(t) + AXu(t-t)

- (t+ (t) + O (t))}+1 4A(t-t )a+ A(t)cos O(t) + A(t)

+ x(t -t)s (co 1 -W2 )t -(t) - 02(t) + e S(t) - 2)

+ 1 AR (tts) a (t)cos{8CS(t) + 
4
nAR(t) + AX (tt -t(( (

1
- )t +o(t)

- 0(t) + O (t) 2s(t))} (8. 80)
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The autocorrelation function of eR(t) is approximately

eR(t)eR(t+-) M 2M 2 AN t (_2 2 s-N 2u

U
+ 4 AIR(' r)[( (T)( 1 + tan2i )l x -

'4 bAR )X 1 cS 

+ (rT)( l+tang gx (T))cos[ %w+ 1 - ii] (8.s81)

The various ranging sidetones add incoherently as indicated. The relative

multipath carrier doppler frequency, 0 , and the diffuse multipath fading
Cs

help spread the multipath interference components over a much wider

bandwidth than the corresponding direct-path components, and this, plus

the incoherence of the multipath fading, reduces the effects of the non-

coherent fading diffuse multipath on ranging.

8.6 Downlink Multipath Models

The downlink multipath models are essentially identical to those

for the uplink, except that the downlink signal of Eq. (7. 1) is used in place

of the uplink signal of Eq. (8. 1). Also, with the downlink telemetry data,

xd(t), having a bit rate of 1000 BPS, the effects of downlink multipath data

components on compound PLL tracking and ranging are even more negligible

than for the uplink.

The problem of other-User multipath interference is also present

on the downlink. However, if the other-User signal power is not much

larger than te desired-User signal power, the othe desired-User signal power, the other-User multipath inter-

ference should be negligible. This is a consequence of the following

factors: 1) the wideband FM SSMA interference suppression mechanism,
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2) the generally weaker received signal power of the earth-reflected multi-

path interference, and 3) the frequency spreading of the diffuse multipath

interference. In addition, the changing doppler conditions between the

desired-User and the other-User received signals mean that the duration

of a given other-User interference mechanism will be.relatively short

compared to the duration of the interference from the desired-User's

own multipath.
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Appendix A

COMPOUND PLL ANALYSIS

The wideband FM receiver employs a compound PLL which

simultaneously tracks the subcarrier and the carrier, and regenerates

the wideband FM signal as a coherent reference. This permits the co-

herent demodulation of the low deviation PM data and range tones. For

the case of small carrier and subcarrier tracking phase errors, the

carrier and subcarrier loops are approximately both linear and inde-

pendent. Consequently, linear PLL analysis may be applied to the

loops. In particular, the loops may be optimized independently in the

presence of Gaussian white noise and changing doppler. This analysis

is developed below.

The received wideband FM signal on the uplink may be written

as

e (t) = / sin t + 0 (t) + 6 sin[t + 0 (t) + (t) (A. 1)
r u c c s s m

whe re

S is the uplink received power.
u

(A) is the uplink carrier frequency.
c

0(t) is the carrier phase which contains the doppler and
C doppler dynamics.

6 is the modulation index of the wideband FM subcarrier,
and is equal to 5. 52.

is the uplink subcarrier frequency.
s

0 (t) 'is the subcarrier phase which contains the doppler and
doppler dynamics.

4 (t) is the low deviation PM modulation consisting of split-
phase command data and ranging sidetones.
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In the track mode the received wideband FM signal is

effectively multiplied by a reference signal given by

ere (t) = 2 cos {t + O(t) + 6 sin[ot Os(t)]} (A.2)
ref ~ C c s (

where 0(t) and 0 (t) are estimates of the phases 0 (t) and 0(t), respectively.
c S c s

The output of the multiplier (carrier loop phase detector) is

s (t) = JS sin0c(t) - c(t) + 6sin[ ot + (t)] - 6sin[ w t + 0(t)]
0 U c c s s s S

+ 4(t)} (A. 3)

If Gaussian white noise of single-sided power density N is also

present at the input to the receiver, the noise at the output of the multi-

plier will also be Gaussian and white with a single-sided power density

N . Writing the noise at the output of the multiplier as n (t), the total
u C

output of the multiplier, appropriately normalized as is the custom in

developing phase models of PLL's, may be written as

e (t) - sin e(t) - 0(t)+ 6sin[co t +0 (t)] -6sin[w t + O(t)]}
0 ,C C S S S .

sin $ (t)
+ cos (t) - (t) + 6sin[ co t + 0 (t)] - 6sin[ t t + (t)]} 

c c s s s M

n (t)
+ (A. 4)

where M is the modulation suppression factor given by

M = cos (t) (A. 5)
m
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If the phase errors 0 = 0 - 0 and 0 = - 0 are small, the
ce c c se s s

approximation

sin{° + 6sin[ t + O + 0] -6 sin[%et t ]I0 e 5 5 se s s

> 0 + bsin[w t + O + s] - 6 sin[c t + ] (A. 6)ce s s e s s

nmay be made. This approximation linearizes both the carrier and the

subcarrier loop and makes them independent to a first approximation.

There is a small high order coupling between the loops as may be seen

by writing

sin ce+ 6sin[ot±O + + e] 6 sin[c t +s]
tce s s se s s

ce se s s 2

n+ os 2sin( si[ +^ +0 ] [ 5]sin}o ( e

cfe0 is sm s e se m s

(cos26sin(0 /2)cos[int + + s

se s s 2 ce
+ cos 0 sin fbsin[ wt+ +0 ]- 6sin[w t +(

ce s s se s 

Jo(2 6sin(%e/2)
)
sin0

se ce

+ cos 0 sin(6sin[ Wt + + -O sin[cot + O1 (A. 7)
ce , s se s

If 0 is small and if 60 is small, the above may be approxi-ce se
mated by

J (60 ) 0 + cos {6sin[ w t + + ]- 6sin[c t + (A. 8)
o se ce ces s se s s
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Since
1 2

J (6e )1 - - (60 + . (A.9)
o se 4 se

and 1 2
cos 0 l -- 0 +... (A. 10)ce 2 ce

the coupling, for the case of small phase errors, is a second-order

fluctuation in the amplitudes of the error signals of the carrier and

subcarrier loops. In the analysis which follows, this coupling is ne-

glected.

The carrier loop may therefore be modeled as shown in Fig. A. 1.

nc )

(s7~ M

8 c K

R-7193

Fig. A. 1 Linearized Model of Carrier PLL

The loop is designed to be a high-gain second-order loop.

The error 0 consists of a dynamic tracking error and a noise error.
ce

For the case where the carrier doppler is changing at a constant rate

given by , the dynamic tracking error, 0 , is given by
c cet

8 * /w 2(A. 11)cet c /nc

jwhere o is the loop natural frequency (rad/sec). The loop natural
nc

frequency is related to the loop noise bandwidth, B , as

c 2c ) I c (A.12)

c 2 ic4s c nc

where c is the damping factor.
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The noise error variance is given by

B N B
02 c u c (A. 13)
cen 2 PS M

u

Defining a "peak" phase error, (0) , by

p

(ece) = 10 c et a(2 )1 / 2 (A. 14)
= lcet c\ cen/

P

the noise bandwidth, B , is chosen so that at threshold p = S M2/N
C u u

is minimized for a given worst case doppler rate, 0, and Gaussian
C

noise error peak factor . Threshold is defined by (O) = 0, where
c ce p cm

0 is a maximum tolerable "peak" phase error. For the compound
cm

PLL, this maximum tolerable "peak" phase error may be set at

30° , since the linearization approximation begins to break down for phase

errors- in excess of about 30 ° . The Gaussian noise error peak factor

may be taken to be 3. The damping factor 6C is chosen to be 1/VJT.

From Eqs. (A. 11), (A. 12), (A. 13), and (A. 14), p is related

to B and the other variables as
C

~~ce
a 2 B5

(c .c ) (A. 15)

cm

The minimum value of p at threshold corresponds to a loop noise band-

width given by

(B = 5k2(0 /0 (A 16)
cptimum c c cmopt0mum
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The threshold value of p is then

(P)threshold ()2 (C/m )2 (Be) (A. 17)
optimum

The doppler rate 0 is equal to X (R/c), where R is the range between
C C

the spacecraft and the TDRS, and c is the velocity of light.

Turning now to the subcarrier loop, the error signal of

Eq. (A. 6) is effectively multiplied by the subcarrier loop VCO signal

(eS(t))
VCO1

= J cos[ t -t- 
S S

(A. 18)

The output of this multiplier is

1 6
sin 0 m 2 0se

%FWs e se
(A. 19)

plus Gaussian noise of single-sided power density N /Su M The equi-

valent phase model of the loop may be drawn as shown in Fig. A. 2.

n, It)

vr7 M

S
-9es

Fig. A. 2 Linearized Model of Subcarrier PLL
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The "effective phase error" is taken as ,- 0 because for a constant
se

or slowly varying subcarrier loop phase error, 0 , the subcarrier
se

difference in Eq. (A. 6)

* 0

6 sink[t++0 ] -ssin[ wt+8 + 80 cos[ + 0 + se (A. 20)5 s se s s se t s 2

60 60Ose s___se e,has an rms value of , Lettingse ,a a peak" error,

(as) , may be defined in a manner analogous to Eq. (A. 14). That is
P

() se) = Iset s( 2 ./) (A. 21)
P

2
Here a issen

B N B
2 SU S (A. 22)
sen S M2 PSM 

U

where Bs is the subcarrier loop noise bandwidth. The dynamic tracking

error a is
set

set Cs /Wns = s R . (A. 23)
set = ns _'6' 2 c

ns

where the loop natural frequency, w , is related to the loop noise band-
ns

width, B, by

B ns 4 kI 0 (A. 24)
s 2 4p s ns

The damping factor Cs is chosen to be 1/Vf2 as in the carrier loop.
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Defining threshold by ( ) =ae where c is a maximum
P

tolerable "peak" error, the subcarrier loop may be optimized by se-

lecting the loop noise bandwidth B so as to minimize the value of p at

this threshold. The results are

2

threshold (4 (s/s (sptimum
optimum

(A. 25)

(A. 26)

If o = 0 , k =k , and C =a , the ratio of the noise band-sm cm s c s c
widths of the subcarrier and carrier loops is

sB Pt

c6opt. c
r f

i f2 c

For 6 = 5. 52, f = 107. 2 kHz, and f - 149 MHz, this ratio is approximately
S c

0. 053. This is also equal to the ratio of the threshold values of p. Con-

sequently, the carrier loop clearly imposes the more stringent require-

ment on received signal power. This means that for a value of p at

or above carrier loop threshold, the subcarrier loop will be well above

threshold. The "peak" error, (a , at carrier loop threshold is

p

(se)P = 5C 5 + sm = 0. 2 4 2cS
(U) 5 sm 5 sm 2f sm

(A. 28)
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Numerical Example

The highest doppler rate occurs for a low orbit spacecraft

passing directly under the TDRS. The carrier doppler rate on the up-

link in this case is approximately 30 rad/sec . The TDRS must radiate

sufficient power to permit spacecraft with this worst-case doppler dynamics

to operate above threshold in the presence of the worst-case noise power

density. Consequently, this value of 0 helps determine the required
c

uplink TDRS transmitter power.

For = 30 rad/sec
2

, and with c=Cs = 1/J, a = = 3,
c c a

and 0 = = 30, the values of (B (P)h and B are
cm smopt. thop

given in Table A. 1.

Table A. 1

Compound PLL Parameters
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0 (rad/sec ) 30

(B) (Hz) 9. 0

opt.

(P)th (Hz) 462

( (Hz) 0. 48
opt.
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Appendix B

CW INTERFERENCE WITH PLL TRACKING

In this appendix the effects of small CW interference on PLL

tracking are considered. The PLL is considered to be linear, and the

phase error caused by the CW interference is assumed small.

The input to the loop may be written as

e. (t) = 2si sin[w t (t)] + sin[i t) ] (B.1)
in 0o o 1

where S is the signal power, S. is the interference power, 0 (t) is
O 1 0

the phase to be tracked by the PLL, w. is the frequency of the inter-

ference, and 0i(t) represents possible doppler dynamics on the inter-

ference.

The VCO signal which multiplies ei. (t) may be written as

eVCO(t) =/2cos [Wot+ 0(t)] (B.2)

where 0 (t) is the estimate of 0 (t).

The output of the multiplier is therefore

e (t) = sin[0 (t)-0o(t)] + sin[(w.-o )t+ .(t) - (t)] (B. 3)
0 S 1 0 1 0

The linearized loop phase model is shown in Fig. B. 1.
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Fig. B. 1 Linearized Phase Model of PLL

With the frequency A0 i = (Wi - w) + O(t) - 0 (t) lying well within
1 1 1 0

the loop noise bandwidth, the maximum phase error arising from the

presence of the interference is simply equal to /Si/S, If this is small

(i.e., on the order of 300 or less) the loop linearization approximation

is reasonable, and the rms phase error contributed by the interference

may be approximated by (2 Si/S ) 2 when the interference lies within

the loop noise bandwidth.

For Awc. lying outside the loop noise bandwidth, and for low
1

doppler dynamics, the rms phase error of (2 Si/S )1/2 is simply

reduced by the amplitude of the loop transfer function at the frequency

At..
1
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Appendix C

DATA DEMODULATION

TDRS system specifications call for a BEP (bit error probability)

of 10 for the uplink command data and the downlink telemetry. The

uplink bit rate may be either 100 BPS or 400 BPS, whereas the downlink

bit rate is 1000 BPS. The data demodulator is a coherent integrate and

dump detector as shown in Fig. C. 1.

MULT
INTEGRAT e(t) TO DECISION

INPUT <M i.i CIRCUIT

CLOCK
EXTR CONTROL

OF DUMP
TIME

R-71/d

Fig. C. 1 Data Demodulator

For the required BEP, the clock may be assumed to be extracted

with negligible phase jitter. For a data demodulator input consisting of

split-phase data Xsp (t), and white gaussian noise, n w(t), the output, e (t),

is

eo(T) fx t) et) dt+ fn(t) e(t) dt (C. 1)

The first integral is simply equal to bT, where b is either

+1 or -1 depending on whether the data bit was a binary 1 or 0, and T is
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the bit period. The second integral is a gaussian random variable of

mean zero whose variance is given by the statistical average

f dtl fdt2 n(t) nw(t2
) esp(t) esp(t) (C. 2)

The average over the noise is equal to

nw(t) nw(t2 ) = (2) 6(tl-t2 ) (C.3)

where (9/2) is the double-sided noise power density, and 6(tl-t2 ) is

the Dirac-delta function. The variance is readily seen to be equal to

2 =(- 2) T (C.4)

The probability of error, or BEP, is

P= e[1dr L (C.5)Pe 2 - erfc
2 2

where /s = T. The ratio U /22 = T/t is recognized as the energy

per bit divided by the single-sided noise power density. The required

BEP is realized for values of T/[ greater than abuut 12 dB (15. 85).

For the case where the noise (or interference) is gaussian but

non-white, the average over the noise is

00dw j (t1 t
nc(t) n(t 2 ) S 2- nT ) 1 (C. 6)

-cO

where 4n (w) is the power density spectrum of the colored noise.n
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Introducing this into Eq. (C. 2), the variance is seen to be equal to

do n({) IE (W)12 (C.7)

where E (o) is the Fourier transform of e (t). IE (w) |2 is given
Sp sp sp

by

4
E (I) 12 T

2
sin (w T/4) (C.8)

(o T/4)2

If 4Ž (c) is essentially constant over the bandwidth of IE (W) 2 , the
n

variance may be approximated by An, the value of 4 (Xo) near the
2n n

peak of JE () 12 . This is a reasonable approximation for narrowband
sp

RFI whose bandwidth is much larger than the bit rate.

On the other extreme, if the interference is a sinusoid of

frequency w. which is statistically independent of the data clock
1

(i. e., its phase is random with respect to the phase of the data clock),

the variance is

ST2 sin (oiT/4)

(oiT/4)

where S. is the power in the sinusoid. The maximum value of this
12

variance occurs for wiT/4 c 37r/8 and is approximately SiT (0. 525).

With many different types of noise and interference present in addition

to the white gaussian noise, and with no one noise or interference domi-

nating, the statistics of the random portion of the data demodulator

output may still be considered to be zero mean gaussian with a variance

equal to the sum of the variances of the individual noise or interference

contributions. The total variance must be such that the ratio A /2cr is

greater than 12 dB if the required BEP is to be realized.
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Appendix D

AN IMPROVED WIDEBAND FM TDRS SYSTEM

One of the biggest advantages of the wideband FM system concept

is its extreme flexibility insofar as the improvements in performance that

may be attained by making minor modifications in the signal format and

receiver design. The system described in this appendix is an outgrowth

of the analysis conducted under this contract. By analyzing the system

described in Sec. 2 of this report, as was done in Secs. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8,

we were able to see which communications functions (i. e., data, ranging,

tracking, multiple access) were most susceptible to noise, CW RFI,

narrowband RFI, SSMA interference, and multipath interference. This

indicated where improvements could be made in the wideband FM system.

In particular, the modified system offers the following improvements:

1. By PN coding the uplink command data bits with a 511 bit

PN code, whose bits are split-phase, the 100 BPS data is both spread in

frequency and shifted away from the carrier. This results in improved

data demodulation in the presence of multipath interference of all classi-

fications as well as CW and narrowband RFI.

2. By making the command bit rate coherent with the 100 Hz

range tone, bit synchronization and PN code acquisition may be easily

accomplished, as will be described.

3. By reducing the phase deviation of the command data on the

uplink carrier from 1 radian to iT/4 radians, the percentage of the total

signal power in the carrier and the range tones is essentially doubled,

with only a small loss in the percentage power in the data. This helps

wideband FM acquisition, and also reduces the probability of loss of lock,

as well as aiding in ranging.
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4. Since the data sidebands no longer lie near the carrier they

cannot be used to aid in acquisition. Consequently the wideband FM modu-

lation index is reduced from 5. 52 to 5. 32 so that the 3rd and 5th order

sidebands have equal power and the 4th order sideband has the maximum

available power. The 4th order upper sideband is multiplied by the sum

of the 3rd and 5th order upper sidebands in the acquisition aid, and similarly

for the corresponding lower order sidebands. This more than makes up for

the fact that the data sidebands around these subcarrier sidebands are no

longer multiplied together in the acquisition aid system. With the deviation

reduced to 5. 32 radians the power in the carrier component is still negli-

gibly small, but no longer zero, and the power in the second order side-

bands is reduced to negligible proportions. The power in the first order

sidebands is now at its maximum value. The power in the 7th and higher

order sidebands is now even more negligible than before. Consequently,

there are only 5 sidebands having significant power when 6 = 5. 32 radians.

This reduces the percentage of the RF band for which the wideband FM

signal is susceptible to various kinds of RFI.

5. By modifying the range tone format so that the AR tones

directly phase modulate the carrier, the range tone extraction problem is

simplified. The fine and medium fine range tone frequencies are 102. 4

kHz and 6. 4 kHz as bdfore, but the medium coarse and coarse range tone

frequencies are now 800 Hz and 100 Hz. The ratios between these new

frequencies is 8 rather than 16 as before. This means that more power

may be put in the fine and medium fine range tones, and the power in the

AR tones may be reduced. In the User transponder the fine range tone is

coherently filtered and turned around. The medium fine range tone is

tracked and the tracked tone drives a divide-down chain which generates

the 3. 2, 1. 6, 800 Hz, 400 Hz, 200 Hz and 100 Hz tones. Ambiguity resolu-

tion is performed with the uplink 800 and 100 Hz range tones. The ambiguity
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resolved tones from the downlink chain and the tracked 6. 4 kHz are trans-

mitted on the downlink. This totally eliminates the problem of turned-

around noise and RFI associated with the AR sidetone turn-around channel

in the previous system. The problem of turned-around noise and RFI in

the fine range tone turnaround channel is reduced in the new system by a

quasi-coherent narrowband filtering of the fine range tone prior to trans-

mission on the downlink, as will be described. The command data clock

is derived from the divider chain, thereby eliminating the need for a bit

synchronizer. The downlink telemetry data clock is also generated from

the divider chain, and this permits the elimination of the data clock gen-

erator in the User and the data bit synchronizer in the ground receiver.

In addition, the 6. 4 kHIz range tone tracker generates the PN code chip

rate clock, a subcarrier on which the downlink data is modulated, a

signal used in the quasi-coherent narrowband filtering of the fine range

tone in the User transponder, and frequencies which may be used in the

downlink subcarrier frequency generator. Consequently, this additional

User circuitry actually replaces much of the circuitry that would be

required in the User transponder described in Sec. 2.

Although the lowest frequency range tone is now 100 Hz rather

than 25 Hz, this still provides 3000 kilometers of range ambiguity. This

should be more than adequate for the TDRS application.

6. The downlink data is modulated by a 51. 2 kHz squarewave

prior to modulation on the downlink carrier. This aids in the suppression

of multipath interference with data demodulation, and still provides a high

degree of immunity against SSMA interference since the data is not spread

in frequency very much. It also prevents interference with tracking by the

multipath data sideband components and interference with data demodulation

by the multipath subcarrier sidebands. With the data modulated by the

51. 2 kHz squarewave, two carrier bands separated by 25. 6 kHz are used

rather than three. Each User will have access to two subcarrier fre-

quencies and either of the two carrier bands, and will select the downlink
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channel in accordance with commands from the DAF. A total of 20 sub-

carrier frequencies ranging from 112. 0 kiHz to 144. 0 kHz and spaced by

1. 6 kHz are available (not including the frequency at 128. 0 kHz) thereby

providing for simultaneous transmission by 40 Users on the downlink.

Uplink Signal Format

The uplink wideband FM signal consists of a carrier PM modu-

lated by the sum of 4 coherent range tones and 100 BPS data, and wide-

band FM modulated by a sinusoidal subcarrier.

The range tone frequencies are listed in Table D. 1.

Table D. 1

Range Tone Frequencies

Range Tone Frequency Phase Deviation

Fine 102.4 kHz P1 = 0.6 radian

Medium Fine 16 6. 4 kHz P2 = 0. 5 radian

Medium Coarse - 8 800 Hz P3 = 0.3 radian

Coarse . 8 100 Hz P4 = 0.3 radian

The data is modulated by a 511 bit PN code whose bits are split-

phase. The data clock is the 100 Hz range tone frequency. The PN chip

rate is 51.1 kHz. The data phase deviation is 7/4 radians.

The wideband FM subcarrier frequency lies between 107 kHz and

133 kHz, the exact frequency being selected on the basis that a clear channel

approximately 16 kHz wide exists at the upper 4th order subcarrier sideband

frequency, with relatively clear channels around the upper and lower 3rd and

5th order sidebands and the lower 4th order sideband. The modulation index

is chosen to be 5.32 radians. The power in the various sidebands is shown

plotted in Fig. D. 1 for the case where 6 = 5.32 radians. At this value the

power in the 3rd and 5th order sidebands are equal, and J4 is at a maximum,
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Fig. D. 1 Distribution of Signal Powers in the
Wideband FM Subcarrier Sidebands
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as is J1(6). This may be seen in Fig. D. 2. The value of 5.32 is not

critical in that a variation of +0. 1 radian around this value would be quite

acceptable. This means that no feedback circuit would be required in either

the DAF transmitter or the User spacecraft compound PLL receiver to

maintain the value of 6 precisely at 5.32 radians.

The data and range tones around each subcarrier sideband are

shown in Fig. D. 3.

The uplink signal may be written as

4

e (t) = sin- ot + 6 sin[ws t] + gxd(t) xPN(t) xc(t) P sin(w) (D 1)
i=l

where 6 = 5.32 radians, B = Tr/4 radians, p = 0. 6, 2 = 0.5, and p3 = p4

= 0.3 radians. Here xd(t) is the 100 BPS data, xpN(t) is the 511 bit PN

code, and x c(t) is the 51. 1 kHz PN code clock which has the effect of

making the PN code bits split-phase.

The uplink carrier frequency is now 148. 9106 IvIHz = 149 x(1-. 0006).

The downlink carrier frequency'is 23/25 (148. 9106) = 136. 99775 MHz. This

is only 2.24 kHz away from the center of the downlink 136-138 MHz band.

This will permit two additional subcarrier frequencies to be used on the

downlink as will be explained shortly.

The User Transponder Compound PLL

A modified compound PLL is utilized in the User transponder to

acquire and track the wideband FM signal, as indicated in Fig. D. 4.

With the 100 BPS data no longer located immediately around the

subcarrier sidebands, additional power must be provided for acquisition.

This is accomplished in several ways. First, the 3rd order upper sideband

is added to the 5th order upper sideband and the sum multiplies the 4th

order upper sideband. This yields a higher SNR at the output of the

multiplies than was the case when 6 = 5. 52 and only the 5th order upper
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sideband multiplied the 4th order upper sideband. Second, the lower 3rd,

4th, and 5th order sidebands are utilized as well as the upper sidebands

in the modified acquisition scheme. Third, narrower band sideband and

subcarrier bandpass filters are used, with a correspondingly slower

sweep rate. Fourth, reduction of i from 1 radian to 7r/4 radians more

than doubles the power in the subcarrier sidebands. Fifth, the bandwidth

of the narrowband 4th order upper sideband filter is reduced from 40 Hz

to 20 Hz, with the fine sweep rate correspondingly slowed.

With the bandwidth of the sideband filters reduced from 600 Hz

to 80 Hz, a degree of discrimination against multipath and RFI is achieved.

Further discrimination is obtained by utilizing two coarse sweep acquisi-

tion threshold detection systems and stopping the sweep only when both the

upper and lower 3rd, 4th, and 5th order sidebands lie inside their respec-

tive sideband filters.

The carrier loop frequency acquistion mode does not frequency

divide the hard limited 4th order sideband by 4 and phase detect against

the subcarrier VCO signal. Rather, it phase detects the hard limited

4th order sideband against the frequency-multiplied-by-4 subcarrier VCO

signal. Since the narrowband 4th order sideband bandpass filter is only

20 Hz wide, the total frequency error when the carrier loop is switched to

the acquisition mode should be less than the seize frequency. This modi-

fied acquisition mode also permits phase acquisition as well as frequency

acquisition in this mode. In particular, should a large CW RFI component

move into a band +40 Hz around one of the the subcarrier sidebands so that

it might cause the carrier-tracking loop to lose lock, this fact could be

detected by the CW RFI detector shown in Fig. D. 4, and both the carrier

loop and the subcarrier loop switched to the acquisition mode until the

CW RFI sweeps out of this band. This will happen fairly quickly, since

the doppler rate between the User and the earth-based RFI is much higher

than that between the User and the TDRS. Since the carrier loop can
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maintain phase lock in the acquisition mode, the communications link will

not be disrupted by the CW-RFI. Remember that the subcarrier frequency

was selected so that the 4th order upper sideband fell in a clear channel

16 kHz wide. Consequently there is no RFI problem with it. If the RFI

component should happen to lie near one of the other subcarrier sidebands

used for acquisition, the narrow bandwidth of the subcarrier loop, even in

the acquisition mode, will help prevent the CW RFI component from unlock-

ing the subcarrier loop. If the gain of the subcarrier acquisition loop is

adjusted so that its noise bandwidth is equal to the track loop value of

0. 5 Hz instead of the acquisition value of 2. 84 Hz (see Sec. 2. 5. 3. ) during

this handover to the acquisition mode, the CW RFI will have even less

chance of disrupting the subcarrier loop since it will sweep in and out of

the subcarrier loop noise bandwidth too quickly for the loop to respond to it.

It is possible to do this since the subcarrier loop is already acquired in this

situation.

When the CW RFI detector indicates that the CW RFI is no longer

a threat, it switches the loops back to their track modes.

Finally the bandwidth of the carrier IF amplifier may now be

reduced from 4 kHz to approximately 500 Hz, since the data sidebands do

not have to be passed by this filter. Also, the IF amplifier preceding the

carrier phase demodulator is widened to 500 kHz in order to pass the

second spectral lobe of the split-phase bit PN-coded data spectrum.

User Transponder Range Tone Tracker

The User transponder range tone tracker replaces various sub-

systems presently required on board the User in the transponder described

in Sec; 2. This modified system also vastly outperforms the subystems

it replaces.
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The subsystems replaced by this new circuitry include:

1. The uplink data bit synchronizer.

2. The AR sidetone turnaround channel.

3. The downlink telemetry clock, and

4. The downlink subcarrier frequency generator
frequency--divider chain.

In addition, this new subsystem performs the functions of:

1. PN code acquisition (chip rate and code acquisition),
and

2. Downlink telemetry squarewave subcarrier signal
generation.

This obviates the need for a PN code matched filter code acquisi-

tion system and a separate downlink telemetry squarewave subcarrier

signal generator.

The User transponder range tone tracker is shown in Fig. D. 5.

The range tone tracker consists of a PLL, which tracks the 6. 4 kHz range

tone, and associated circuitry as indicated. The 6. 4 kHz reference fre-

quency is obtained by frequency-dividing-by-eight the output of a 51. 2 kHz

VCXO. This approach permits us to obtain coherent signals at 51, 2 kHz

and at 12. 8 kHz. The 51. 2 kHz VCXO frequency is hard-limited and

utilized as a subcarrier for the downlink telemetry data. The 12. 8 kHz

and the 6. 4 kHz frequencies are utilized in the downlink wideband FM

subcarrier frequency generator. The coherent 6. 4 kHz reference fre-

quency is successively frequency-divided-by-two down to 100 Hz. Ambi-

guity resolution is achieved by phase comparison of the 800 Hz and the

100 Hz divider chain frequencies with the 800 Hz and 100 Hz range tones.

The dividers are advanced or retarded as necessary to achieve a phase

match. The 3.2 kHz and the 1. 6 kHz frequencies in the divider chain are

also utilized in the downlink wideband FM subcarrier frequency generator.
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The 800 Hz and the 100 Hz frequencies in the divider chain are

used as the medium coarse and coarse range tones on the downlink. The

6. 4 kHz coherent reference frequency is mixed with the 51. 2 kHz VCXO

frequency to produce a frequency at 57. 6 kHz which becomes the medium

fine ranging sidetone on the downlink. This frequency is also multiplied

by 2 and mixed with the 12. 8 kHz frequency to produce a frequency at

128 kHz used in the subcarrier frequency generator.

To demodulate the data, the 51.2 kHz VCXO frequency is mixed

with the 100 Hz frequency from the divider chain to produce the 51.1 kHz

PN code chip rate clock. This drives the shift register used to generate

the local version of the PN code, and also multiplies the locally generated

PN code so as to produce split phase bits. The 100 Hz frequency in the

divider chain is phase coherent with the PN code and the data, and is used

to set the shift register to the proper state so as to make the phase of the

locally generated PN code match that of the received PN code. It also

provides data bit sync.

The 51. 1 kHz frequency is also frequency multiplied by two to

produce a signal at 102. 2 k-Iz. This is used to mix the fine range tone

frequency down to 200 Hz, where, with essentially all of the doppler

removed, it is filtered by a narrowband active BPF. It is then mixed

back up to 102. 4 kHz by the 102. 2 kHz frequency. The difference fre-

quency at 102.0 kHz is rejected by a XTAL bandpass filter centered

around 102.4 kHz. The filter bandwidth is wide enough so that the phase

shift introduced by the filter when doppler shifts the range tone frequency

away from the filter center frequency is small, yet narrow enough to

adequately suppress the frequency at 102.0 kHz. A compensating filter

may be used in the ground receiver range tone demodulator to compensate

for this phase shift.

Finally, the 1 kHz downlink telemetry clock is generated by mixing

the 800 Hz and the 200 Hz from the divider chain as indicated in Fig. D. 5.
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User Transponder Transmitter

The modified User transponder transmitter utilizes a modified

wideband FM subcarrier frequency generator but essentially the same

downlink carrier modulator as shown in Fig. 2. 14. The only difference

is that the frequency into the carrier band switch is 1. 6 kHz from the

divider chain of the range tone tracker of Fig. D. 5 rather than 3. 2 kHz,

and the, output frequencies of the carrier band switch are (f /25)/8 ±1. 6kHz
c

rather than (f /25)/8 ±+3.2 kHz or (f /25)/8. That is, only two carrier
c c

bands rather than three are utilized. This fact, plus the modification in

the uplink carrier frequency which centers the downlink carrier in the

136-138 MHz.band better than had been the case previously, permits the

utilization of two more subcarrier frequencies at 142.4 kHz and 144. 0 kIHz,.

and the elimination of the subcarrier frequency at 110. 4 kHz. Consequently

the subcarrier frequencies range from 112. 0 kHz to 144. 0 kHz separated

by 1. 6 kHz. The subcarrier reference frequency at 128. 0 kHz lies at the

center of this band of subcarrier frequencies. This fact is utilized in the

modified, and simpler, subcarrier frequency generator.

The modified subcarrier generator starts with the frequencies

12.8 kHz, 6.4 kHz, 3.2 kHz, and 1. 6 kHz obtained from the range tone

tracker divider chain, and generates the frequencies at 6. 4 ±1. 6 kHz and

12.8 :1. 6 kH-z and 12.8 +3. 2 kHz. These frequencies are then mixed

with the 128 kHz frequency to produce the subcarrier frequencies.

For example, if the User is assigned the subcarrier frequencies

at 128.0 ±9. 6 kHz - 137. 6 kHz and 118. 4 kHz, the frequency at 9. 6 kHz

is generated by mixing the 12.8 kHz and the 3.2 kHz frequencies to pro-

duce the difference frequency at 9. 6 kHz. This is then mixed with the

128. 0 kHz frequency to produce frequencies at 137. 6 and 118.4 kHz.
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Downlink Signal Format

The downlink wideband FM signal consists of the coherently trans-

ponded carrier PM modulated by the sum of the turned-around 102. 4 kHz

range tone, the medium fine ranging sidetone at 510 2 + 6. 4 kHz = 57. 6 kHz,

the ambiguity resolution tones at 800 Hz and 100 Hz, and the 1000 BPS

telemetry data which is multiplied by the 51.2 kHz squarewave, and wide-

band FM modulated by a sinusoidal subcarrier. The carrier is shifted to

either the upper or lower carrier band by a frequency which is coherent

with the range tones and the downlink subcarrier.

As a result of the higher SNR on the downlink (necessary to satisfy

the BER for the 1000 BPS data), and as a consequence of the facts that

1. ranging acquisition on the downlink is performed
with the telemetry data turned off,

2. the 800 Hz and 100 Hz range tones are sent down
to the ground essentially noise free as a result of
the ambiguity resolution performed in the User
spacecraft transponder,

the downlink range tone phase deviations may be reduced somewhat. It is

recommended that tentatively the phase deviations of the range tones on

the downlink carrier be chosen as:

P1 = 0. 5 radians

P2 = 0.4 radians

3= P = 0.2 radians

It is also recommended that the phase deviation of the data on the

downlink be 7r/3 (60°). This should leave sufficient power in the subcarrier

sidebands and the fine rangetone to permit the range and range rate require-

ments to be met, and to keep the carrier and subcarrier tracking errors

small.
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The wideband FM modulation index should be set at 6 = 5. 52 in

order to keep J (6) = 0 and thereby eliminate carrier SSMA interference.

As on the uplink, a variation of + 0. 1 radian in this modulation index may

be tolerated both in the User transponder transmitter and in the ground

receiver wideband FM compound PLL. The distribution of signal powers

in the wideband FM subcarrier sidebands for 6 = 5. 52 is shown in Fig. 2. 5.

Ground Receiver Compound PLL

The ground receiver compound PLL is very similar to that of

Fig. D. 4. The differences are:

1. The sweep generator must be designed to move the
carrier loop VCXO into the upper or lower carrier
band and sweep only in that band during acquisition.

2. The carrier loop noise bandwidth must be increased
slightly to account for two-way doppler dynamics.

3. The subcarrier loop VCXO is replaced by a sub-
carrier frequency generator driven by a 128. 0 kHz
VCXO as indicated in Fig. D. 6.

4. The acquisition aid circuits and the subcarrier band-
pass filters are designed as plug-in units to convert
the general receiver into one designed to track a
specific subcarrier frequency.
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